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THE PRIZE SPEAKING
Subecrtptlons *3.00 per year payable ln 
advance: single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula­
tion and very reasonable.
* w
— Heaven Is not always angry ♦
Rotarians Applauded High 
School Orators and the 
Fine Orchestra
The keen Interest of local Rotari­
ans In the youth of Rockland High
OLD GRADS, AHOY! MR. DWINAL'S VIEWS
Sophomores Ask Your Help Tells Kiwanians In Auburn 
In Very Important High i That New Deal Is Like
IT’S INCOME TAX TIME SWIFT ACTION THE WATCHWORD
♦ when he strikes, but moat chas- ♦ School was amply demonstrated last 
night when nearly 100 Rotarians and 
Rotary Anns gathered ln the main 
d.ning room of The Thorndike for a 
prize speaking contest sponsored by 
the Essay Committee headed by A. 
C McLoon.
First prize was awarded to Miss 
Florence Dean, whose selection was
tlses those wtiom most he likes. 
♦ —John Pomfret
ANSWERING BOZE
Editcr Of The Courier-Gazette:—
Enclosed is an exact copy of the 
item published in the Ooinlon at the 
time of the disaster and will answer 
Bcze's inquiry:
"Adam Benner, son of Mr. Enoch 
Benner was one of the crew of the 
schorner Henry Gibbs. Capt Darius 
Teel, which was wrecked off Milford, 
Conn.. Jan. 8, 4886. all on board 
being drowned The vei'el was 
valued at 82000 and was owned by 
Robert I,;ng. Whitney Long, and 
Amanda Teel of St. Oeorge and 
R F. Hart of Marlon. Mass.
Mrs. Elden Davis,
Port Clyde, Jan. 29
School Project
The opening gun in the 1936 Kippy 
Karnival, most important single ac­
tivity of Rockland High School. Is 
sounded herewith in the form of an 
appeal to loyal students of yesterday. 
To the Alumni and friends of Rock­
land High School:
We, the class of 1938, are asking you 
to remember your Alma Mater and 
us by sending contributions to our
Bull In China Shop
To Zelma Dwinal Republican, of 
Camden, candidate for nomination 
for Congress from the Second Dis­
trict, the New Deal is a most ex­
pensive party, from which the Uni- 
ed States appears to be sobering up, 
and payment for which is going to be 
a huge problem for the party ln pow­
er after this fall's election.
The dawn of the morning after
Read Carefully the Information Which Will 
Here Be Furnished
Surveys Being Made Today For Rockland’s 
Community Building—Some Of Its Angles
“Correspondence Courtship’’
Three-Art Comedy, at 
Town Hall. Warren. Wed. Feb. 5 
7.45 p. m.
Admission 15c and 25c 
Dance Following, admission 10c, 15c
from “Macbeth.” Second award went1 Remembrance Booth The display of
to Miss Dorothy Sherman with "Ann j booths and sale of articles, a part of ] not far distant,” Dwinal told 
of Green Gables," and third to Miss 
Edith Dondis whose choice was "The 
Soul of the Violin." Misses Doris 
Borgerson, Ruth Thomas, Barbara 
Derry and Meredith Dondis were also 
contestants. All speakers were of 
such high quality that the task of the 
Judges. Misses Dorothy Walsh and 
Marjorie Stein of Camden and Rev 
O. F. Currier of Rockport, proved 
most difficult, and brought high 
praise to Miss Dorothy Parker, coach.
the eighth annual Kippy Karnival, is I members of the Auburn-Lewiston
to take place Friday afternoon. Feo. 
21. in the High School Gym. As you 
know, the proceeds from the Karni­
val are used for some worthy school 
cause, to support athletics or secure 
equipment for our various school ac­
tivities Without these proceeds we 
would be deprived of activities and 
equipment which schools of our size 
should have and enjoy.
If you wish to contribute to this
Principal Blaisdell presided over. cruse, we suggest that the contrlbu-
Kiwanis club, to whom he spoke at 
the YMjC.A. in Auburn Wednes­
day. He compared the damage done 
by the New Deal to that done by the 
proverbial bull in the china shop. 
The New Deal is worse, he reasoned 
for “the leader of this raid was ac­
companied by young stock whose 
capacity for destruction was prac­
tically unlimited.”
Faying the blUs, Mr Dwinal ar­
gued. "ls going to be painful, hard
t«ns be inexpensive articles of the j work things mu4t undone
glft shop type. We find that the fol­
lowing are always in demand—aprons,
ln such a way that will complicate
INCOME-TAX DON'TS
DONT prepare your return 
without first studying the in­
structions on the form.
DONT procrastinate. Early 
assembling of data permits a 
careful consideration of all tax 
problems. •
DON'T destroy the memor­
anda from which your return 
was prepared.
DONT omit explanation when 
such Information is essential to 
an intelligent audit. Attach 
memoranda to your return.
Personal Exemptions
’. band and wife both contribute to the 
' support of a dependent, the $400 
credit may be taken by tthe one con­
tributing the chief support, and may 
not be divided between them.
A single person who supports in hts 
home an aged mother is entitled not 
only to the $400 credit for a de­
pendent but also to the personal ex­
emption of 82.500 as the head of a 
family. A widower supporting under 
similar circumstances a dependent 
J child under 18 years of age also is 
entitled to the personal exemption of 
82.500 as the head of a family, plus 
the $400 credit for a dependent.
Under the Revenue Act of 1934 
both the personal exemption and the 
credit for dependents are required to 
be prorated where the status of the
In addition to the peisonal exemp-. taxpayer changed during the year, 
tion of SI .000 for single persons and |
82,500 for married persons living to­
gether and for heads of families, a 
taxpayer is entitled to a credit of
Joint Or Separate Returns
Husband and wife living together 
may each make a separate return ot
vided by the government together 
with certain supplies best obtained by 
government agencies.
Public interest in the structure Is 
sharply manifested on every hand and 
a detailed description of the plant 
will be available at an early date. 
Some idea ot the great benefits to 
be derived may be gained from, the 
tip that it will contain the badly 
needed auditorium that Rockland has 
so long desired with a capacity mod­
estly set at 1500. giving opportunity 
for conventions and large assemblies 
of all kinds.
It will contain bowling alleys, a 
number of recreation rooms for pool 
etc., reading rooms, a hall capable of 
seating 250 people segregated from 
the other sections, smaller rooms for 
smaller gatherings and a large lobby. 
The auditorium will provide a dance 
floor to meet all needs and a basket­
ball court of standard dimensions 
with a seating capacity not surpassed 
ln more than four courts ln the State. 
This will make possible ba.sked ball 
tournaments drawing from all sec­
tions. Ample showers and sanitary 
arrangements are provided.
A question frequently asked con­
cerns the maintenance of the plant.
Vigorous action has marked the 
status of Rockland's Community 
building since the anncuncement 
Thursday of the final acceptance of 
the project by WPA. officials, local 
authorities and the old YM.C.A. 
trustees. Mayor Thurston appointed 
his building committee on Thursday 
and it met yesterday for intensive 
study of the situation and settlement 
of preliminary detail.
This morning Surveyor F. H Wood 
has a crew cn the 186x200 foot 
lot at the corner of Llmerock and 
Union streets making a contour map 
of the grounds and staking out the 
lines ready for excavation specifica­
tions. He is also locating sewer, 
water, power and phone lines. This 
work will be completed by Monday 
and next week, possibly on Tuesday 
actual excavating will start.
The concrete, steel and brick struc­
ture will be completed before July 1 
according to present plans. It, must 
not be understood however that the 
swift action of the past two days 
means poorly considered and ill ad­
vised decision The fact is that pre­
liminary work by a group of the faith­
ful over a period of two years has pre
8400 for each dependent, defined by the income of each, or their Income 
Income tax law and regulations as a! may be included in a £ ingle Joint re- 
person under 18 years of age or ln- I turn. If a Joint return Is filed, such 
capable of self-support because men- return is treated as a return of a 
tally or physically defective. The | taxable unit, and the income dis- 
term "mentally or physically defec- I closed is subject to both the normal 
tive” means not only cripples and tax and the surtax. If a joint re-
the entertainment section of the eve­
nings program and Mr. McLoon pre­
sented the silver trophies. The 20- 
plece High School orchestra under, ttwels. handkerchiefs, memo pads
direction of Harold Libby. Jr., pre- and record books, stationery, fancy 
sented several numbers with a verve knitted or crocheted accessories
and sparkle that compared well with | ror wear handy gadgets and articles 
for the home, toilet articles, men's 
bill folds, belts, neckties, etc.
Gifts may be sent to the High
_ | professional orchestras.
BASKETBALL—LEAGUE GAME
ROCKPORT HIGH SCHOOL Boyt and Girl.
VS.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL Boys and Girl* 
ROCKPORT TOWN HALL, SAT, FEB. 1
7.3# P. M.
REFEREE. CHARLES WOTTON ADMISSION 35e, »5c
affairs The New Deal created so 
many new agencies when money 
nowed freely that there are now 
| millions on the government payroll.
They must be transferred to private 
business without causing suffering."
Referring to State and Municipal
officers. Mr. Dwinal went on 'To be thosc mentally defective but persons turn is not made by an agent of the 
School, addressed to the Remem-j g good fenoa n was necessary to 1,1 healt,i ar>d thp aged. taxpayers It must be signed by both
trance Booth, or any one of the fol- „„ hnne hack i In order to be entitled to the $400 husband and wife and sworn to bego to Washington and bring back 
lowing people may be notified and j mo„. N<>w Dea, money„ignorin< the 
fact that this was our own money. It' would gladly call for your gift: Bar­
bara Derry, 335-J; Ruth Rhodes 
347-W; Dorothy Sherman, 417-J; 
Barbara Orlffln, 373-M; Kathleen 
Chase 1002-J; Elizabeth Scammon. 
722-2 iOwls Head); Anna Pellicane, 
1172; Virginia Haskell. 2O7-J; Sopho­
more Class. Rockland High School.
FINALS R. H. S. WINTER CARNIVAL
COMMUNITY PARK
Saturday, February 1
1.30 PM.
Five Schools Entered, 75 Boys and Girls Competing 
Admission 1 5 Cents
wasn't priming the pump; in view of 
the results it was more like soaking 
the sponge."
Even Democratic “wet blankets" 
and Republicans joined in on the 
fun. If New Deal experiments had 
been successful, “everything would 
probably have been accepted as an 
Innovation in American government
It now appears, however. Mr. 
Dwinal continued, “that 60 percent 
of the people no longer approve. We 
are bound for a change after the 
election, no matter what party is in 
power
UNION IS FAVORED
To Win the High School 
Winter Carnival At Com­
munity Park Today
When this issue went to press
Community Park was thronged with .
! happy boys and girls, engaged in going t0 * spectacular work. Mr 
trials for the Winter carnival events Dw 1x141 P^dicted.
credit, the taxpayer must furnish the fore a proper officer by the spouse 
dependent hts or her chief support, preparing the return, or if neither or 
The credit is based upon actual both prepare the return then by both 
financial dependency and not mere spouses.
legal dependency. For example, a Where separate returns are filed 
father whose children receive half or by husband and wife, the Joint per- 
more of their support from a trust sonal exemption of 82.500 may be 
fund or other separate source is not taken by either or divided between 
entitled to the credit. ' them in any proportion as agreed
Neither relationship nor residence upon. In certain cases it would be to 
ls a factor in the allowance of the the advantage of the couple if they
ceded the swift culmination. Plans Inquiries made in various parts of 
for the pre posed building have been J the State show the ventures ot this 
worked out in careful detail months, type to be practically self supporting 
ago by Architect Pred L. 8trout ol | through many sources of income 
Ellsworth and those closest to local j such as basketball games and tourna- 
needs. At yesterday's meeting a coni- [ ments, letting of the auditorium and 
mittee on plans was appointed to i of various halls and rooms for clubs
8400 credit for a dependent. The 
taxpayer and the dependent may be 
residents of different cities. If hus-
should file separate returns and one 
spouse claim the total Joint personal 
exemption.
ANOTHER "P. O." ROW STILL AFTER DANA
keep in constant touch with Mr 
Strout on details, including James 
Connellan. Charles C. Wotton. Edward 
P Olover, Thomas H Chisholm and 
William J. Sullivan.
Local labor and materials will be 
used in so far as possible though su­
pervision twill be through govern­
ment engineers. The 813.000 fund of 
the YMCA Association turned over 
to the city, will be spent entirely for 
supplies under this purchasing com
and gatherings, memberships etc. A 
study of this matter will be made and 
the building put to its best use. It 
is primarily a community enterprise 
to be operated for the best interests 
of the boys and girls, men and women 
of the entire city, and is not a money 
making proposition. Indications at 
this time point to satisfactory use of 
the building A committee on public 
information and survey was named 
including John M Richardson. Alvra
TAX PAYERS NOTICE!
Lien* will be placed on all property in this 
city on which the 1935 tax ha* not been paid, 
beginning February 1.
T. E. McINNIS, 
Tax Collector.
' which win take place this afternoon. 
I There are expected to be 100 contes- 
1 tints, and Union High School is 
; favored to win the nice silver cup 
which has been offered. A nominal 
! admission fee of 15 cents will be 
* charged this afternoon.
Repair and reconstruction are not ( This Time the Scene Shifts Republicans Are Coaxing 
To Damariscotta—Popular the Lewiston Man To
Man Ousted Change Hi* Mind
mittee. J E Stevens, E F Olover and i W Oregory. Earle C Dow, Charles C. 
K. C. Rankin All labor will be pro- Wotton and Willis I. Ayer.
•’People of moderate income are 
those who have to carry the burden," 
he said. "It must be done by indirect 
taxation. We are going to corn-
LEAPED INTO LIMEROCK QUARRY
interest in the Damariscotta post- Reliable sources it. Augusta said 
mastership which ha? been a fever Wednesday that Dana S Williams of
plain when we pay 15 or 20 percent beat of late, was climaxed with the Lewiston would announce his candi-
more for goods in a store, but not as announcement of the appointment of dacy *or the Republican nomination
much as if we had to pay *200 in- Perl E. Woodbury as acting postmas- for congTess ln the Second District
UNLISTED SECURITIES
Specializing
INCORPORATED INVESTORS 
BANK STOCKS INSURANCE STOCKS
The officials will be: Field judge,
1 Joseph E. Blaisdell; starter, Ray- 
] mond Bowden; clerk of events, 
i Reginald McLaughlin; scorer Albert 
(McCarty. The contestants are: 
i Thomaston—G Delano. A. John- 
: son, C. Day. L. Overlock. J. Jones. M 
i Jones. B. Jealous. I Harjula. C. 
j Bradlee. I. Henry.
Union—H. Simmons. B. Aho, R. 
Farris. W Oould. H Hastings p. 
Williams. P Esancy. R. Hessitgren 
P. Crabtree. W. Rich, B Parris, P 
Marvin, D. Wallace, V. Howe, H.
, Brown, A Hart. S Abbott. K Chand- | 
ler, L. Williams.
Warren—Spear, Hill. Erkkila. 
Leadbetter. Perry, W. Adams. C 
Adams Maxey, and Willey
Belfast—J Irish. W Crosby. L 
Orchard. C. Taylor A. Holmes. J 
Cochrane, J. Robinson, P. Chaples
come tax to the government. It ti . .. , . . within a few days,
obvious the money will have to come Williams has been prominently
from that source." nea* and Professional men ln town mentioned both for the nomination
He quoted statistics to show tha' and ct lll<‘ Democratic leaders had for congress and for governor but sev- 
heavy income taxes on incomes oi 1 asked for the reappointment of Fred eral weeks ago announced through 
more than 85.000 would not take care A. Pitts. Mr. Woodbury Ls understood lhe press he would not seek any nom- 
of a very great part of the cost of ,io be favorable to the New Deal. nation. Ths attitude, it was learned, 
government as it is now carried on , Just what will be the outccme of has subsequently been changed after 
' Expenditures must be cut down to j ibe ignoring of the supporters of many Republican leaders in the Dis- 
a level we can reach." Pitts by the powers that be in Wash-, trict approached Williams to become
a candidate for the nomination.
The candidates to date for the 
nomination are Zelma M. Dwinal ot 
Camden. H. C Buzzell of Belfast, L. 
True Spear of Rockport and Rev. J. 
Clarence Leckemby of Pittsfield. 
Spear and Leckemby are announced 
supporters of the Townsend Old Age
Soaking the rich, according to Mi ington is uncertain, but there are 
Dwinal. ls only a political gesture. hints that something may be stirring
As for the relief problem. Mr aoon.
Dwinal s suggestion is to go back to j Pitts, who was assistant postmaster 
the old system of local control, with j during the first term of Woodro.v 
unpaid, patriotic men in charge. Wilscn, was appointed as successor
"It worked in 1932," he said "You to Postmaster George H Weeks when
heard of no suffering then. People , the latter died. Owing to his popu-
were getting enough to eat, or else Iarity and efficiency he was retain’d 1 Pension plan —Kennebec Journal.
the infant mortality rate, for ln- I when the Republicans came into j ---------------
stance, would not have been as low as | power. His term expired Jan 7 and j KEEP THE KICKAPOO
It was in that year. The expense ol came a request from the Third As-
LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS
21 Limerock Street, Rockland, Maine
Telephone 500
I R. Holt. W. Banton. O. Jennings. L. , .
Bryant. O. Cochrane. R Thomas. L. T,”* J°L1M2
Stover. R Murch. T. Staples and M bUdget mUSt * b“Ianced the
[ Howe.
■ Rockland—Charles Toner. Sam
Glover, Ralph Rawley, Edward Peas-
| lee. R. Chandler. C. Merritt. R Hills.
S. Delano. F. Havener. E Storer. S.
Webster N. Havener. D. Merriam. D
J Thomas. S. Stanley. V. Haskell, R
Rhodes, K Delano. L. Moulaison and rvu-,r,oL T_ ______ _ I Dwinal s personal platform.-LewLs-
ton Journal.M. Davenport.
Caution to pedestrians: 
the left side of the road!
Moved, it Ls believed by a lit ol, State Prison baseball diamond imide
temporary insanity. Convict Bert < ®f quarry walls.
„ . , . , i Medical Examiner H. J WeismanOote, leaped from the bank of the i of Rcckland investigated, and pro- 
Umerock quarry Inside of the State nounctd lt acase SUicide.
Prism walls, and died instantly from Qote belonged in Presque Isle where 
a fractured skull when he struck the his parents are now living. He was 
quarry bottom. j serving a sentence of three to six
The soene of the tragedy wgs the years for robbery.
McLoon Sales & Service; 750 one case 
string beans, Black & Gay. 
Rockland Folks Had Good While the net proceeds are not yet 
.Ail \ i 1 determined, a favorable sum will be 
lime and Aided a Very reaHzed
Worthy Cause
PRESIDENT'S BALL
relief administration alone Is nearly stetant Postmaster General that he 
resign Pitts said that he had nothing 
to resign Except hLs rights as an
government must get away from too American citizen, 
much centralization, ln Washington. In addition to the request of prac- 
| the legislative branch must resume J tically all of the business and pro- 
its position in its relations with the fessional men that he be reappointed, 
administrative branch, floating oJ all but four of the 20 members of the 
i huge government loans must be Democratic town committee aiked it 
| curbed, coin clipping must be stopped a°d the county committee unani- 
—these are other planks in Mr. mously favored him—Press Herald
CONY TIIE WINNER
Walk on
THAT LAST TEASER
A Jay See Figures Distance From 
Boston To Filling Station
Rorkland Matched Zero Weather 
With Zero Score.—But Twaa Good 
Game.
Head Of the Coast Guard 
Promises That Boat Will 
Remain In Commission
A Washington despatch to the
Press Herald says that Representa­
tive Moran was promised by Capt. 
L. C. Coveil, acting commandant of 
the Coast Guard, that the Ice break­
er Kickapoo will remain In commis­
sion in Maine waters, basing at Rock­
land. Due to lack of appropriations 
for the Coast Guard. 12 patrol boats 
and six cutters have been laid up. the 
Kickapoo among them.
Moran, is taking up with members 
of the subcommittee framing the
The annual Presi-
MISS 8AMMET WINS
A decision from the reierees was 
dent's Ball held Thurs-1 received at the Clerk of Courts of-
fice this morning in the case of Miss 
Evelyn Sammet vs. Ella S. Bird of 
this city. The plaintiff is entitled 
to recover ln the sum of $1,916.84 
costs of reference taxed at 87.50 and 
costs of court to be taxed by the clerk 
of Courts. The Referees were Jus­
tices Ouy H Sturgis. Harry Manser 
and Oeorge L. Emery. This was in 
the matter of an automobile collision 
last June in Warren.
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
THIRD LIQUIDATING DIVIDEND 10%
TO ALL CLASSES OF DEPOSITS 
Payable Commencing Wednesday, February 5,1936 
THROUGH KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
At Its Offices In
ROCKLAND CAMDEN UNION VINALHAVEN WARREN
Savings Deposit Books Must Be Presented 
Apply at office at which account in Security Trust Company was carried 
ENSIGN OTIS, Receiver.
Cony High made it two straight on TreMury supply bill the question of 
Rockland High in yesterday after- | adequate funds for the Coast Guard
I fear that sometime T mav intnl noon s 8ame at Community Park. The in that bil1 for the coming fiscalmay get into , year Moran was author Qf , bu, ,ast
a much better exhibition than the session t0 Provid« >2 new ice breakers 
score would seem to indicate. f and Pr°Per maintenance therefor. It 
Rockland Cony had P**11 hoped that money for ice
breakers would be allocated from
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:_
deep water following these Courier 
Gazette problems, and perhaps drown 
by submitting some answer, not the 
correct one. On this latest one bv
"X" I will aive what spchk m me tn' Oray- rw ..................... rw- McAllisterbe the cira7sjX ! Olowr <= ..................... <=. Blodgett th* 'our-billion-dollar work relief bill
J? . solution. Marriner lw lw McAusland but the decision was that boat-build-
The auto in all travels 110 miles "amner' ............ lw- McAusiana , .
the bus 100 In the same time. So, Hardb*g, rtf ................. rd, Coughlin
speed of each being constant, no al-! f‘rane- *d ........................ Id. Perkins
lowance being made for turn or stop.} Accardi, g ........................ g, Perrault
the speed of the auto Ls 11 to 10 com-1 Spares for Rockland: Marsh. Peas-
pared with the bus. I lee, Billings. Peterson, Childs, and
Inversely, while the auto travels the D°rBan- 
last 10 miles the bus travels only ten- { sPares for Cony: Lojoye. Veilluix, 
elevenths of that distance or 9 miles. Drinshaw. Morrisette.
29 rods, 1 ft.| and 6 inches, or 9 1-11 Plrst P^od: Ooal by Vellliux, un­
miles. which Is the distance from Bos- asslsfcd.
ton to the oil station, presumably Second period: Two goals by Lo- 
owned by "X" A. Jay See J°ye-
Union, Jan. 29. ' Third period: one goal by Cough'lln.
[Come now. A. Jay Sec. you're ar Heferee: S. Gilbert and Wood, 
good at answering*puzzles, why don't' Rcorer: Molllson. Time; Three 15 
you propound one?—Ed.J I minute perlodq.
ing was too long and expensive for 
WPA projects.
Moran is seeking increased funds 
for present equipment and Congres­
sional action for a larger fleet of 
boats.
Old Fashioned Dance
Every Wednesday Night
Glencove Grange Hall
Music By
Chas. Woodcock Orchestra
 14’lt
day night at Temple 
hall was well patron­
ized. with everyone 
having a thoroughly 
enjoyable time. Deco­
rations ln three shades 
of peach-blow, blos­
som and blush—were 
charmingly carried out 
under the direction of 
Mrs. Raymond C.
Perry, Mrs F. A. Tirrell, Mrs John 
H. McLoon. Mrs. Dcnald Leach Mrs 
Cleveland 81eeper Jr., and Mrs. Wil­
bur F. Senter. An orchestra under 
the supervision of Eddie Whalen dis­
pensed all the latest tunes.
The efficient hostesses were Mr >. L. 
A. Thurston. Mrs John O. Stevens. 
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, Mrs Albert S. 
Peterson, Mrs Ensign Otis and Mrs. 
Walter H. Butler. The cold drinks 
which were on sale were donated by 
Donald Hanley.
Prizes, generously given by mer­
chants went thus: Clean and pressing 
man's suit and woman's dress, Peo­
ples Laundry, to Catherine Ulmer. 
Knowlton street; set of dishes, Sen- 
ter-Crane, to Mrs. Carl Davis; table 
lamp. Burpee Furniture Co., to Ralph 
Gray; 1-2 ton coal. M.B.&C.O Perry, 
to Thomas Foley; 1 pair slippers, 
Chisholm Brothers, to Norma Morris. 
Port Clyde; electric razor blade 
sharpener, Central Maine Power Oo, 
to Clinton Bowley; Swift Premium 
ham. Perry's Market, to Harold 
Leach; 1 year's subscription to Cou­
rier-Gazette. to Thomas Moulaison. 
These prizes were drawn but could 
not be awarded as ticketholder was 
not present.
However, there holders may claim 
prizes by presenting proper tickets 
to Raymond C. Perry at the Perry 
Coal Office Main street; 201 entitling 
bearer to specialized lubrication frem 
Fireproof Garage; 679, mirror clock,
Tickets to the skating field may be 
obtained at Chbholm's store or from 
L. E. McRae 81 for the season. Oive 
some poor youngster a winter's fun — 
•dv, 156*13
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had mv life to live again I would 
have made a rule to read some poetry 
and listen to tome mutlc at least once 
» week The lote of three tan tea U > 
loss of happiness—Charles Darwin
THE OLD FAMILIAR FACES
I have had pltymttea, I have had com­
panions.
In my dayt of childhood, tn my Joyful 
aehool-dayt.—
All. all are gone, tbe old familiar facet.
I have been laughing. I have been 
carousing.
Drinking late, titling late, wtth my 
bosom cronleo—
All, all are gone, the old familiar facet.
I loved a love once, fairest among 
women
Closed are her doors on me. I mutt not 
see her—
All, all are gone, the old familiar facet.
I have a friend, a kinder friend hat no 
man
Like an Ingrate, I left my friend abrupt­
ly:
Left him. to muse on the old familiar 
facet.
Ghost-llke, I paced round the haunts of 
my childhood
Earth seem'd t desert I was bound to 
travene.
Seeking to find the old familiar facet.
Friend of my bosom, thou more than a 
brother!
Why wert not thou born ln my father’i 
dwelling’
So might we talk ot the old familiar 
facet.
How some they have died, and tome 
they htve left m».
And some ire taken from me; all are 
departed;
AU, all are gone, the old familiar facet.
—Charles Lamb
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TOREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
"Lord. I have loved the habitation 
of thy house, and the place where 
thine honor dwelleth"—Ps. 26: 8. FROM
! NOTICING
.7^
OX-CARTS
TO BANKS
X*’
Shortly after men invented primitive wheels, 
they used them on ox-carts. Today, they use 
wheels on fast-moving trains and automobiles, 
shortening distances, increasing human con­
venience and comfort.
Have any of this paper’s 
readers, gifted with the 
noticing faculty, noticed—
* «
THAT in the death of Oeorge Fifth, I 
the wcrld bids farewell to a King j 
whose perscnality and the every act 
of his reign gave demonstration of, 
that always striking figure, the Eng- , 
ll'h gentleman; a shared-in quality! 
that the new-crowned Edward Albert 
shews evidence of equally possessing, 
ar.d for that reason in particular will 
be the more warmly heralded by the 
peoples cf thc civilized world.
<e> <8>/ s,
THAT when Kipling gave to an ap- , 
preciative public his pcetic allusion to 
the captains and the kings, he could 
little have imagined himself and Eng­
land's exalted ruler, within the same 
narrow space of days; giving graphic 
Illustration in their own persons to 
the immortal line.
♦ ♦
THAT what the railroads of th" 
present siand the most in need of, is 
not so much the air-conditioned car, 
as the sound-conditioned, to the end 
that the lady whom Shakespeare had 
in his eye. she of the softly moving 
voice., may from the rearmost seat 
present for public consideration her 
fullest biographical details of Aunt 
I iddv and other outstanding mem­
bers of the family, without in the 
least assaulting the un-stopped ears 
cf her helpless fellow-passengers.
♦ of trouble." the battle of Armageddon.
THAT it was a fortuitous arrange- the comlng * Redeemer We ’ .
ment of providence that gave to the must confess that manj. of the 
two great wcrld holidays such a cal- aggj in the g^-iptm-eg are mu o{ 
endared allocation as enables the| The Pathfinder does not
pretend or aspire to interpret the 
Scriptures or to minister to the peo­
ple ln a religious way. There are 
abundant churches and church au­
thorities fully qualified to carry on 
these duties. However, this does not
Happy New Year card to attone for 
the Merry Christmas greeting that 
unfortunately had evaded your good 
intentions.
♦ *
Men also discovered in ancient times, 
the use of money, but they were never 
able to make money work speedily and 
safely for them until banks came into 
existence.
Your bank today makes your money 
more useful to you, keeping it safely, and 
giving you a wider and quicker use of it 
in carrying out your financial plans.
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
Republicans Have Opportunity 
Again to Champion Small 
Property Owners, the Truly 
“Forgotten Men” Under New Deal
By Nicholas Roosevelt 
For the National Republican Builders, Inc.
In contrast to the New Dealers who have been striving to stimulate class 
consciousness and hatred the Republicans have the opportunity of becoming 
once more-the champions of the men and women of small property through­
out the nation.
This is at the time have put unwarranted curbs on 
same time a desir- all business, small as well as large, 
able goal and a re- Instead of punishing business crooks 
turn to the prlnci- and helping honest business, 
pies of the original The Republican party believes In 
Republican party, giving all honest business a fair
That party was chance.
not organized to But if its new leaders are to be 
serve the Interest true to the earlier Republican tradl- 
of the powerful tion they will devise means of help 
financial forces of
the East. Its roots 
were in the mid­
west and its objec-
ing in particular the men and wo­
men of small property, the small 
business men. those farmers who 
have managed to hang on to their
tive to protect the men and women farms. Those are entitled to be
END OF THE WORLD 'number of parables which taught the 
_____ | homely lessons of industry, forehand-
Is Not Coming In Sense That «»ne«. honesty and sobriety. It 
would be well if these aame lessons
of small property—the fanners, the 
small-town merchants and profes­
sional men and others who had a 
stake ln the land—to protect them 
on the one hand from the land-hold­
ing aristocracy of the South and on way, to build 
the other from the masters of in- business, 
dustry in the East.
These people of small means, the 
owners of small homes and small 
businesses, the farmers who work 
their own soil, are the truly forgot­
ten men of today. They include
heard— and to be given a larger say 
in the affairs of the party.
What is needed is to make it easier 
for more people to join this class— 
to become property owners in a small 
up their own small
These people are the ones who are 
getting the real raw deal under the 
New Deal. They are the ones who 
are paying for relief, for the benefits 
handed out to the improvident and 
the unsuccessful, and for the experi-
Many Fear. Says Editor bTtkken to imrt by The people have come through the depression 
with their heads still up and their 
confidence in American ideals un-Of Pathfinder in our times. Faith and confidenceare a necessity for the human family.. __
A great number of people seem to But falth ha_, abused much shaken. They number not only the
take very literally the many presages m the years since the World War
Sylvan Shurtleff of Portland, re f re will be two morning, six afternoon
cently elected Potentate of Kora Tem­
ple. Order of Mystic Shrine, left, se 
11s Governor Louis J. Brann a book 
of tickets to the annual Indoor clrc 
us to be presented ln the Lewiston
Armory the week of March 9. The COO will attend
and six evening performances. Ias^ 
year the circus was presented before 
50.009 persons and this year, owing 
to a change ln seating arrangements, 
lt is expected that approximately 7b,
those who have been successful and ments which all manner of inexperi­
enced political hangers-on are con­
ducting in the name ot the New Deal 
Surely they deserve a helping
farmers who own their own land but 
the
the 
kept
business going and their people em­
ployed.
These are the true backbone of the
. . i ... .. u m  small merchants who have re-and warnings which occur in the that Diogenes, even with the aid of,. . • - , sisted the chain Mores, small
Bible „ tt tt, ,»dl», of .he "flm., “,d „„a ™„f«,«fen .ho l»v, bep. tbei,
plenty of confidence men—but that's
Confidence mea are men 
who take advantage of the peoples 
faith—and then use this faith for country-and incidentally, of the 
their own profit. It will no doubt Republican party, 
take a long time for faith to be built these like the Demo"
up again, for it will have to be oullt crati- recognize the dangers to 
up from the bottom-founded on good AmerW from the S™1* of bl« busl" 
actions. not on fine words-just as «*»• th*>' dlff" from th« New Dea"
hand from the party which 
grandfathers founded and 
fathers supported.
their
their
READY TO SET FRAME
Work Speeding Up On the 
New Islesboro Ferryboat 
At Snow’s
Down at the I. L. Snow shipyard 
the keel for the new Islesboro ferry­
boat has been laid and the frames
THAT whatever mischief the press 
exploited hurricane wrought upon the 
coastal regions of Florida, lt may in­
terest the prospective visitor to learn I can lend its influence on the side of
Jesus taught. ers in that they refuse to believe are bolted up ready for setting with-
that it left untouched the ancient for­
malities of the Tip
I ♦♦
THAT there lingers upon the part 
of the hungry mealtime visitor an
The world is not going to "come to that a11 «« bustaes6 b crooted 
mean that such a publication as the an end- the many fear Iy because tt is big. and that aU big
Pathfinder should remain silent if it world has ups and downs— f°rt«nes were built up dishonestly, 
but no ends, in that sense. Every­
thing in the universe goes around in 1 bel*ve ln curbin< CTOok<'d
circles, or loops or cycles Our old business, whether large or small
earth isn't very important—consld- recognize the dangers of en- sej-jaiiy in n years, sold through the
ered as an insignificant speck in -renched greed. But they know that National Bank of Belfast. The
the only world we many men have come by their wealth jjrs{ of these will not become payable
good, and can help people to keep 
sane and con'ented. It is not always 
easy to tell what is good—or even 
what is true. At least in this prac­
tical. workaday world, the good and
in a few days.
The building of the boat ls fin­
anced by a bond issue voted at a 
special town meeting ln Islesboro last 
December. $30,000 bonds bearing 
i interest at lour percent, to mature
space—but it's
inescapable conviction that by thc :he bad' the true and the faUf' are know, and it’s going to keep right on, honestly. These they would protect. 1lntu the last # the bonds at
judiclcus employment of guaranteed 
unbreakable crcckery it is going to 
become possible for the cafeteria ulti­
mately to produce a quality of noise 
that shall serve entirely to discharge 
Irom his palate any suggestion of 
what it really is that he thinks he is 
eating.
♦ «
THAT the beautiful young weman 
heralding with a formidable sneeze 
her entrance to the street car. shtuld 
pest pone until after that bit of r.asal 
gymnastics the extraction of a hand­
kerchief from her reticule presents 
another of the unlisted problems as- '
so intermingled that tt is impossible 
to pull out the one without uprooting 
the other.
• • • •
It is true that the "signs and 
omens" seem to point now to a turn­
ing point ln the history of the world. 
But if we look back into history at
whirling, in the same well known 45 wou'd punish those who 1be (^e the town had electric light­
way. It may be a mediocre world, ha'-€ come by their wealth dishonest- ng installed, has been paid. The last
but if it was good enough for our an­
cestors it ought to be good enough 
for us. There will continue to be 
wars and rumors of wars, earth­
quakes. floods, famines, pestilences, 
money troubles, and other troubles—
iy.
That the small property owners of 
the country form one of the most 
Important elements no thoughtful 
person will deny.
American was settled and made
ROCKLAND LEADING
In Boys’ Division Of K. fit L. 
League—The Thomaston 
Maids Having Walkover
Bovs' Division
W.
2 
3 
2 
1
. O'
Girts’ Division
W.
Thomaston ------  4
Camden ------------- 2
Rockland ---------- 1
Rockport ........  0
Lincoln ------------- 0
Rockland 
Thomaston 
Camden 
Lincoln ... 
Rockport
L.
0
1
2
2
3
L.
0
1
1
3
2
PC
1000
.750
.500
.333
.009
Tie
0
1
0
0
1
worth noting that there were two 
sophomores and four juniors in the 
lineup. There is not a letter player 
on the Rockland team, and some of 
the girls had never played basketball 
prior to this season. But they will 
all be in the lineup another season, 
and then sez I, lookout. The score: 
Morse
O.
Thomaston 30, Camden 28
With only three pointe separating 
them at any stage of the, game 
Thomaston and Camden waged a 
torrid battle on the latter's court 
last night. When the final whistle 
blew the exultant visitors led by two 
pointe, and everybody knew there 
had been a basketball game Rich­
ards and Libby led the procession on 
points. Score
Thomaston High 
O.
Libby. If ________  4
of these bonds wUl mature this year.
Two thousand dollars of the issue 
has been applied to paying expenses
incurred in putting the project of a Woodcock, rf ..... . 2
ferry route over, leaving $28,000 for 
the boat. Ite hull will cost $13,080,
MerrUl. If ....... . .... 9
O. Delano, c 
C. Delano, c .
any period we shall flnd exactly tne & normal Qf not a few business bacca- engine and auxiliary, $12,875. Of this Upham, lg
same state of things. The presentn
oul
old earth—tiwugh lt is quite likely: 
that humanity at this time is round­
ing one of those critical "corners" or 
coming out of one of those economic 
and moral cycles which we moderns 
call "depressions." It is quite prob- I
existence on this "planet. There is 'neers and financial pirates who glori 
nothing nea- under the 
torlal in the Pathfinder.
sun—Edi-'fled to exploitation, but by the mil
WITH THF BOWLERS
den," learned something about these time with Camden on the Star alleys 
cycles of nature. It is supposed that Thursday night, the margin of ric­
he knew at least two languages—that tory being 164 pins. McKinney had 
te. Aramaic and Greek—and hence high single (122) and Thomas high 
he was a scholar although he had total, which "Chick' Maynard car- 
never gone to the Jewish schools. Hts ried off the laurels for Camden. The 
numberless references to things in, score:
nature prove, however, that he was a
his vision or lead him astray. His 
great wisdom and his knowledge of 
human nature were revealed in the 
fact that while he announced him­
self as a leader, he never "talked 
down" to his followers. He was com­
pelled to speak largely in parables,
literally, cr in it higher and broader
With all but cne member cf the 
scciated with this inscrutable sex in able that Jesus, during the major part , team bowling near to or better than 
whose pre:ence mankind preffers the
ber.ded knee.
e «
THAT with all the honors the na­
tions have yielded to the art of den­
tistry. they continue to harbor doubt 
whether any achievement can render 
possible the comfortable consideration 
cf these modern unground kemals 
essays at mother's old-time Johnnie- 
cake.
$ ♦
THAT whether it's the lips or thc 
nails that the present season 1s to see 
the more violently colored lies among 
the problems now being automatically 
threshed out ln the winter haunts cf 
the fashionable visitor.
♦ «
THAT with the regretted passing of
Miss Russell, there rings down the sense, 
final curtain upon the famous stock 
company of the historic Boston 
Museum, long and happily familiar to 
cur readers of the far-off golden time.
«>
THAT the insistence with which 
these much-consulted instruments of 
thermometry representing the semi­
tropic zone have catered this present 
winter to the cynical emotions of the 
stay-at-home North, has been much 
apparent: moreover,
♦ 4>
THAT your unbiased study of these 
thermcmatic figures forces convic­
tion that the weather vagaries be­
stowed upon the shivering visitor to 
southern parts might have been sus­
tained at a lesser cost through the 
easy and personal adherence to his 
New England home.
«•
THAT any division of opinion as to
whether the 1936 campaign actually 
has opened, gives way bofore the un­
expected fact that the Roosevelt boys 
are no longer given over to discussing 
with local authorities the interesting 
details of doubtful driving.
Miami, Jan 29.
In the 24th chapter of Matthew 
occurs the oft-quoted counsel which 
Jesus issued, in which wars and 
earthquakes are mentioned. Here Is 
the gist of what he said; “And ye 
shall hear of wars and rumors of 
wars. See that ye be not troubled, 
for all these things must come to 
pass. But the end te not yet. For 
nation shall rise against nation, and 
kingdom against kingdom; and there 
shall be famines, and pestilence, and 
earthquakes in divers places. All 
these are the beginning of sorrows. 
Then they shall deliver you up to be 
afflicted, and ye shall be hated of all 
nations. And many shall be offended 
and shall betray one another, and 
shall hate one another. And many 
false prophets shall rise, and shall 
deceive many. And because iniquity 
shall abound, the love of many shall 
wax cold. But he that shall endure 
unto the end. the same shall be 
saved. Verily I say unto you, this 
generation shall not pass till all these 
things be fulfilled. Therefore, be ye 
also ready. There shall be weeping 
and gnashing of teeth."
Jesus in this connection told a
j amount $500 has already been paid, 
having been deposited at a time when
Johnson, rg
F.
3
•
1
1
0
1
I
lions of hardworking men and women the townsfolk expected to buy a boat 
who came to these shores determined already equipped for ite ferry pur-
Camden
Stevenson .. 94 100 100 89 96 481
Williams .... 95 99 81 108 87 470
Maynard ..... 109 102 102 92 108 513
Dodge ........ 89 84 67 81 85 4C6
Magee ------ 99 84 97 86 78 444
I
Totals .... 486 469 447 456 456 2314
Rockland I
McKinney .. 96 122 95 105 91 5291
Carr --------- 86 122 103 89 91 491
Thomas — 106 102 108 108 102 526 ;
Dudley 112 101 87 111 85 496
Rackliff ... 81 85 88 10V 102 456
to improve their economic lot. The 
desire to own was strong in the set- 
; tiers and immigrants, and they were 
not afraid to work hard. Today we 
should help them hold what they 
have acquired.
These people, as Herbert Agar has 
well shown in his book. "The Land 
of the Free." dominated the early 
history of America and still dominate 
its rural and small-town thought. 
They have built homes and reared 
families ln the old American tradi-
poses. This deal did not mature 
and credit was given the town. The 
new boat was designed by Fred M 
Cook. N. A., of Bath.
It will be 65 feet long. 27 feet beam 
having a capacity of 84 tons, and 
designed to carry eight medium sized 
cars. There will be accommodations 
of 50 passengers. It will be of the
double end drive type, similar to j 
those plying between New Jersey and 
New York cities on the Hudson.
It will be equipped with a 160 h. 
p. Fairbanks-Morse Diesel engine to their winning habit, downing their
and an auxiliary ten h. p. Diesel. It Camden cousins 47 to 25. Feyler 
will require a crew of four men dur- scored 30 of the visitors pointe. Score: 
ing the summer months, when traffic Thomaston High—Feyler rf, John- 
will be heaviest, and three during sor1, Davts W. Jack Condon c, Felt,
Totals ...... .......... 11
Camden High
G
Richards, if  ...... 6
Wadsworth.- rf ...... 2
Fairbrother. rf ...... 0
Belyea, c ....
Marriner, lg 
Dickens, rg ... 
Annis. rg .....
Totals ................. 10
Referee: Wotton.
F.
1
Robinson. If 
Oaudett, rf ... 
Sprague, jc . 
Quinn, sc .... 
Amliker. rg 
Simmons, rg 
Crooker. lg .
4
•
0
0
0
0
0
F.
4
3
0
0
0
0
0
SAVE FUEL 
BAKE QUICKL?
Put In your kitchen one of the new
GLENWOOD
RANGES
The beat range that can be made. 
Trade In Your Old Range
$59
Pay only $1.00 each week if you wish
Burpee Furniture Co.
Priced from
ROCKLAND, ME.
up
llltf
Special 
Cleaning 
Prices
AT
11
0
5
3
4
3
4
30
P.
13
8
0
6
1
0
0
28
The Thomaston High girls ran true
Only in the last half century has 
the poison of the gambler's greed! 
spread through the country—thc
desire to acquire vast fortunes in the the rest of th^-ear.
belief that there was merit In the i Present plans call for transporta- 
mere size of the fortune rather than tion of freight by truck. Those who 
in what was done with it. ! have engineered the project have
In the opening of the continent been assured by Post Office De- 
and the development of natunl re- partment that transportation of the 
sources many—too many—oppor-1 mails will be awarded the new 
tunltles existed for the creation of service provided a satisfactory bid is
Totals ........ ........ 6
Referee, Fowler.
Rockland
O.
Pike, rf _________  2
TUI, If__________  3
Young, jc ______  0
Dimmick, sc _____ 0
Welch, rg ....... o
McAlary, lg ....... o
Totals ________  5
P
12
7
0
0
0
0
8)
19
LAMB’S
FOR
NEXT WEEK
F.
3
2
0
0
0
0
F
7
3
I)
0
0 I 
0 1
16
Totals ..... 481 532 481 513 471 2478
Winslow’s Wonders looked more 
like their name last night when they 
defeated the Water Company 83 pins 
at the Star alleys. Mason had high 
string (115) and high total. Sum­
mary: •
Water Company—Dolham 239. Firth 
232. M. Winslow 256, Curtis 270, Sim- 
mens 240, total 1237.
Winslow’s Wonders—Snow 276, F 
Winslow 234. Jordan 260. Daly 247, 
Mason 303. total 1320.
such large fortunes. And there was 
corruption and crookedness. As the 
more predatory among the wealthy 
became richer their attempts to ob­
tain personal power became bolder. 
The development of great industrial 
corporations facilitated the spread of 
this power.
The New Dealers today act as if
made by it for this source of revenue. 
At present the year-around mail to 
the island te brought from Belfast, 
with an auxiliary service ln summer 
from Camden to Dark Harbor.
The boat will be ready for service 
by May 1. and it is expected by that 
time the terminals, one at Lincoln­
ville Beach thc other at Orindle's
they alone have ever dared fight the j Point. Islesboro. will be completed, 
greed of entrenched wealth. 1 Work on these was started last fall.
The Republican party under and continued as long as weather
BOSTON CASUALTY COMPANY 
52 Province St Boston, Mass. 
ASSETS DEC 31, 1935
‘Stocks and Bonds .......
Cash ln Office and Bank
Agenta' Balances .............
Bills Receivable ................
Interest and Renta ........
All other Assets . ..............
Deduct Items not admitted ....
Net Unpaid Losses ......... ;....
Unearned Premiums _____
All other Liabilities ...........
Cash Capital .......................
Surplus over all Liabilities
•Bonds at Market Value
z
$123,430 00
14 733 89
2.374 79
2252 49
1.315 05
6 179 04
1150.285 28
8.553 83
8141.731 43
1935
87.511 98
12 420 85
2.821 20
100.000 00
18.977 42
Theodore Roosevelt went much far­
ther than the New Deal in fighting 
corruption in high places. In all 
their fights they were more interested 
ln the curbing of crookedness than 
in punishing the honestly successful.
To the Republicans of thirty years 
ago there was no greater glory ln 
fighting a currupt trust than in 
fighting crookedness on the part of a 
small business man.
The New Dealers, in contrast, have 
sought primarily to stimulate resent­
ment against all big business, wheth­
er honest or not. They have sought
allowed. The terminals are being 
constructed on an appropriation by 
the State.
There are about three miles of 
water to be crossed between the two 
terminals, and lt is proposed to have 
an operating schedule calling for 
several trips daily, as many as busi­
ness warrants. Summer schedules 
will undoubtedly call for more trips 
than other seasons, since a large part 
of Islesboro's business is seasonal. It 
ls expected that the new service will 
prove beneficial in bringing to Isles­
boro and Dark Harbor some of 
Maine’s tourist trade, a benefit the
lt-S-i7 tred and dlstrust< a°d at the sa«n« portation facilities,
Henery ac, Jacobs, H. Johnson rg, 
Bradlee. Ooates lg.
Camden High—Burkett rf, Dough­
erty, Dickens if, Brown c, Monroe. 
Orey s c. Bates, Bird, Knowlton rg, 
Hendrick lg.
Goals from the floor, Peyler 13, 
Johnson 7, Burkett 4, Dougherty 2, 
Dickens 2, Ooals from fouls, Feyler 
4. Johnson 4. Burkett 3, Dougherty 5. 
Dickens 1, Referee Wotton. Timers. 
Bartlett and Grafton. Scorers, Sides. 
Seeber.
• • • b
Morse 19, Rockland 15
"The better team won," was Coach 
Sullivan's impartial verdict upon 
last night’s game between the Rock­
land High and Morse High girls. The 
local lassies, while losing, showed 
considerable Improvement, and lt te
YOUNGSTERS TRIED !
—
: Thomaston Junior Girls Lose
To South Bristol Varsity,
But Boys Win
Coach Sturtevant trotted out hte | 
Junior High girls Wednesday night, J 
and was willing to swap the expected 
defeat for the experience which the 
younger lassies gained. South Bris­
tol won 35 to 7. The score;
South Bristol High—Plummer rf. 
V Gamage rf. Farrin If, Seiders cf, 
Rice eg. MacFarland rg. Tibbetts lg. 
E. Oamage lg.
Thomaston (Junior High)—Wallace
rf. Anderson, Lowe, Rich, Johnson, 
Rabbins If, Cristensen rf, Clark, Tut­
tle, eg, Tillson, Gilchrest, Burnham
rg. Tagar, Chapman, Sawyer lg.
Goals from the floor, Plummer 4.
Farrin 9. Seiders 9. Wallace 2, Rich I. 
Goal from foul. Rich. Referee, Felt. 
Umpire. Feyler. Timers. Bradlee and 
Thompson. Scorers, Cunningham 
ana Seeber.
The Thomaston High Seconds(boys) 
defeated South Bristol High 40 to U. 
with Merrill as high point man. The
Ladies’Plain
COATS
59c
■ ■■■■ ■
White and
Fur Trimmed
COATS
89c
Why Not 
Have 
The Best?
Thomaston Seconds
Anderson, rf 
Merrill, If ....
O.
3
6
Lundevall, If .......... 5
Delano, c .. 
Jealous, lg
Elwell, rg ................. 0
Total 38
Nature never
created a .
oiier
Anthracite]
CLEERCOAL
Lest than a Barrel of Ash to the Ton
ROCKLAND4 
COALCOMPANY
Tti. 72
F.
0
2
0
0
0
0
South Bristol Hgh
O. F.
R Rice, rf ...........  3 1
Kelsey, If ................. 1 o
Gamage, c ............... 0 0
Cunningham, c ___ 0 0
Bridges, lg .............. 0 0
E Rice, rg ............... 0 2
3
P.
6
14
10
8
2
0
40
P
7
2
0
0
0
2
11
ARTHUR F.
LAMB
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Total ..................... 4
The varsity boys' team of Thomas­
ton High Is being coached this sea­
son by Colby Wood, who Joined the 
High School faculty last fall. Prin 
cipal Sturtevant te coaching the girls' 
team. Knox County basketball fans 
wil! cheerfully concede that both are 
doing good work.
PILES
READ AND
WANT-ADS
And other rectal diseases 
Treated Without Pain 
or Loss of Time
DR. JAMES KENT
TEL. 107G
33 LLMEROCK ST„ ROCKLAND
127Stf
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Miriam Rebekah Lodge will meet, s'-g.g.++4.g.+<.+++++4.++++++++^.++++<.++<.+++4.<.^.^...^+.;.<.j.+<.<..j.<.s 
Tuesday night. An afternoon card J Up W P * a WiL .1 n JOM j
party will be ln charge of Mrs. Flora j Gail We VOIlllIlUIllCate With the Dead:
Post, the first In a new series of six. j
Supper at 6:15.
Rockland seems to be getting the 
cream of the weather, even ln this j + 
cold spell. Augusta reports the read­
ing on Thursday and Friday morn 
Ings 15 and 13 below. ❖
Auxiliary to Anderson Camp, 
meets Wednesday, with cards
Hl
?, S.U.V. t 
s in the I<•
Subject of Sermon by
J. CHARLES MacDONALD
AT THE
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH 
SUNDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 2
AT 7.15 P. M.
Special Choir and Duet Numbers Under the Direction cf 
Charles Wilson
SERMONETTE
TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT*
Feb. 1—Winter carnival at Community
Park.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
Feb 3—Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R..
meets with Mrs Nellie Peterson.
Feb. 3—Monthly meeting of City 
government.
Feb. 5—Rockport—-Methodist Ladles' 
Aid birthday party at vestry.
Feb 5 •— Warren — "Correspondence 
Courtship,'' auspices Mystic Rebekah 
Lodge, at Town hall.
Feb 7—Methebesec Club meets with 
Mrs Klonla Tuttle.
Feh. 10—Adam Walsh to address Par­
ent-Teacher Association.
Feb. 13—Lincoln's Birthday.
ab. 14—Valentine Day. b. 20—Past Presidents'Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
F !. 21—Camden—Fire Depar»ment
Out Ball ln Opera House.
Feb 21 (2 to 830)—Educational Club 
meets at O AR. hall.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb 26—Ash Wednesday 
Feb. 27—Masonic masquerade
Temple hall.
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair
night at
at
at
Opera Hcuse. sponsored by Camden- 
Rockport Lions Club
March 17—Bt. Patrick s Day.
March 23-26—Orono—Farm and Home 
week.
April 5—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Oood Friday.
April 12—Easter.
April 15-20—Augusta—Maine Metho­
dist conference
June 9—Republican National Conven­
tion opens ln Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention 0.A R. 
aud allied bodies ln Rockland
June 15—Primary Election.
June 19-21—Annual encampment of 
th* Maine Department. Veterans of 
Foreign Wsr*. ln thia city.
June 26-26—Lewiston—American Le­
gion and allied bodies, hold State con­
ventions
May 10—Mothers Day.
THE WEATHER
Yes. It's winter here in the North 
as well as ln the South. This Is the 
third successive morning when the 
temperature has averaged 5 below, 
but perhaps we ought to feel uncom­
fortably warm when we consider that 
it was 22 below at Warren Depot one 
morning this week. Rcckland harbor 
is pretty well iced over.
Sunshine Society will meet at Cen­
tral Maine rooms Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Arthur L. Orne will be chair­
man of circle supper at the Congre­
gational vestry Wednesday at 615.
The keel for the new dragger, con­
tracted for by New Bedford parties, 
has been laid at the I. L. Snow ship­
yard.
Miss Dorothy Prescott will be one
afternoon, supper at 6 under the 
chairmanship of Mrs. Mae Reed, and 
the usual evening business session.
Mrs. Mary 61stalre ls chairman of 
public supper at Legion hall tonight. 
These Saturday night suppers prove 
very popular features with the clerks 
ln the stores and late afternoon shop­
pers.
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick yesterday 
appointed Jesse W. Sleeper as deputy 
sheriff for South Thomaston. Mr. 
Sleeper succeeds Alfred Young, who 
was recently married and has moved 
away.
Ruth Mayhew Tent opens Its meet­
ing Monday with sewing and tacking 
quilts In the afternoon. Supper will 
be in charge of Mrs. Susie Karl and 
Mrs. Allie Blackington, and a busi­
ness meeting will take place In the 
evening.
Among recent Installations of the 
Hammond Organ such as has been 
placed ln the local Universalist 
church are one at the Phillips An­
dover Acamemy, at the Technical 
High School ln Springfield, Mass., 
and six ln metropolitan Boston 
churches. The installation at Phil­
lips Andover replaces a Casavant 
organ, originally costing $30,000.
The well baby clinic will be held! P. P. Bicknell returned yesterday
Monday afternoon at Red 
rooms from 2 to 4 o'clock.
Stephen Comery of Warren is cir­
culating nomination papers with a 
de.lre to be the Democratic nominee 
for sheriff.
Cross from an extended business trip 
through the South and West ln the in- j 
terea. of the Bicknell Manufacturing 1 
Co.
Application blanks have been re­
ceived by John Chisholm, service 
officer, Winslow-Holbrook Post. Corn- 
Rev. Corwin H. Olds and Rev. J mencing Monday, all veterans desir- 
Charles H. B. SeUger have returned, i,;B information and assistance please 
from Bangor where they attended the ' report at Chamber of Commerce
Convocation services,
Freddie
wonderful acting in “Professional 
Soldier" which Is .being shown at 
Strand Theatre today.
Glee Clubs.' orchestras and bands, 
from all over, will take possession of 
Rockland May 16, the date on which 
the State contest will be held here.
Adelbert Jameson, long-time em­
ploye e,t Perry's Market, who has been 
confined to the house with rheuma­
tism the past two months, finds him­
self cn the mending hand.
Bartholomew does some
rooms.
The third liquidating dividend of 
the Security Trust Company will bs 
payable commencing next Wednes­
day. Apply at the office In which 
account in Security Trust Company 
was carried.
The government should have no 
difficulty In meeting its obligations. 
In a Rockland store window Uncle 
Sam has been turning out dollar bills
_____  at the rate of 20 per minute for a
The February meeting of Limerock long time.
Valley Pomona Orange will be held ------- t
Saturday. Feb. 8. in St. Oeorge. A There U a cheep?ng and
large attendance is urged for this. Cupping on Park street these days 
the first meeting after installation of emanating from Stovers and bear
“THE POOR GOOFS”
Will Learn All About the
40 and 8 At Next Tuesday
Night’s Meeting
When Chef de Gare Louis L. Cates 
local Voiture 1024 calls the meeting 
to order Tuesday night at Legion hai! 
one of the largest gathering of 40 
and 8 members slnoe the Department 
convention here last June will be on 
hand to welcome Orand Chef de 
Gare Carl F. Fellows, Augusta and 
c-iher prominent officers of the Grind 
Voiture of Maine.
For weeks chairmen of the various
officers. .The program for the after- mg word that sprmg ls near for the committees have been planning this
noon includes brief reports by sub- new chicks have arrived by the 
thousand. •
entertainment and ''wreck.” Many 
voyageurs from Waldo County head­
ed by Dept. V. Com. Alton Johnson of
ordinate Grangers on what thelr
Oranges have done In thelr com-l northen^e of the Berry- , , H
munitles. report of the State meeting wuth of strand , Belffiti have already
being fitted fcr occupancy by Harry 
Berman's clothing store. It is under­
stood that Samuel Rubenstein will 
have the store thus vacated.
by a guest speaker, subject to be an­
nounced. St. George Orange will pre- j 
sent the program In the evening.
Townsend Club held a supper
meeting Thursday at the Park Street
Grill, with 70 present. Miss Bertha, ___. i of other V.F.W. members. Is assisting
McIntosh as chairman was assisted
John L. Oulstln has received bonus 
application blanks and with the aid
the buddies ln filling them out. To
facilitate the work he urges the 
Mrs Grant Young Mrs. Hazel Nash,, members tQ slips when
Mrs. Alfred Condon, Miss
ln serving by Mrs. Laurel Henderson,
Eloise
Nash. Beano followed supper until 
the business hour, at which the usual 
enthusiasm and Interest prevailed. 
The club meets again next Thursday 
at 7:30. after which an important 
meeting of the advisory board will
they call at his shop.
they will be here and are bringing 
along with them “candidates" who 
have asked for the “whole works." 
They’ll get it.
Prominent among the manv candi­
dates who will witness the exemplifl- ' 
cation of that famous “First Degree" 
is the present Commander Williams- 
Brazler Poet of Thomaston, William 
F. P. Gray.
He ward Dunbar and his corps of 
efficient chefs have a menu laid out 
fit for a king.
The mysteries of this well known 
organization will be explained fully 
to the "Poor Goofs" by the degree
Guides and fish wardens assem­
bling in Boston to handle Maine’s 
fish and game exhibit at the New 
England Sportsmen's Show were (team of Voiture 1024 
photographed by the Post. Easily -------------
be held. Miss McIntosh reports that recOgnized in the group were Warden 
of the models In the annual Fur Fair i much in^regt ls bcjng shown In the Thomas T. McKinney and Warden 
to be given by I. J. Fox during the organization of an orchestra, al- prank o. Hallowell of Rockland, and
month of February.
There will be circle supper at the 
Methodist vestry Wednesday at 6, 
with the men in charge. Dr. H. V. 
Tweedie will be the competent 
chairman.
ready several Indicating thelr inten­
tion of joining.
Capt. Whitney 
Clyde.
Thompson of Port
MATINICUS
Harold M. Quinn who has been fre­
quently-mentioned as a possible can­
didate for representative to Legisla­
ture, decided yesterday that he would 
not enter thc contest.
At the meeting of Knox Lodge. 
I O.OF.. Monday night the first and 
second degrees will be conferred on 
a candidate. All officers of those two 
degrees are requested to be present.
Light refreshments will be served 
after the Claremont Commandery in­
stallation next Monday night. The 
doughnuts will be provided by Sir 
Knight George Sandner of thc Home 
Methods Kitchen.
In a personal letter to a member of1 Letting air out of the tires of a 
The Courier-Gazette staff. E. L. heavily laden truck while a small 
Brown, who is wintering with Mrs blizzard is in progress is no joke. 
Brown, in St. Petersburg, Fla., says: Qeorge i. Shaw of the State Police 
"Tourist business in St. Pete is now crested Henry Harriman of Thomas- 
picking up--32,000 registrations up to ton on thaX charge, and yesterday 
date. Topic for conversation around judge Dwinal fined the offender $5 
town—high cost of rooms and apart-, and costs What the driver said will 
ments. Prices are dropping, however probably make startling reading when 
and the goose of golden egg fame Is the words thaw cut of the zero tern- 
reviving after a severe ill-turn. Tour- j perjure.
is’, centers wherever located will _____
ntver fully learn their lesson. Saw All of the bouts which will be pre- 
thc Maine naturalist Norman W. Ler-! ser.ted at the Rockland Athletic Club 
mend on the street recently and he! next Friday night will be those 
is as busy and optimistic at ever, and! which have been requested by the 
Knox Academy will profit by his in- j public. In other words the public 
dustrious efforts. There is such a will be the matchmaker The main 
demand for "Green Benches" I have j btut presents Ponzi Cochran of 
made reservations for Chick Spear Rockland vs. Young Jack of Augusta, 
end Perce Demmons. The other engagements will be:
Among prominent radio features
Cod’s Purposes—IX.
Only a simple Levlte. I. who stands 
On the world's side ol thc most holy 
place
One come to lift the veil with 
reverent hand.
Sophie Jewett
Often the very ones upon whom 
Ood showed count would defeat his 
purpo.es. It was so ln the st:iy 
of Cornelius and Peter. The 
aportles and brethren that were in 
Judra heard that the Gentiles had 
also received the word of Ood. 
When Peter came to Jerusalem 
they were ready to contend with 
him, faying "Thou wenteet, in to 
men uncircumched and didst eat 
with them."
Peter told them of his vision; of 
the spirit bidding him ga ‘nothing 
doubting." Of Cornelius and his 
house and the angel that told him 
where to find Peter, “who shall tell 
thee words whereby thou and all 
thy house shall be saved."
"As I began to speak the Holy 
Ghcrt fell cn them a; cn us in the 
beginning; then remembered I tho 
word of the Lord, how he said. 
John indeed baptized with water, 
but ye shall bo baptized with the 
Holy Ghost. What was I that I 
could withstand Ocd's purposes?" 
They held their peace and glorified 
Ood. saying "Then hast God also 
to the Gentiles granted repentance 
unto life."
So comes to a close this won­
derful story of heavenly spirits 
working with two men, that light 
might come to you and me who 
otherwise would still have sat ln 
darkness,
I have tried to retell this Story 
reverently, as one, who most un­
worthy. believes in Ood and In 
Spirits. William A. Holman
"When do we go on trial?” will be 
the subject of Rev. Corwin S. Olds At 
10.30 tomorrow morning at the Con­
gregational Church. Sunday School 
meets at 9.30 a. m. and Comrades cf
the Way 6.30 p. m.
• • • •
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal! 
Rev E. O Kenyon, rector, the services 
for tomorrow will be appropriate (or 
the Feast of the Purification of thc 
Blessed Virgin Mary: Holy Commun­
ion at 7.30; church school at 9 30; Holy 
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; ves­
pers at 6 p. m.
• • • •
At First Church of Christ, Scien­
tist. comer of Cedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday services are at 10:30 
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser­
mon tomorrow will be "Love." Sun­
day School ls at 11:45. Wednesday 
evening testimony meeting Is at 7:30. 
The reading room ls located at 400 
Main street, and open week days 
from 2 until 5 p. m.
• • • •
"The Yoke That Is Easy" will be the 
subject cf Dr. Lowe's ssrmon Sunday 
mcming. Church School meets at 
neon with Dr. Lowe's Knickerbocker 
Class in the auditorium. The Tonlan 
Circle in the minister’s room and Mr.-. 
Glover's Class at her residence. The 
Alpha Omega Young People's Society 
will meet at 7.00 p. m. with social 
hour followed by refreshments 
• • • •
"Sleeping Pe'.ers" will be the ser­
mon topic of Rev. Charles E Brooks 
at the Pratt Memorial Methodist 
Church on Sunday morning. At thc 
evening rervice Mr. Brooks will preach 
cn “Which Way Shall I Take?" The 
Friendly Men's Bible Class will meet 
at 9 30; Baraca Class and the church 
school at noon; King's Herald meet-1 
ing at 3 p. m. and Epworth League at | 
615
• • • •
The last sermon in thc series "Ethi­
opians cf the Bible," being given at 
the First Baptist Church on Sunday j 
mornings will be called “The Ethlopl-| 
«n With the taiDOssib'.e Talk." The 
church schcol will meet at the noon 
hour and the Endeavorers Inspira­
tion Hour with Virginia Egan as the | 
leader will be held at 6 o'clock. The 
i people's evening service will open at 
7 15 with the prelude and big sing 
assisted by the organ, piano and 
choir. Mr. MacDonald's subject will 
be “Can,We Communicate with the 
Dead?"
• • • •
At the Littlefield Memorial Church 
Sunday mcming at 10 30. Rev. Charles 
A. Marstaller will use as his sublect 
"The Place and Work of the Rlght- 
i ecus" There will be a eermonette fcr 
i the children. Church Schcol will 
meet at 1145; Children's World 
Crusade at 3 o'clock; Intermediate 
C. E. at 5 and Senior C. E at 6.1 
Preaching serv.ee comes at 7.15. sub­
ject "Spiritual Sustenance." Com­
munion will be ob'erved at the clc.se 
of the service. Prayer meeting Tues- 
, day evening at 7 followed by the quar­
terly business meeting of the church. 
Ladies' Aid supper Wednesday eve­
ning.
NEW LOW PRICES
Al
STOVER’S
“IT PAYS TO TRAVEL”
PURE LARD.................................................... lb 13*/2t
SALT PORK......................................................... lb 15c
SUGAR (fine granulated) ............ 100 lb bag $4.98
23 lb bag $1.29; 10 lb bag 49c 
Fancy Native Green Mountain Potatoes .... peck 25c 
bushel $1.00. While they last 
FANCY NO. 2 CORN, cracked corn or meal bg 1.45 
PASTRY FLOUR............................................. bag 69c
White Rose Family Flour, bag 79c; bbl. $6.30. 
Myty Nice Flour, bag 89c; bbl. $7.00. Stover’s 
Pride Flour, bag 99c; bbl. $7.75. Pillsbury’s Best 
Flour, bag $1.12; bbl. $8.90.
OYSTER SHELL AND GRIT................100 lbs 85c
Farmers’ Favorite Dairy Feed $1.53. Stover’s 
Pride, no filler, $1.83. Stover’s Egg Mash, $1.90; 
with oil $2.00. Fancy Bran and Middlings $1.39.
BUY NOW AND SAVE!
Before taxes are enacted. Stover’s offers you the 
lowest prices in Maine. Buy today; free delivery.
STOVER’S
86 PARK STREET ROCKLAND. MAINE PHONE 1209 
"IT PAYS TO TRAVEL"
KNOXCOUNTY TRUSTCOMPANY
Rockland, Maine
NOTICE OF QUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS
I, Ensign Otis, Clerk of the Knox County Trust 
Company, hereby certify that at the annual meeting 
of its stockholders held on January 14, 1936, the 
following stockholders were elected as members of 
the Board of Directors for the ensuing year, and 
have qualified as such by taking the required oath of 
office:
Charles H. Berry 
Earle McIntosh 
John C. Creighton 
Elmer B. Crockett 
William T. Hocking
M. R. Pillsbury 
Albert C. McLoon 
John J. Meehan 
Morris B. Perry 
Charles E. Starrett
Ensign Otis, Clerk. 
Rockland, Maine, Jan. 31, 1936,
CAROLYN I. TRSKIXE
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Thompson 
j are receiving congratulations on the 
I birth of a daughter Jan. 25 at Vinal­
haven.
The Sea Coast Mission beat Sun­
beam was here last weekend with Mr. 
Bowsfield on board. Services were 
held at the church Sunday night, with 
an illustrated lecture on China.
Word has been received that O. J. 
Guptill is ill ln bed.
Mr and Mrs. Ivan Philbrook and 
two children are visiting Mrs. Phil- 
brook's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Ainsworth in Reading. Mass.
The dance last Saturday was well I 
attended and everyone reported a fine . 
time.
Caution to pedestrians; Walk on 
the left side of the road!
Arthur Byron, USS. Klckapoo and 
Frisco Dix in the semi-finals; Pop
“Ceiling Zero," filmed from the fa- Sunday, will be Beethoven s Sonata Eye Charles Manta vs. Ralph Mor- 
mous Broadway play for which Mftrv, In A major. Opus 2, No. 2. played by gan of Augusta; Vino Johnson of 
Rogers was rehearsing when her, Alexander Semmler, noted German Thomaston vs. the Smiling Kid of 
father, Will Rogers, crashed to his Pianist, over the Columbia network j Augusta; and two local boys in the 
from 10:30 to II a. m„ this sonata preliminaries.
having created a great deal of con­
troversy when It was first played in 
1796; From 3 to 5 the New York Phil­
harmonic Orchestra will be heard.
death, will be shown at Strand The­
atre Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, 
James Cagney and Pat O'Brien are 
the stars. Wednesday and Thursday, 
John Boles and Oladys Swarthout In 
“Rose of the Rancho;” Friday and 
Saturday, "In Person," starring Gin­
ger Rogers and Oeorge Brent.
Woman's Auxiliary to Knox Hospi­
tal meets Tuesdays at 2 at the Bok 
Home for Nurses for sewing and tea. 
In view of the large amount of work 
to be accomplished and also to in­
crease the treasury fund, lt Is im­
portant that new members be added 
to the present group. The annual 
dues Is so small that no woman who 
h interested in this noteworthy work 
has need to be left out. Come as a 
guest Tuesday and be Inspired to be­
come a member.
__________ /
Maurice F. Lovejcy, Insurance in 
all forms, 140 Talbot avenue, Rock­
land. Tel. 1060-J. Steamship tickets 
to all parts of the world. 8-S-tf
Edwin Libby Relief Corps held Ito 
first birthday supper Thursday, with 
11 members sitting down at thc
with Robert Casadesus. French I special table reserved for December 
birthdays. These were Mrs. Amanda 
Choate. Mrs. Hattie Higgins, Mrs. 
Elizabeth Gregory, Mrs. Annie Ayl­
ward. Mrs. Winnie Horton, Miss Lucy 
Rhodes. Mrs. Mary Rogers, Mrs. Mary 
Haskell, Mrs. Mildred Condon, fdrs. 
Ida V. Huntley and Mrs. Alta Dimick. 
Decorations featured a color scheme 
of red and green, suggestive of thc 
month. Supper chairmen were Mrs. 
Mabel Richardson, Mrs. Susie Karl 
and Mrs. Blanche Shadie. After sup­
per beano was played, and then a 
program presented, featuring piano 
solo by Mrs. Marguerite Johnson; 
vocal solo, Mrs. Huntley: reading, 
Miss Lucy Rhodes; remarks by Capt. 
H. R. Huntley; and original verses by 
Mrs. Nellie Higgins appropriate to 
Assembly
singing closed the program. It was 
voted to hold annual Past Presidents' 
Night Feb. 20. with Mrs. Millie 
Thomas, president, ln charge. The 
meeting of next Thursday night will 
be preceded by supper in charge of 
Mrs. Bes6le Church, Mrs. Aylward, 
Mrs. Helen Perry and Mrs. Bertha 
Higgins.
pianist, as guest artist; Arturo 
Toscanini will conduct. From 9 to 
10 the Ford Hour takes place with 
Lucrezie Borl, noted Metropolitan 
soprano the soloist. A feature on 
Tuesday will be "Understanding 
Opera" directed by Howard Barlow, 
from 6:35 to 7 p. m„ with four Wag­
ner Intermezzo to be played and ex­
plained.
Special bargains in dry cleaning 
next week. Peoples Laundry, 17 
Limerock street, Tel. 170, Rockland, 
—adv.
Fruit Salad Ice Cream, in a one 
pine Decorated Cake, appropriately 
decorated for tTiat valentine party, 
priced at 35c. Your nearby ice cream 1 each December birthday.
dealer has them. 14-15
Using the 
Ambulance
Many people think of an 
ambulance only in connec­
tion with a serious, sudden 
emergency. However, it has a 
much wider field of usefulness 
in moving invalids, taking pa­
tients to and from the hospi­
tal, or doing any other errand 
which calls for gentle, ultra­
safe transportation. Our new 
modern Packard ambulance, 
in charge of thoroughly capa­
ble attendants, is available for 
such servioe at any time.
A. D. DAVIS & SON
TEL. 192 or 143 
THOMASTON, MAINE
14&26&38
Miss Carolvn L. Erskine died Tues­
day night at her home on Beech 
streets aged 74 years. Her health had 
failed gradually in the past year, but 
she was confined to her b:d only a 
fortnight before the end came.
The deceased was bam in Bristol 
Dec. 2, 1861, daughter cf the late An­
drew J. and Adelaide (Perry) Erskine. 
The family came to this city many 
vears ago. living first at the South- 
end. and moving .in the tall of 1891 to 
42 Beech street, where Miss Erskine 
and her ztstor have continued to 
reside.
Miss Ei' kino united with the First 
Baptist Church July 24, 1832, under 
the pastorate of the late Rev. J. H. 
Parehlcy, and during that iong perl ;d 
of membership her valued services 
found exprcss.on in 14 years incum­
bency of 'the office of church clerk 
and as a Sunday Schcol teacher for a 
long time. She was a member of the 
Sleeper Bible Class.
Miss Erskine had long been a mem­
ber of the Shakespeare Society, great­
ly devoted to Its werk, and cherishing 
the social opportunities which lt af­
forded with congenial and longtime 
associates. A letter of condolence re­
ceived by the surviving sister of thc 
deceased expresses in few word 3 a 
very general sentiment. “We who 
were privileged to know hcr. realized 
the beauty cf hcr mind and person­
ality. Quiet and self-effacing as she 
was. she nevertheless made a definite 
impression upon a wide circle.” And 
thus she will be mourned.
Miss Erskine is survived by a sister, 
Miss Alice C. Erskine, a niece, Mrs. 
S. W. Gillespie of Sumpter, S. C.; and 
a nephew. Perry D. Ccbb of Asfaeville, 
N. C.
Funeral services will be held this 
afternoon at 2 o'clock. Rev. J. Charles 
MacDonald I officiating. Interment 
win be in Achorn cemetery.
BROTHERHOOD CLASS
Holds Semi-Annual Meeting, 
and Re-elects A. J. Holt 
As President
Twenty-seven men of the Brother­
hood Bible Class of the First Baptist 
Church were at the supper held in 
the church parlors Thursday evening, 
preceding the semi-annual meeting 
and election of officers. The com­
mittee comprising Maurice Snow. 
Ernest Brazier and Bert Gregory 
served an excellent supper of cold 
meat, hot beans, both sizes, with all 
the fixings, including ample quantity 
ot Stickney’s sour kraut. Pastor 
MacDonald had two helpings of kraut 
and Indicated that he might possibly 
. learn to like it.
At tho business meeting which fol­
lowed the supper hour, lt was learned 
that there had been an attendance 
! for the past six months of an average 
each Sunday of 20!4. Treasurer Crle 
reported a small balance on hand.
The nominating committee, consist­
ing of F. M. Kittredge, O. C. Diesler 
end E. B. Crockett, presented the fol­
lowing list of officers: President, A. 
J. Holt; vice president. L. A. Packard; 
secretary, R. S. Sherman; treasurer, 
E H. Crie; teacher, Frank Hall Ingra­
ham; assistant teacher, L. A. Pack­
ard. These were elected for a period 
of six months, or until next business 
meeting.
While the men were waiting for the 
arrival of Rev. C. A. Marstaller of the 
Littlefield Memorial Church, Secre­
tary Sherman entertained with the
blackboard, presenting two mathe­
matical problems along the line of 
these “coined by X." Mr. Marstaller 
gave a very Interesting talk on th? 
religious werk carried cn by his party 
while in Peru. South America, under 
the direction of the Christian Alli­
ance of North America. R S. S.
I
(Tenants Harbor Days j
There died at Bridgeport, Conn., 
Jan. 8, the youngest and last re­
maining member of a family once pro­
minent in the affairs at the Harbor, 
Nellie R. (Ludwig) MacKenzie. 
daughter of the late Lemuel and 
Lucy A. (Pease) Ludwig. Lemuel 
Ludwig was bom in Waldoboro. 
March 10, 1814 and was married first 
in 1836, his wife having died ln 1839 
To this union one daughter was born 
tn Waldoboro in 1838 His second 
wife was Lucy A. Pease, bom in 
Appleton. March 20, 1825. to whom 
he was married Nov. 23, 1841. Nine 
children was born of this marriage, 
the oldest born ln Waldoboro, and 
the remaining eight ln St. George, 
one dying when an infant ln 1852.
I knew, personally, seven of these 
children and three were schoolmates, 
Emerson H., Jesse >L.. and Nellie R. 
Lemuel Ludwig was a tanner by 
trade, and was once captain of Sch.
Fairtrader. Later he worked as a 
Joiner for several years and in 1878 
became the proprietor of a grocery 
store. He also was constable in St. 
George in 1852 and clerk of the 
Third Baptist Church at the Harbor 
ln 1845.
Gen. Samuel Waldo of Boston had 
409.00} acres of land known as the 
"Waldo Patent," and Included ln lt 
was Waldo-Borough. He advertised 
in 1753 in the German Imperial Post 
for settlers to take up his land in 
Maine. Two separate migrations of 
families were made from Brunswick 
and Saxony, about 100 families in 
all. and thelr descendants make up 
a large proportion of the population 
of Waldoboro today. (My informa­
tion is from the History of the Town 
of 3t. George and from History of 
the Waldo Patent. The Ludwig 
Oenealogy would give the first Lud­
wigs to settle in Waldoboro )
Somerville, Mass.. Jan. 28
Vicks Cough Drop
STATE POLICE CHIEF
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
Repaired, and Custom Set Building 
by expert engineer 
CROCKETT'S GARAGE 
Rockport, Phone 2380-Camden member 
National Radio Institute, 
Washington, D. C.
7-2U-H
DANCE TONIGHT
Glover Hall, Warren
Woodcock’s Orchestra
(four pleres)
ADMISSION 15c AND 35c
1855 1936
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO. 
Waldoboro, Me.
122Stf
Artistic Memorials in Stone
Captain Wilbur H. Towle of Au­
gusta U.'S. Army retired, was appoint­
ed chief of the Maine Slate Police 
Thursday by Gov. Bnr.n, replacing 
Brigadier-General James W. Hanson, 
adjutant general of Maine. The Chief 
Executive, explaining thc change, said 
general Hanson's U. S. Army and 
Maine National Guard duties pre­
vented him from giving full time to 
the chief's poet, which he held sev­
eral years.
As we pass through the door 
that iPads into a new year, we 
take stock of our accomplish­
ments during the past year 
and renew our resolve to live 
up to the opportunities pre­
sented by our responsibilities. 
Our policy Is and always will 
be to give the kind ot service 
that we ourselves would expect 
if we were placed in a similar 
position. Our aim will be to 
constantly Improve cn our pre­
vious best efforts.
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
str
BORN
THOMPSON -At Vinalhaven. Jan. 25. to 
Mr and Mrs Norman Thompson of 
Matlnlcua. a daughter.
HALL—At Rockland. Jan. 29. to Mr and 
Mrs Stanley W Hall. (Evajane Mac­
Kay) a daughter. Carla Jane
PHILLIPS -At Vinalhaven. Jan 28. to 
Mr and Mrs Jack Phillips, a daughter.
DIED
CARNES At North Grafton. Jan. 
Francis Carnes of Vinalhaven
HALL—At West Gloucester. Mass , Jan. 
20, Prank Hall, formerly of Vinalhaven. 
aged 65 years.
27.
BURPEE’S 
Funeral Service
AND
Funeral Pariors
Bitabllshed 1840
Licensed Embvlmers and 
Attendants
John O. Stevens, Alden Ulmer 
Emily W. Stevena, Arthur Andrews 
Day or Night Telephone 
450
IN MF.MORIA.M
In memory of Kenneth Albert Dow. 
who died Feb. 1. 1833. In Detroit.
Three years have passed since that sad
day.
When one we loved was called away.
Ood took him home. It waa hla will; 
Within our hearts he ltveth still.
Father, mother, brother and sisters
Highland Park, Mich. •
IN MF.MORIAM
In loving memory ot Blanche E Howes 
who passed away Feb 1. 1931 
"The depths of sorrow we cannot tell, 
Ot the loss of the one we loved so well ”
Rather and Sisters
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our neighbors and 
friends for the beautiful flowers, and 
thelr kindness to us during our recent 
bereavement.
Mrs. E L. Dyer. North Haven: Mr. and 
Mrs Stephen Crockett, Northport: Mrs 
Thomas French. Camden; Walter S. 
Crockett, Brooklln. - •
Representatives in all large 
in the United States and Canada
AMBULANCE
Service Is instantly available.
Experienced attendants oa duty. 
Day and Night Telephone 
450
Ml MAh.4 ST. ROCKLAND, Ml.
SO-tf
W. E. Dornan & Son,
INC. 1506tf
Distinctive Memorials in 
Granite and Marble 
Thomaston, Me. East Union, Me. 
Phone 114-3 Phone 13-31
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FLAME
IN THE
FORES
HAROLD TITUS
Mm/d 7Lh>f W. NU StAVlCL
on 'era's got to sta; by the tele­
phone again. It ain't likely she'll 
get away from us. If she does. It 
ain't likely she'll get clean to camp 
In a hurry. But If anything should 
happen, you get that pay-roll into 
town. Sliver’s all right, but It’s 
mostly bills and btlls'd burn sure 
In that old safe of wine.’’
“They sure would,” agreed Tod, 
Then Jack had looked at Kerry. 
"Be good boy, son!” he said 
cheerily, as If he were only going 
out on the job and not to a tire 
line. "Be good boy.”—and tweaked
Kerry’s ear playfully.
“And him,” he said to Tod, sud­
denly sober and Jerking hls head 
at the lad. "Twenty-two hunderd, 
small as It Is, *d bust me right now, 
so get that out if anything pops. 
But him ... If you get a chance, 
send him Into town anywnys.” . . . 
So Kerry knew that Jack thought 
more of him than be did of going 
bust.
He sat there a long time, feeling 
Important It wasn't much that 
he could do for Jack ever, but 
now, watching that file, he knew 
that if fire should come Into camp 
he'd grab that box and get to the 
speeder faster than be had ever 
gotten anywhere before in hls life. 
He rose finally and looked through 
the window toward the water tank 
where the speeder waited. Tod 
West was Just then coming up 
from tbe nlders along the creek, 
looking around ln a funny way, 
as If he expected to see somebody 
or something alarming.
When, only minutes later, he 
beard Tod bawling bis name, hls 
heart went fllppety-fiop and almost 
choked him.
“Kerry! . . . Kerry; . . A-run- 
nln', Kerry!“
And he was running desperately, 
hugging tbe file against hls belly.
He threw a look to hls left where 
a streamer of thick, white smoke 
was coming up to mingle with the 
blue haze which had been drifting 
through camp for three days. Brush 
was on fire south of the barn.
Tod began trying to gave the 
cook shanty and Kerry wondered 
why be didn't throw water on the 
office, which was In greater danger, 
but Tod, loo, was terribly excited.
“She's goln’!” Tod yelled. "Old 
office’s goln’, Kerry!" Hls voice 
was funny, for all the world as 
though he were glad because the 
office was being licked by hungry, 
fast-devouring flames.
roll. Did tny damnedest to save 
something of camp but 1 was alone. 
Kerry, here, lugged the money out 
of the office Just In time."
•‘That’s fine," said the banker, 
I’pressing the catch of the file. 
| “That's sure lucky! I happen to
know that If Jack should lose—" 
j He stopped short, then, and Tod
leaned forward anil the others 
pressed up close, attracted by the 
look on West's face, likely. It was 
a look that even a seven-year-old 
boy would notice.
“Why,'' the banker s..ld, "why, 
Tod. it’s empty!"
A moment of terrific silence fol­
lowed and then Tod looked down at
CHAPTER I
SMOKE filled hls eyes and hls throat Heat so intense that 
lt seemed to be fluid, poured over 
them. The sound of thi speeder's 
motor and the clatter of Its wheels 
on the uneven rails was almost 
drowned In the raging voice of the 
fire; and Tod, an arm around him. 
holding him close as they rocked 
and swayed down the grade, was 
trembling.
But be wasn't going to cry, even
If he was more scared than he ever 
had been In his seven years of ex­
perience. Not much, he wasn't! 
He hugged the •precious letter-file 
with old Jack's pay-roll ln it closer, 
and tried to look ahead; and when 
he saw living flames from the burn­
ing cars of chemical wood swept 
across the track like a curtain, he 
threw himself flat and squeezed his 
eyes shut and held his breath, and 
did not complain with so much as 
a grunt when Tod's big body, 
sprawling suddenlv over his small
This Was No Time to Act Like 
a Baby.
one, made hls ribs bend out of 
shape. No, sir! This was no time 
to act like a babyl
Headquarters was going, sure 
enough, but they were getting good 
old Jack’s money out to safety. 
That was hls Job: to help save 
good old Jack from going bust 
When you've got a Job like that, 
tor a man like that, you can’t let 
on you're scared, can you? No; 
not even at seven, you can't!
He had been outside the office, 
standing in tbe deserted camp 
clearing, staring off np the road 
which Jack and the crew had taken 
before daylight, and where the 
cook bad Just gone with dinner 
for the fire-fighters, when the book­
keeper called to him.
"Listen, Kerry," Tod had said. 
“I want you to sit right here un­
til I call you or come back. Wind's 
getting worse.”
Hls big, ordinarily good-natured 
face was white, and fine beads of 
moisture pricked out above his eye­
brows.
"Sure," said Kerry Young, and 
swallowed, his heart going faster 
with Tod looking so scared.
“Now, listen, careful. 1 took the 
payroll out of the cash drawer, 
see! It's In this letter-file —this 
one, right here.” He laid his hand 
on the brown box on top of the 
safe. Another file was on the desk, 
jiud more on a shelf above it; but
Tod put his hand right on" that 
special one. "I'm goln' out to scout 
around. If anything happens, it 
may happen fast The speeder's 
right on the track, now—right by 
the water-tank, there. If I yell, you 
bring the file and come a-runnln*. 
Understand that?”
"Sure, Tod,” said Kerry, and 
swallowed again, even If hls mouth 
was drier than ever.
"Good boy! Everybody's got to 
do his part, time like this.”
He went out. then, sod Kerry 
sat down on a chair with hls 
breath fluttery ln his throat Re­
sponsibility sat heavily on hls small 
shoulders, but he’d do Just what 
Tod bad told him to do. That pay­
roll was old Jack’s money, and he'd 
break hls neck to help old Jack, 
he would! Good old Jack, who 
had found nim In the house the 
day before his mother died, and 
got the doctor and did all that he 
could do. and who, after It was all 
over and he was alone, brought 
him to camp. That had been win­
ter before last, and It looked as If 
he was going to stay with Jack 
forever. He certainly hoped so. 
Nobody ln tt.e world could be so 
kind to a little boy who had no­
body else to look out for him as 
could old Jack, and breaking your 
neck for a man like that would be 
little enough to do.
Jack had been so worried since 
the fire started, day before yester­
day! He had been In town when 
lt came up, and had come back, 
driving the engine himself, snak­
ing the empties over the steel Ut | 
to shake the stakes out.
Tbe crew was on the fire then, 
of course, and old Jack's voice, 
generally so good-natured, was 
sharp as a knife when he ques­
tioned Tod who was telephoning 
for more wardens. Jack stuffed 
tbe payroll money into the safe as 
he talked, and then, telling Tod 
certain things to do all lo one 
breath, he jumped into the waiting 
buckboard and galloped to the 
southward, where a mile-wide front 
of slash fire advanced toward 
camp.
Kerry waked up when Jack came 
In that night. Their room was next 
the office, with a big bed snd a lit­
tle one; and he lay In hls little one 
and looked through the open door­
way and saw Jack standing by the 
desk, shirt all scorched, hair 
singed, talking lowly to Tod. It 
was bad, he said. He'd brought 
half the crew in to get some rest; 
he'd turn In himself and try to 
catch a wink, because with all that 
chopping afire, tomorrow was go­
ing to be hell Itself. . . .
And tomorrow was, with the tel­
ephone ringing and help from town 
coming through all day, and the 
smoke thick and thicker.
But at breakfast this morning, 
eaten before the first crack of 
dawn. Jack had said:
“We got an even break, now. 
We'd ought to hold her, but you 
never can tell. Why, yesterday.
I some of them damn’ blrcb stubs got 
burnin' clean to the top, 'nd I’ll 
' bet they was throwln’ live brands 
half a mile ahead of ’em.”
“And they might go further than 
that," Tod West commented.
They might, another said; not 
likely, but still they might and 
then Jack pulled Tod to one side 
where nobody but Kerry could bear 
and said:
"Since this thing broke I've 
thought no more about pay-roll 
than the boys have about pay day. 
Shows I’m gettin' old. You’ll be 
here, Tod. Somebody with a head
He did not start away at once. 
He stood there priming the motor 
slowly, spilling gasoline, because 
hls hands shook so much. He kept 
his eyes on the office where flames 
were licking at the roof, eating 
into the hewn log sides.
"She's goln’, Kerry!" he said and 
gave a queer laugh which made 
the boy wonder If grown men, also, 
sometimes laughed when they felt 
like crying.
He glanced at Kerry, then, and 
at the letter-file and licked hls 
lipa.
"Sure you got the right one?”
he asked.
“The one you told me,’’—stout­
ly. “We'd better haul, hadn't we?”
“Just a minute, now!”
He waited, standing there and 
watching while a part of the of­
fice roof tumbled In. Only then 
did he shove the speeder ahead un­
til the motor caught and coughed.
And then they were zooming past 
the Biding, and he screamed from 
the heat that beat upon him; op­
ened hls throat and yelled and 
writhed against the weight of Tod's 
body. Then, suddenly, the torture 
was past and he was half sitting 
up and they were hitting It down 
the grade.
Then he felt better and they 
were clicking over the switch 
points and here was town and the 
motor stopped and Tod West was 
calling out to somebody with a lot 
more excitement than he had 
shown back at camp that Jack's 
headquarters were burning.
A group quickly gathered, mostly 
old men and boys, because the best 
mao power of town was out on the 
fire line, and they followed Tod 
and Kerry across the street to the 
bank.
They crowded Into the bank and 
a man rose from hls desk behind 
the counter.
"Jack's headquarters are gone,” 
said Tod, banding the file to the 
man. “But we brought In the pay-
"Kid. Which File Old You Bring?**
Kerry and said lu a queer, un­
friendly way:
"Kid, which file did you bring?”
The boy swallowed, with a new 
sort of thrill running his small 
frame.
“Why,” he said, "why, I fetched 
... You told me the one on the 
safe. Tod!”
The bookkeeper swore slowly un­
der hla breath and looked at the 
banker.
"Good God, 1 trusted him!” be 
said In a whisper.
Tbe other clicked hls tongue. 
“Oh-h!” he said, long-drawn. “But 
he's only a little boy,” he added 
and slapped the file shut. 'That 
surely is going to be tougb for
; Jack!”
Kerry's knees were shaking and 
there seemed to be a vacant place 
in his middle.
“Tod, what's the matter?" he 
asked shrilly. "Tod, is the money 
back yonder? Did It burn up. Tod?" 
And then, summoning all hts vigor, 
'Tod, 1 done Just what you told 
me!"
West shook hls head. "No, you 
didn't understand," he said In a 
moan. "You didn't understand, and 
the money's burned sure as hell 
and ... My God. boys. It's my 
fault!”
* yourSomeone said: “It ain't
1 fault. Tod. The kid. he got
tied."
Another said: “ It’ll be all
| with old Jack now!”
They all looked at the boy
done your damnedest, both of 
you!”
“I'm ..lttln’ for the West,” said 
Tod. “Goln' clean to the Pacific 
Coast.”
But from thelr window that eve­
ning Kerry saw Tod board an east- 
bound train.
i That night old Jnck grew worse. 
The doctor came and gave him1 
some medicine, but he was rest­
less, and frightened Kerry, the way 
he would sit up In bed and talk, 
wildly, and finally the boy, trying 
to soothe him, crept close Into the 
arms and that seemed to bring 
peace to the harried spirit.
After Jack was quiet, the boy 
whispered:
“It ain't so, what they’re tellln’. 
Jack. I didn't take the wrong one, 
unlest he told roe wrong."
“Eh? What's that?" Jack asked.
He said It again and added: 
“When he told me, he put hls hand 
right on It; right on the one on 
top th’ safe 'nd said your money 
was in It 'nd to come a-runnln’ 
when he yeowled fer me."
Old Jack was very silent.
“What else'd he do? After that, 
what’d he do?"
And the boy related, In detail, 
what Tod West had done . . . how 
he had gone down by the creek 
and come back through the alders 
as If wondering If anyone had seen 
him. And of how he hadn't tried 
to save the buildings that were* 
first In line of danger.
Jack Snow swore a slow and ter­
rible* oath, then.
“He could 'a'," he muttered. “He 
could 'a' done that. . . . 'Nd burled 
It 'nd dug lt up since th* fire 'nd 
pnt th' bee on a little feller. . . ."•
Before morning he was much' 
worse and that day they took 
Kerry away and before the week 
was out be had no old Jack look­
ing after him, nor would he "ever
j have, again. The Poor Commls- 
: sloner was hls boss, now, and was
boarding him out. . . .
He could not hide the hurt of old 
Jack's passing, of course. All he 
could do was to hide himself In 
the woods at the edge of town. In 
the long grass of meadows where 
he could lie on hts face and cry 
softly.
But that other thing: the hurt 
which came when boys, with the 
cruelty of thelr years, taunted him 
with having sent Jack bust . . . 
why then, he found, he could cover 
the pain with laughter. He found 
both sanctuary and defense in 
laughter ....
He tried to run away repeatedly, 
when be was older. Always they 
brought him back and made him 
stay and kept him in school when 
he hated the place and all the peo- 
i pie In lt because they never forgot 
what Tod West had told about him 
and would not listen when, as a 
little boy. he had tried to tell 
what he and old Jack had suspect­
ed. He did not persist in trying 
to broadcast this suspicion. Some 
day, he'd get foot-loose; then they 
could all go to the devil. Until 
then he'd hide the things he really
felt behind laughter.
he knew they were blaming him. 
All but Tod. Tod did not look hla 
way; there wag something funny 
about Tod'a eyes.
His nostrils smarted and a lump 
swelled In bis throat suddenly. A 
helpless feeling ran hla bones and 
a sense of having been put-upon, 
abused, outraged. Jack had gone 
bust because bis pay - roll was
burned up but he had done Just as 
he had been told to do. . . .
And before he knew what he 
was doing, he was sobbing just 
that:
“1 fetched the one you told me! 
I did! I did!”
He got that far before hts sobs 
choked him and he slunk to a cor­
ner, burying his face In his arms. 
Old Jack was bust and they said It 
was because he got rattled when 
he had done as he'd been told and 
tried hla best to help!
I TO BE CONTINTT.Dl
NORTH HAVEN
CONCAVE VS. CONVEX
Technical Point Is Raised At 
Bowling Supper ln Post­
master Drew’s Home
j The home of Postmaster Drew was 
i the scene of a jolly party last Wed­
nesday evening, as the members of 
the two bowling teams, the doughty 
Skippers and the celebrated Oanders, 
gathered and puckered preparatory 
to paying homage to the ancient 
Greek philosopher, Epicurus.
The piece de resistance was a de­
licious scallop stew made from the 
much sought bivalves fresh from the 
cold bottom of Penobscot Bay. than 
which there are none finer in this 
wide, wide world. During the prog- 
i ress of the meal the host enlivened 
i the evening with several original 
poems that set off the characteristics 
of the persons addressed, but which
might have been a bit too personal ] 
for publication.
Prom a perusal of the score of the 
game that followed it will be seen 
that the aforesaid stew affected the 
bcwlers in devious and diverse man­
ners, for while the best training 
methods forbid any great consump- ] 
ticn of foods before participating m 
an athletic event, in the case of the 
01 Goose this theory is knocked Into 
a cocked hal. Whereas Scottie Lit­
tlefield was very dainty and abstemi­
ous, in the matter of the stew, his 
score was the smallest of the evening, 
and on the other hand, the Ooose. 
after eating five bowls of stew, three 
i pieces of pie. three pieces of cake, and 
and one-half dozen brownies and 
steen cups of coffee, topped off by a 
couple of bottles of hls beloved seda 
pop. was still able to lead his flock 
and the field with high string and 
high total.
• • • •
Commenting on the game the 
Goose told a Courler-Oazette re­
porter: “I am a great believer ln the 
! full stomach as well as the full din­
ner pail" "There ls no Joy or pleas­
ure that equals that of*a tight belt.
There is more real honest and sound j 
philosophy in the teaching of Epi-;
■ curus. and greater skill required in |
I lhe science of gastronomy, than in ; An Interesting Story Of the Salvation 
tome of the present day theories, and Army's Work In Africa
the modern arts and sciences. Not _____
only is the science of eating a great 
I mental stimulant, but there is the 
physical aid as well. 'For instance,
, ana here the Ooose grew very serious, 
i 'you know that in bowling you have 
1 to do a great deal of bending from 
j the waist down. Now doesn't it seem 
reasonable and logical to you that If
HORIZONTAL
1-Earlieat
5-Divide
9-Melodiss
11- Lean
12- Because
14—Golt mounds 
14-Bird 
17-Father 
16-Mineral spring
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
51-Scienee 
f2-Betore 
53-Bow the head
55- Permit
56- Pronoun
57- A vehicle (pl.l 
SS-Afternoon parties
60- Mothrr
61- Confiicte
20- Addltion to one side 62-Stocky part of a
of a houae
21- Crimeon
22- Small child
23- Muaical Instrument 
25-lntertwinee 
27-Anteeedent 
SS-Chaek 
30-Attempt 
S1-Row 
32—Boil 
34-Contumes 
SS-Having more aaseta
than liabilities 
38-Deatiny 
38-Precioue atones
41- Cures hides
42- An insect 
44-A thoroughfare
46- Go by
47- 1 netted 
pastry (pi.)
plant 
|64-Pereolatee 
65-Perform
VERTICAL
1- Bolt of lightning
2- Egyptian god
3- Reat
4- Large plant
5- Molt '
6- Strike
7- lndeflnite article
8- Exelte
10- Barter
11— Digits
13- Box
IS-Narrow strip of 
wood
14- Take booty
17-0pening In the skin,
VERTICAL (Cont.) 
19-Greek god of war 
22-Weight measure
<P»->
24-Deep hola
26- Longlng
27- Adequate 
29-Bird homes 
31-Tardler
33- American poet
34- A division of Great
Britain (abbr.)
36- Rapid
37- Anawer (abbr.)
39- Sop
40- Part of a ship
41- Small pastry
42- Qrowa old
43- Canvas shelter
45- Judge
46- Couplet
47- Maket a mistake
48- Performs 
50-Begin
52-Organ of the body
(pt.)
54-Tropical fruit 
57-Lid
59-Japaneae coin 
61-You and I 
63-Weat Australia 
(abbr.)
WRITING “HALLELUJAH"
(Solution to previous puzzle)
L c C s A B 1 D E
A N A I T L Of N O N
s c Pp V E E T E N E T
T A R E S E R C ■c
s 1 s T U N O Nr
N & A L A D S
K I D s E E rJg
R E E 0 E D |E
£ E S R E C T S
0 I E A T s N 1 P
pi R 1 M E u V 1 L E R
c E N I 1 C N r
D E 5 Si V s
The Salvation Army is now pushing
Its operations in the locality made 
famous by the historic meeting of 
Henry M. Stanley and David Living­
stone.
Less than 250 miles from UJiJl,
Tanganyika in the heart of Africa,
you have something in your stomach . ., . . . . i»u' where. under a mango tree, the au­to lean on and steady yourself with 
while in a bent position that you will thor-travrier greeted the missionary- ings were at times of a somewhat bois- 
bt planted more solidly on your feet explorer with the dramatic words, teroui character because so many of 
and be better able to shoot straight?’ "Dr Livingstone I presume " devoted 
"Take on the other hand, the fri- Salvationist pioneers have established 
lew whose ribs show through like a . , .
tlam fork. The guy with the con- sought the Christ at the Army mercy-
cave stomach and wasp waist. Where lJlpy are a' engaged in Kilti
have .support, there Is I cutting an ever-widening swath
the attendants were under the in­
fluence ot liquor. But . . .
During the first weekend 21 natives
he should Two converts walked more than one
Avery Dyer and Thome Dyer are ^^mg but an aching void, and the i through the darkness, ignorance, and hundred miles to attend nn Army 
in Boston, to be guests of relatives chariCes are that when he bends he' superstition of age-old heathenism meeting A drink slave employed in
for several days.
Miss Enna Vinal of Vinalhaven is 
guest of Mr and Mrs. Frank Samp­
son.
will Just fold up like an accordion 
and be just as wobbly. His shooting 
is bound to suffer. In short It is Just 
like shooting a rifle. You can do 
much better with a rest than you 
can off hand. I am very much In 
favor of bigger and better bellies." 
Mrs Regina Crowell of Fitchburg. ■ with these calm reflections the Goose 
Mass . is at the home of Mr. and Mrs.! purchased and ate a dime's worth of
Hance Joyce was a visitor Tuesday 
and Wednesday in Rcckland
Carl Bunker an annual vacation.
Harvey Calderwcod has employ­
ment in Oxford. Mass
John Crockett and Herman Crock­
ett were recent visitors in Rockland.
salted peanuts, two candy bars, a 
10-cent cone of ice cream, and went 
home to enjoy a good night's rest.
Twenty-seven months ago. Adju­
tant and Mrs Francis Dare, with
one of the Government offices, was 
captured. Another man drove in from
_ . a distant town with a load of hides.
Captain and Mrs Madete. their Afh-jhe,rd lhe Army.g gnd WM
can assistants, arrived in Tangan- converted Still another man stopped 
vlka^-a country with a native popu- in to see hls brother, an Army con­
dition of over 5.000,000—and unfurled vert, while on hls way to Zanzibar, 
the Army banner at Ta bora They and was saved before he continued 
expected difficulties, and were net his Journey.
ln the least dismayed when they 
loomed large from the very outset
"Although there are many difficul­
ties to be encountered." wrete the
At the end of the first year there 
were 40 soldiers and 42 recruits on 
the rolls and a total of 473 converts. 
During this same period a tambourine
“... AND I’VE GOT 
A NEW FUR COAT!”
It’s easy to buy new 
fur coats or anything 
else, when you sell 
your old things 
through
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
WANT-ADS■
PHONE 770
CHAPTER II
IT RAINED toward evening andJack Snow got to town at dusk. 
1. had heard about his camp, of 
course, but he had not heard about 
the loss of his pay-roll. And when 
they told him he said nothing for, 
perhaps, a quarter of a minute hut 
ln those seconds he aged. Before, 
men bad called him Old Jack be­
cause they loved him. . . . After­
ward, he was an old man, in fact.
The first thing he said after ha 
knew tlie worst that had happened 
referred to Kerry. He looked at 
the boy and winked and managed a 
sort of grin and said: “But you're 
all right, son!” as If that were all 
he would admit as being of any im­
portance.
And after that he said but lit­
tle for days. He appeared to lis­
ten when people talked hut if lit 
heard he seldom answered prop­
erly.
Once he said to Kerry, when they 
were alone in their room at the 
mill boarding house:
“Tough, to let a coupla thousand 
bust you. . , , But it was tliat 
dost.”
He managed to rustle enough to 
pay off the crew; tliat is, those 
who would take wliat they had 
coming.
He began to be feverish and 
talked at night In his sleep, holding 
the little boy dose In Ills arms 
while the tremors ran through him.
Tod West came to say good-bye 
and declared again that It was hls 
fault, that he should have fetched 
the letter-file himself.
Jack roused from hls lethargy. 
"Fault, hell?” he snorted and spit, 
the way he used to do. "You
The match itselt was a fairly close
' affair, but the Oanders piled up a 
Phyllis Duncan of the Jersey Citv good sjaed ]ead jn the ^rst two brings 
Medical Center ls at the home of her and whjle Skippers won the last 
parents Mr and Mrs. Floyd Duncan cant0 did not liive the neces. 
for a few days vacation. - sary ieewaJ. w come Into the wind
Ira Curtis and son Venner are In ar,d win. This game was marked by 
Boston this week 1 a radical departure in letting the
The High School play “Crashing substitutes in to bowl against each 
Society” proved to be one of the best other, so that It was six of one and 
ever produced by the schcol and the half a dozen of the other, as they
senior class netted a goodly sum.
In spite of cold weather the Sun­
day School had an attendance of 76 
last Sunday The morning service 
In the church was conducted by Frank 
Beverage. Julia Beverage and Mrs 
Lester Oreenlaw. At the evening 
service was an Illustrated address.
“Around the World in 40 Minutes" 
read by Harvey Calderwood In tlie 
absence of Rev. Mr. Huse 
Funeral services for Edward L.
Dyer were held Tuesday in the Pulpit 
Harbor Church, Rev. N. F. Atwood of
Vinalhaven officiating. Many friends , , . A ,
and neighbors were present and lhe ® u.
many beautiful flowers testified to the 
fine character and personality which 
made Mr. Dyer a friend to all. Inter­
ment was in Seavlew cemetery. The 
bearers were Weigh Witherspoon. 
Oeorge Quinn, Lloyd Whitmore, Al­
bert Beverage, Herman Crockett, and 
Zenas Burgess
The Friendly Bible Class passed 
Wednesday night enjoyably ln sing­
ing old familiar songs ait the home of 
Hiram Beverage. Each week during 
the winter this group assembles at 
some home In the community for a 
congenial session, and will meet next 
Wednesday night with William Lob- 
ley.
Hand crocheters on Infants' bootee 
set* 6to Oood prices. Write Strat- 
more^rfiittlng Mills, 23 Bast 28 street, 
New York City.—sdv. 13-K
faced each other on the alleys, and 
Cap'n Skip the old pencil sharp, had 
it figured out that the Skippers lost 
by Just the number of pins that 8ub 
‘'Rabbit” Winslow bested Sub Walter 
Mills. In other words the two regu­
lar teams bowled a tie game.
By winning this match the Ganders 
have won the series, which only went 
five games, and now a council of war 
is to be held by the Skippers to see 
what shall be done for the future. 
Some were in favor of doing a little 
trading and injecting new blood into 
the*team, while others thought that
out of town instructor for the benefit 
of some of the weaker brethren, 
whereupon Frank Orimes came mod­
estly forward and volunteered to in­
struct all and sundry of the Skip­
pers in the skillful art for his regular 
price, good 10 cent cigars and 75 cent 
dinners. The score:
Oanders—Orindle 263. Sanborn 265, 
Orimes 249, L. Arey 281, Winslow 263. 
Littlefield 230. total 1551.
Skippers—Peterson 236, Drew 257, 
Dyer 266, Skip 271, Mills 237, Hall 
257, total 1524.
Turn That Vacant Room 
Into Cash With a 
‘To Rent” Advertisement 
in The Courier-Gazette 
Telephone 770
Adjutant ln hls first dispatch, “with band was formed and proved a great 
faith in Ood. much prayer and hard attraction, particularly in tlie open­
work. we are believing for great vie- air gatherings Many of the converts 
tories We will endeavor to make first became interested in the Anny 
Tabora ring with the name of Jesus because of the lively music of these
Thus almost upon arrival the pio- (instruments, 
neer quartet held a series of open- J The latest word from Tanganyika 
air meetings in various parts of the tells of the distribution of 1000 of 
town. Captain Madete beating thc General Evangeline Broth's "World 
drum Ml's. Dare carrying the flag and Fcr Ood'' Campaign manifestoes, 
the Adjutant playing a concertina printed ln Kt-Swahlll in towns and 
Large crowds of people were attracted tillages, and receipt of an urgent re-
By the end of the first week a store quest from native boys to commence 
was fixed up for Army occupancy and Army operations in Musoma 
into it crowded the natives to see and Thus is The Salvation Army boldly 
hear the strange folk who had landed attempting to write "Hallelujah!'' 
In their midst. Outside looking in. across another great gap on the Afrl- 
was another large crowd. The meet- can map.
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AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY
Ted Healy, Nat Pendleton, Una Merkel, Jack Benny In “It’s In the Air."—adv 
—
SEARSMONT
Local men will have an opportuni­
ty to form a Community Men's Club 
If those interested will meet in the 
vestry next Monday at 7:30 Plans 
will be made for weekly club nights, 
and suitable places for assembling. 
This club will be purely social; in­
door and outdoor sports will be ar-
WALDOBORO
It was interesting to ncte in data 
frem last winter that the 27 28 and 29 
of January bea ted a temperature of 
40 degrees below zero This year it 
dropped a few degrees only in the 
early mornings.
Miss Florence Orff has been visit­
ing in Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse were
ranged so that every man in town Brunswick visitors Sunday.
may participate to hls enjoyment. i Mr and Mrs. Virgil Wallace and
________ son Maynard, have been guest; of
relatives in Bath.
Hand crocheters on infants’ bootee I* pictures at Star Theatre next week 
sets. etc. Good prices. Write Strat- ■ arP Tuesday, “Annie Oakley" with 
more Knitting Mills. 23 East 26 street, ’ garbara Stanwyck; Thursday, "The
New York City —adv. 13-14
STAR THEATREWaldoHio
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
TUESDAY, FEB. 4
“Annie Oakley”
With BARBARA STANWYCK
and PRESTON FOSTER
THURSDAY. FEB. 6
“The Bride Comes Home”
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
and FRF.D Mac.MURRAY
SATURDAY, FEB. 8
“McFadden’s Flats”
With WALTER KELLY
and ANDY CLYDE
Matinee Saturdays at 2.30
( nildren 15c at Matinee 
News Tuesday and Saturday 
Comedv With Every Show
14-15
SPECIAL SALE! 
February and March
RYTEX 
GREYTONE
PRINTED STATIONERY
that brings a smart gay note to 
your letters.
100 SINGLE SHEETS 
50 ENVELOPES 
or
50 DOUBLE SHEETS , 
50 ENVELOPES
EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. and 'Mrs Wendall Studley of 
Warren, Mrs. Harry McIntire and 
Ray Simmcns called Sunday on Mr. 
and Mrs. John A. Rines.
Miss Carolyn Hanna was guest last 
weekend at the homes of Lloyd Hanna 
and Mrs. Beulah Curtis at Round 
1 Pond.
Ivan Scott and Austin Wiley at­
tended the recent meeting of V.F.W. 
at East Friendship.
Ralph Flanders of Portland. Mr 
and Mrs. Leland Orff and daughter 
Elsa of North Waldoboro were guests 
Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders ; 
j Mrs. Percy Miller recently visited , 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernes; j 
Burns, South Waldoboro.
Miss Dorothy Muir was a Rockland 
visitor last Saturday.
Mrs Beulah Curtis of New Harbor 
was guest Sunday of Mrs. Ethel 
J Hanna.
Melrose Scott of Gardiner has been 
j visiting his brother Ivan Scott this 
week.
Mrs. Emily Jameson. Josiah Jame- 
eon and family were at the Evander 
Newbert home in North Waldoboro,
Sunday.
Mr and Mrs Edward Coombs visit­
ed Sunday at Lester Mank's
Mr and Mrs Elbert Starrett of. 
Warren were callers Sunday at the 1 
heme of Charles Bowers.
Albert Mank. Mrs H McIntire and 
Ray Simmons were Rockland visitors , 
recently.
Mr. and Mrs J. O. Jameson and 
daughter Vera attended an lnstalla-; 
tion lari Saturday in Hope
Bride Comes Homc" featuring Clau­
dette Colbert and Saturday "McFad­
dens Flats’ with Walter Kelley 
Matinee at 2 30 Saturday
REACH HALF CENTURY MARK
)' PLEASANT POINT
Miss Georgia Young Ls visiting rela­
tives in Thomaston.
George Cazallis has recovered from 
an attack of grippe.
Mr. and .Mrs. Alonzo Seavey have 
returned home, after passing last
Right Out Of The Air
— ----- By R F SERVICE --------- —
Jan. 24 Mr. and Mrs. Sanford E. Welt (Hattie Frances Ludwig) cele­
brated their golden wedding. In honor of that event there comes from The 
Courler-Oazette press a neat gold covered folder which reads:
ON the night of January 24. 1936. we reached the half century mark of with their son LeRoy Sen veyour married life. For forty-eight years of this time, Rockland. Maine. 
has been home, sweet home to us, but still our thoughts go back to 
our native home. Waldoboro, Maine, and from memories of those days and 
our native town a poem has been arranged for this special occasion by me.
DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Winchenbach 
are the parents of a son Robert Ever­
ett. born J&n. 25.
Mrs. Reginald Monahan and chil­
dren of Waldobsro were recent Vict­
ors at the home of Mrs. Fred Chute.
Mr and Mrs Myron Chase and son
Anniversary of Woman'* Club
In spite of th" inclement weather 
Tuesday, 18 members of the Woman's 1 
Club met to observe the 45th anniver­
sary of the founding cf the organiza- ^ninw 
tion. Only three were present who' 
attended the meeting marking th"
25th anniversary, and the members 
stood in silence in memory of those 
women who had done so much to fur­
ther the club and had since died.
The program was in charge of the
WALDOBORO
Often we think of the beautiful town 
That Is seated by the sea.
Often our thoughts go up and down 
The pleasant streets of that dear old town. 
And our youth conies back to us.
Strange to us now are the forms we meet 
When we visit the dear old town.
But the native air Is pure and sweet 
And the trees that overshadow each well known 
street.
As they balance up and down.
And our youth comes back to us
There are things of which we may not speak. 
There are dreams that cannot die,
There are thoughts that make a strong heart 
weak.
And brings a pallor Into the cheek 
And a mist before the eyes 
And our youth comes back to us.
Dear old Waldoboro ls fresh snd fair,
And with Joy that ls almost pain 
Our hearts go back to wander there 
Among the dreams of the days that were.
And our youth comes back to us.
We eee the shipyards' shadowy lines 
Ou the fair Medomak's shore 
Our longing ears catch the busy whirr 
Of those days with thelr rush snd rosr.
And our youth comes back to us.
We are now like the old mill that will never 
grind again
With the water that has past.
Friends have come and friends have gone.
Qod bless Waldoboro the town where we were 
born.
And our youth comes back to us
Now that we are aged and gray 
And the days of our youth have gone.
Tou may look on us with pride or with scorn. 
But Waldoboro will still live on.
Oood-night, and beat wishes.
Sanford E
FRIENDSHIP
Keith spent an evening recently with! of
Mr and Mrs Frank Waltz of West ( emploj.men, for vv.Waidcboro ; men
Xavior Winchenbaugh of Rockland 
wav a recent caller on his aunt Mrs
Mrs. Martha Prior and Stacy Prior
in Camden 
Roland Stimpson was recent over­
night guest of William Seavey.
Alonzo Seavey is recovering from 
J a recent illness
i Carl Fillmore of New Harbor Ls a 
j patient In a Presque Isle Hospital 
1 where he recently underwent an ap- j 
I pendix operation. He was a student!
at the Normal School when taken |
Although Bob Burns has Jumped 
Into the radio spotlight, suddenly, 
he remains the same naive, home- 
spun Arkansan he 
was when an un­
known. The bright 
lights ot nation­
wide popularity 
have not altered 
the husky lad. So 
many performers 
have thelr heads 
turned by the 
sudden transition 
from nobody to 
somebody that 
the bazzoka toot-
B°b Burns ln. COmedlan de­
serves one of Mr. 
Wlnchell^ orchids for his level­
headed reaction.
famous soldier of fortune, who ts
heard Tuesday 
nights over WOR 
and WLW His 
tales ot escape 
from death, o f 
service under a 
half dozen flags 
and of action in 
the far corners of 
the earth, feature 
a program design­
ed "for men only.'’ 
Enoch Light's or­
chestra. Craig Mc­
Donnell, baritone, 
and the famous
guitarist, Oyanguren, are heard with 
him.
Tex O’Reilly
seriously 111. Hls mother Mrs. Frank 
Fillmore is staving with Annie Fill • 
more to be near him.
Men here who are deprived cf their 
regular work of lchsterlng due to the 
weather conditions are improving the 
time by cutting their year's supply of 
wood. ”
Miss Marjorie Miller was an over­
night guest Monday of Gwendolyn 
Stimpscn.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Morse who 
j spent Sunday at their home here, had 
I as guests Mrs Mor.e's sister and 
bro'her-ln-law, Mr. and Mrs diaries 
Bucklin.
Carrie Geyer of Scuth Cushing in a 
recent fall down stairs sustained a 
i broken bone in her leg and a severed 
I bioed vessel.
Mr. and Mr.s Bert McIntire of 
I Warren were callers Sunday at Ansel I 
| Orne s.
Miss Lizzie Young Is suffering a 
severe attack of grippe.
LeRoy Seavey of Camden is engaged 
' in Inter.or decorating at the George 
' Cazallis heme.
Gwendolyn Stimp on was guest 
Wednesday night of Mbs Marjorie 
Miller
The recent storm left Its calling 
card by causing a disturbance in the 
harbor, and elsewhere. Several boats 
dragged their moorings while one 
broke louse, drifted to Wilbur Morse'e 
ceiving congratulations on lhe birth whart and on int0 st0JP breaking 
Tuesday of a daughter. a wjndow. A scow also broke her
The death of Francis Carnes cf j mooring and started to drift out of 
this town occurred Jan. 27 at North the harbor. but changed its mind and 
Grafton Mass. j landed at Gay’s Lsland. A giant
’ L A. Coombs returned Wednesday spruce tree growing between the
Writ
VINALHAVEN
Mrs John D. Mitchell Is ccnflned to The Mother and Daughter Club 
her home with a severe cold met this week with Mrs. Angus
Allison Wotton and son Dwight. Hennigar.
Mr and Mrs. Jack Phillips are. re-
Dedication of the new hymnals will 
take place Sunday at the Methodist 
Church.
. Miss Joan Burns of Damariscotta .
of Medomak were gu«sts Bunday of, ^ttn h<r -rantjporents Mr ar.d from a week’s trip ln New York and: homes of Ansel Orne and Oeorge Ca- 
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Miller. i
Mrs. Edward Fairbrother returned j 
heme Sunday after spending several 
weeks with her daughter Mrs Thomas
chairman and a former president Winchenbach.
Mrs. Rena Crowell, assisted on the Arthur Stahl of Medomak recently 
committee by Mrs Sace Weston and visited hls parents Mr. and Mrs H L 
Mrs. Neva Redman. In responding Stahl.
to the roll call, each member told the The Lend-A-Hand Club met Wcd- 
date when she joined the club and , r.esday night at the home of Mr.;. W. 
where she attended the first meeting. F. Chase.
This was made interesting by anec- ------------- —
NEW HARBOR
Mrs. E. A. Burns.
Mrs Jo6ie Bums was hostess Wed­
nesday to the Ladies' Aid. A covered 
dsh luncheon was served at noon to 
30 guests and members who pared a 
delightful day.
Miss Eda Lawry who has been guest 
of Mrs Fred Cblaon in Rockland, has 
returned home.
Boston. j zallis submi.ted to the furies of ihe
Mrs. L. R Smith entertained the storm and was blown down
4 As at her home Monday night.
Lunch was served.
Dancing at the Rainbow Saturday j 
night with Staflvs orchestra.
The annual installation of the effl-
MEDOMAK
cers of Marguerite Chapter. O.E.S.. 
will take place Monday night in Ma-
Those from here who attended the sonic hall. The retiring worthy raa- 
Eastem Star Installation Wednesday tron. Elizabeth Ross, will install, as-
; night in Thomaston were: Mr. ano 
I Mrs. Albert Jame on and sens. Mr.
dotes and stories of the days when 
the club was more of a social affair 
than the busy organization It has now 
become.
Mrs M Louise Miller sang a group 
of songs, popular 45 years ago. with
Mrs Isabelle Labe accompanying ' recently.
Mrs Miller was ih excellent voice anti Mrs L 
receive■' hearty applause. A one-act ■ with, her stter Mrs Randol Fcole. 
sketch “A Dream of the Past was Mr and j^rs Norman Kelsey of 
given with Mrs. Ida C. Stahl imper- Walpole were guests Sunday of her 
senating a club woman of today and parents Mr and Mrs. Willis Oilton t. 
Mrs. Sace Westtn a like member of, E McFarland u bui]dlng a 24.
thf 90's. The contrast in the cos'ume
Mrs Walter McFarland and Mts and Mrs Chamberlin Simmons. Mr.* 
Ralph York are improving at the Me- Clayton Oliver Mrs. Ellis Lawrv and 
mortal Hospital in Damariscotta after | daughter. Eda. and Miss Flora Wal- 
havlng undergone surgical operation'. lace.
The annual installation of officei.-. 
E Bailey spent Tuesday of Medumcook. Lodge took place Mon-
foot power boat. He recently bought
cf the ladies and the fine manner in englnf from Damari5rona 
which they acted the parts, made the 
sketch one of the outstanding p ro-1 Sympathy is expressed for Mrs.
gram features
The committee served chocolate and
••’Most of the attention directed 
toward the Radio Theatre produc­
tions is naturally on the famous 
Hollywood moving picture stars who 
play lead roles. However, critics 
agree that much of the success of this 
Monday evening dramatic series ls a 
result of the fine supporting casts, 
all members of Broadway's stage 
world.
•••Sigmund Romberg surprised 
Radio City attendants by driving up 
to NBC the other day tn a horse- 
drawn hansom. The composer was 
seated high up In the driver’s seat. 
''Rommy' didn’t explain the vehicle, 
novel ln New York, Just said "he 
liked to drive."
••• Oeorge Olson, who brings a big 
the airwaves each 
starting February 
24, is one of thc 
big time maestros 
to hold a college 
degree. Oeorge U 
a loyal alumnus 
of the University 
of Michigan. The 
lovely Mrs Olson. 
Ethel Shutta to 
most, will be the 
popular singing 
star of this new 
series, which will 
emanate from 
NBC's Chicago 
Studios.
new program to 
Monday night,
Ethd ShutU
••• "Tea at the Ritz," the CBS 
thrice weekly series starring Mar­
garet Bantry jn interviews with nota­
bles, becomes a five times weekly 
program soon, with Tuesday and 
Thursday morning broadcasts added.
•••Jessica Dragonette and Jack 
Benny steal the Valentine Days 
honors by celebrating birthdays on 
February 14. Incidentally, Jack 
Benny will soon be heard from New 
York for his Sunday night NBC 
broadcasts.
•••One of the hlghspota on that 
Tuesday night NBC program featur­
ing Phillips Lord's “three minute 
thrills.” Is the 
voice of Sally 
Singer. This 
young Pennsyl­
vania girl has 
scored one of the 
most solid suc­
cesses any femi­
nine vocalist has 
achieved In the 
past four years. 
Clarity of diction 
plus a pleasing 
style has been 
largely responsible 
for her reaching 
featured with Leo
Reisman's orc. estra. The Four Eton 
Boys, Phil Duey and the Sweet­
hearts.
Sally Singer
stardom. She ls
••• Bob Ripley, of "Believe It or 
Not" fame, ls enjoying great success 
with the radio dramatizations of his 
amazing tacts on Sunday nights 
Hls program now ranks among the 
most popular on the air and the fan 
mall he receives through broadcast­
ing runs Into thousands.
••• Happiest man ln radio today is 
Edgar Guest, the poet star of “Wel­
come Valley" on NBC Tuesday 
nights. For he has returned from 
Hollywood and rejoined the cast of 
hts program In Chicago.
•••Mrs Phil Baker, the former 
Peggy Cartwright of musical com­
edy. has finally acceded to her com­
edian-husband's request that she 
become a radio wife." and joined 
Phil for hls CRS broadcast on Janu­
ary 26.
•••For the next few weeks. Peter 
Van Stecden. the “Town Hall To­
night" NBC orchestra leader, will 
conduct with hls left hand at the 
advice ol his physicians, to avoid any 
strain on his recently operated 
"appendectomy" right side
Dorothy Carter and Annie Carter, 
students at Waldoboro High School j 
were at home last weekend
Ashley Genthner who has been I 
very ill with mumps, is gaining.
Ira Simmons and son Lester passed [ 
Sunday wi th his daughter in Friend- ■
sisted by the retiring worthy patron. I sblp
Curtis Webster; marshal. Hilma Web- Mrs Roscoe collomore 
ster; chaplain. Gwendoline Greene; Friendship visltor Sunday. 
warder, Lena Davidson; pianist. Ag-
res Smalley. Officers to be installed1 
ate: Worthy matron. Leola Smith: 
worthy patron. Edgar Eradrireet; as-
fociate matron. Lucille Carver; asso- ww>kend at the holw of Agn<.s Rob. 
day night attended toy members and', elate patron. L. E. Williams; conduc- t)jns Rroad cove.
Invited guects. The grand installing , U«ss Nina Arnes; associate conduc- Norris Carter and son Carroll of 
officer was R. L Thompson; grand tress. Dorothy Thomas; secretary. Thomaston calJed Sunday on friends 
marshal. John D. Mitchell; grand Eleanor Gregory; treasurer. Madeline jn town
chaplain. Chester Brown Officers, Smith; Adah, Ruth Arey; Ruth. Fla- Mr and Mrs c R shuman were 
installed were: James C. Murphy. W. villa Arey; Father, Ida Libby; Martha, recent guests of Capt. and Mrs. Fred
wa.s a;
Hoyt Shuman of Camden spent 
last week with hls parents. Mr. and 
Mrs. M. L. Shuman.
Miss Ella Willey was a visitor last
M.; Sherman F. Jameson. S. W; 
Charles Stenger. J W.; Wilbur A. 
Morse, treasurer; John D. Mitchell,
Hilda Wells of Pemaquid Beach in i secretary: Wardell McFarland. 8 D.;
thc recent death of her husband Eru- 
vanllla ice cream, birthday cake and Wells.
coifee. At the meeting of next week Mrs Fred Partridge cf Rockland is 
Mrs Celia Oldis leader and the mem- passing a week with her sister Mrs. | monies, refreshments were sened and 
bers of the Sunny Side Up 4-H Club Riley McFarland j a social time enjoyed.
George Simmon5. Walter McFa"-1 
land and Mrs. Brewer motored Mar. 
day to Damariscotta.
Mrs Stella Penniman ls home after
Chester Brown. J. D.; AUie Crouse 
J. S.; Byrcn Thompson. SS ; Fred 
Young, tyler. At the close of the cere-
will entertain the club members
MARTINSVILLE
J STONINGTON
Arnold Stanley has employment in j baving employment nt Mrs. Gussie 
Whiting. Mass. Harrington's hone at Scuth Bristol
Mrs. Fred Hooper was guest Thurs- i few awks
day of Mr and Mrs. William Cook
Miss Edith Wincapaw and friend Robwt rhQ arf
of rramtngham. Mass., are visit ng #pending tlx wpfks na.
Y/r Winoonatv'c father WP^lPY Win-
They are having a fine time and en-Mr. incapaw's father. esley in 
capaw.
Harold Hupper Is harvesting ice.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cook mo­
tored Sunday to Hebron where they 
called on their son. Sherwood, stu­
dent at the Academy.
Fred Hooper ls recovering rapi^Jy , 
from a severe shaking-up sustained | 
when his truck skidded on ice and | 
capsized, sipashing the top and 
damaging one wheel.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner B. Archer 
and son. Sumner, are guests of 
1 Samuel Archer.
Charles Chaples of Clark Island is 
delivering wood for Edward Chaples.
Mrs. Frank Hallowell was a visitor 
last weekend at the home of Mrs. W. 
A. Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs Frank McOuire are 
home from Boston.
Constant Murphy who has been 
yachting for several months is guest 
of his mother Mrs. Elizabeth Murphy 
and sister Miss Dorothy Murphy.
Mi s Frances Hosmer has returned 
from a visit to Boston.
Dr B Lake Noyes and daughter 
Glenice were recent visitors in Bosicn 
after which Miss Noyes returned lo 
Ook Grove Seminary, Vassalboro. 
where she is a student
Mre. Helen Danielson who was
Cleo Drew; Electa, Avis Webster; Maloney in Cushing, 
chaplain. Cora ?-terson: warder. Ma- Ljnda HiI(on spent # rfay
ne Teel; sentn -l. Frank Rossiter; t recentiy witH her daughter. Mrs. L. 
marshal. Gertrude Vinal; piansit, Ola w osier
Ames. The ceremonies will be fol-1 Cart<lr was a Frlendship
lowed by dancing in '.he banquet hall.1 vlsitor
* * * * Mrs. Sherman Prior who is passing
Frank Hall the winter with her daughter in
News has been received of the death Pf^ndship, is at Memorial Hospital 
of Frank Hall. 65, which occurred ln Damariscotta for treatment. 
Wednesday at the home of his
brother. Chaney Hall. In West Oloti-1 
cester, Mass., after a long illness and' 
where for several years he had made 
his home.
ROCKVILLE
Postage 10c Extra
• Name and Address on Sheets 
and Envelopes—or, Monogram 
on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
• Greytone paper in lovely pastal;
shades of Blue, Ivory, Grey, or 
Orchid. e
• Printing in Black, Blue. Violet 
or Brown ink.
The Courier-Gazette
NORTH WARREN
Miss Edna Boggs is living at the 
home of her aunt. Mrs. E. J. Kalloch 
during Mr. Kalloch's illness.
Mrs. George Erickson of Northboro. 
Mass., is visiting her mother Mrs. 
Hilda Post.
Wilbur Stratton was a caller Mon­
day at the home of C. W. Mank.
The Warren chemical was called 
for Tuesday night at the Martin 
Kahloinen property.
Mrs. H. A. Hawes and son. Arthur, 
i4J#pent Tuesday afternoon with her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank.
joying beautiful weather
M. F McFarland and C. J. Hanna 
have finished cutting their ice crop.
Th? corn.;pendent expresses sym­
pathy and good wishes to Mrs. Leona 
Salisbury of Rcckport who is a surgi­
cal patient at Community Hospital, 
Camden.
Herbert Loud has a new 32-foot 
power boat which he recently had
I built at Friendship.
The Willing Workers meet every 
Thursday at the Willing Worker Hall.
Mrs. Flora Wallace and Mrs. Milibt 
Little were callers Sunday at W. D. 
Loud's.
Friends in 'town of Leslie Collamore 
of Bremen learned with regret of the 
less by fire of his boat shop and the 
new boat.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman McFarland are 
driving a new car.
Mr and Mrs. Walter Brackett left 
recently for St. Petersburg, to spend 
the remainder of the winter at the.r 
Florida cottage.
Mr. Hall was born in Rockland, son 
of the late Harvey and Jane 
(Roberts) Hall. He came with hls 
family, when a young boy, to this 
town where he grew to manhood, at­
tended the public schools and later 
was married to Miss May Williams 
who died several years ago in Cam­
den, where they lived a short time.
Deceased is survived by two daugh­
ters, Mrs. Ethel Wall of Hartford.
called here bv the Illness of her Cenn . md Miss Lucille Hall ol West 
mother Mre. Marino Scare, has re-' Gloucester, Mass.; one sister Mrs.|Ur R shcr„ 
turned to Rcckland.
Joseph S. Eaton has been 
post week.
Mrs. Stella Hutchinson who has 
been vioiting her aunt in Boston, ha; 
returned home.
Carl Meline is in a Bangor hospi­
tal where she will undergo a spinal 
operation.
Mrs Helen Powers and daughter of 
New Londcn, Conn., are guests of Mrs 
Powers' mother Mrs. Margaret Stin­
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Carle of the Gospel 
Mission have returned to Camden 
after holding a successful series of 
meetings here. Stanley Pinkham.
Miss Pinkham, Miss Hattie Carle and
ill
Mrs. William Eells has returned to 
I Fitchburg after visiting relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter of Rock­
land Highlands are staying with their 
son F L. Hunter while Mrs. Hunter 
is at Kncx Hospital.
The snow that fell early in the week 
accompanied by high winds for ‘.wo 
days, made necessary considerabl" 
shovelling.
Mrs. Cecil A. Rhodes of Camden 
spent Thursday with Mr and Mr5 
D. A. Sherer, being Joined for supper 
by C A Rhodes and her brother Lee-
Flora Athearn; brothers. Chaney and| Mrs Magretla observed her
the i Harvey of Gloucester, Thornton Hall 85th birthday anniversary Tuesd iy.
of Porterville, Calif and Eugene M was recipient Of nice gifts in- 
Hal1 of lhis place. | during (,wo birthday cakes cards and
Mr. Hall was well liked by his many j bad tbe pleasure cf a few callers In 
friends and associates in Vinalhaven
and was a member of the popular 
W-14 Club ln thc gay 90 s. He also 
made many friends in Camden and 
Gloucester.
Services will be held today in 
Gloucester and the body placed in 
the tomb in that city. The remains 
will be brought to this town later for 
burial In the faftnily lot.
the afternoon in spite of the cold and 
bad travelling Her granddaughte;- 
Mrs. Anderson and Mr Anderson of 
Thomaston, Mrs. NeUie Perry and 
Miss Mabel Oxton were present to 
offer birthday felicitations.
Friends of Mrs. Oscar Carroll will 
be 'pleased to know that her progress 
toward recovery is constant and that 
Sunday she was able to go for a short 
ride.
t FIGHT INFANTILE PARALYSIS
5,000,000 will 
dance j
♦•H-++++++++4"F+++*++<H"H"S*«*4-#+4'+to<">+*<*+<"H’++4'+*+*++*
M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
One of the Safest and Surest Ways To Insure the 
Best of Health and Comfort—Bum D. & H. Cone 
Cleaned Anthracite.
EGG, STOVE, NUT COAL........ .... per ton $15.00
PEA COAL....................................... ... per ton 13.25
BUCKWHEAT NO. 1 .................. .... per ton 10.25
SCREENED SOFT COAL.......... .... per ton 10.00
(Nut or Kgg Size)
POCAHONTAS COAL.............. ... per ton 9.25
DRY HARD WOOD........... per foot fitted 1.25
(Cut Last Winter—Birch, Beech, Maple)
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Colby expect Roy Carle will continue the services, 
to return home next week from Dam- 
art-cotta where Mr. Colby has had 
employment.
Hand crocheters on infants’ bootee 
sets, etc. Good prices. Write Strat- 
more Knitting Mills, 23 East 26 street. 
| New York City.—adv. 13-14
Hand crocheters on infants' bootee 
sets, etc. Oood prices. Write Strat- 
more Knitting Mills, 23 East 26 street, 
New York City—adv. 13-14
aby’s Cold
Proved best by two 
generations of mothers.
Try a box of tree ripened, sun col­
ored Indian River Fruit, oranges, 
grapefruit, tangerines, $1.50 and up. 
Perfect delivery guaranteed Maine 
Citrus Grove, Cocoa, Florida. N. L. 
Wolf, prop. 153-155
VINALHAVEN & KOCKI.AND STB'T CO. 
Service lo Vinalhaven. North Havrn, 
Stoninston, Isle an Haul, Swan’a 
Island and Erenrhhoro 
Effective Ort 1, 193.1 
Winter Service 1935-1936 
Dally Except Sunday 
(Subject to Change Without Notice) 
Eastern Standard Time
Read Down Read Up
A M P M
5 30 Lv Swan's Island. Ar. 600
6 30 Lv. Stonington. Ar 4 40
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar 330
8 15 Lv. Vinalhaven. Ar 245
9 30 Ar. Rockland, Lv 1 30
120-tf
CHICK’S SERVICE
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
PROMPT SERVICE DAY OR NIGHT 
Day Phone 1251. Night Phone 1021-W
Page Six Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 1, 1936 Every-Other-Day
THOMASTON
The annual meeting of the Fcderat- | 
ed Church will be held ln the Con- J 
gregatlonal vestry Wednesday at 7.30. 
At this meeting reports will be re­
ceived of all the activities of the 
church, and the budget for 1936 pre­
sented. Church officers will also be | 
elected. The Friendly Club has taken 
in hand a crogram and refreshment.'. 
As this will be an interesting and im­
portant meeting attendanco is urged.
Rockport High School basketball 
teams, boys’ and girls.’ will meet the 
local teams Tuesday fcr leagu? games. 
The game scheduled for Feb. 10 with 
Rockland has been set ahead to Feb. 
12 ln order that the Parent-Teachsr 
Association meeting in Rockland may 
be attended, with its opportunity of 
hearing Adam Walsh, a notable figure 
in football.
COAL WOOD COKE
LEGITTS CREEK ANTHRACITE 
THE COAL THAT IS GUARANTEED. ORDER A TON TODAY. 
IT COSTS NO MORE THAN
ORDINARY ANTHRACITE $15.00
DRY HARD FITTED WOOD ................................................... 10.00
COKE ......................................................
POCAHONTAS Nl’T 
POCAHONTAS RUN OF TIIE MINE 
QUALITY! SERVICE!! 
TEL. 84-2 J. B. PAULSEN
WARREN
WEIGHT!!!
11.00
9.75
9215
13*lt
THOMASTON. ME.
daughters spent Monday with Mrs. 
Laurence Pickering of Deer Isle. 
M‘:s Clara Hutchinson was guestW. E. Hultmark of New York city,
in this town and Union for business la£t wcckend of Mrs. Virginia Cole, 
purposes a few days this week, was Mr and Mrs Clifford Eaton of 
luncheon guest Thursday of Mr. and stcnington recently spent a day with 
Mrs. Frank D. Rowe. , Khei Eaton.
Tickets for the repeat performance There was no
of ’’Correspondence« Courtship"
auspices of the Mystic Rebekah l?r.ce cf measles.
Sunday School 
session this week due to the preva-
Lodge to be given at 7:45 Wednes- Th? annual church roll call was j 
j day at Town hall, may be obtained held Friday night at the church. 
An Interesting item in a letter from any member of the Lodge or called by the clerk, Thomas Cole, 
from Edward OJB. Burgess, Cocoa, cast. Music between acts and for Thirty-two members responded by 
Fla., referred to meeting at a Sunday the dance in Glover hall following pre:ence. letter or verse. An enter- 
service Sarah (Hall) Herrick, formerly the play, will be furnished by Miss I tainment by the young people, was
of Rcckland. and also mentioned see- Adelle Feyler. piano; John Durrell 
ing a member of the Thomas family : banjo; and Harold Overlock. drums, 
who resided on Beechwccds street Ir. several from Warren High includ- 
thls town. ing Alfred Wyllie, Willis Adams.
A "lucky" supper and card party JasPer ««*“’ jUbert HU1’ Cor>don 
will be held in St. John's parish hall Adams’ Ernest Er?kiUa' Sumner’ 
Thuredav. at 6 p m Following the Leadbetter and Carl Perry particl- 
supper. bridge. 63 and anagrams wUl | pa* .t0;day in 016 RocUand wlnter 
be enjoyed by those desiring to stay.
There will be a special menu. The
furnished, lo which Rev. Ralph White, 
accompanied by Mis White, added 
two rongs of his own composing. Re­
freshments were served at the cU*e 
of the program.
next meeting of the Wcman's Aux­
iliary will be Friday at the home of
carnival.
Mrs. Frank Stahl, who has been 
quite ill, is improved.
Douglas Gray, who underwent an
Mrs P. B. Franklin. The men of the aPP*ndix operation two weeks ago.
parish met in the hall Fridav night returned home
for a special business meeting. I Februar>’ meetln8 of War" 
ren Woman's Club will be held next
Service; Sur.dav at the Federated Thursday night "Book Reviews" is 
Church will be: Church School at 9.45 tthe subject of the program and con- 
a. m; morning service at 11. subject, tains In divisions. "Personal Glimpses 
"The Value of Forgetting ” The choir of Booth Tarkington and Margaret 
will ring. "The love of Ocd." by Car- Deland'’ by Miss Eleanor H. Goodwin, 
rington. The topic fcr the evening assistant in Warren High; a short re­
service will be “Social Salvation.” sume of the annual meeting of the
ST. GEORGE
Elizabeth K. Marshall
Elizabeth K widow of Capt. Alvano 
Marshall, died Jan. 8. at the home 
of her daughter Mrs. John A. Easton. 
Arlington, Mass. Mrs. Marshall 
celebrated her 81st birthday anniver­
sary’ Dec. 16. and at that Ume ap­
peared to be In excellent health. Her 
sudden death from a cerebral hemor- j 
rhage was unexpected and came as 
a sad shock to the members of her 
household.
Following the tragic death of her 
daughter Edith, she removed from , 
Perth Amboy, N. J., to the home of I
NEW GYPSY CLASS 
COMES INTO BEING
250,000 Quit Paying Rent to 
Live in Their Autos.
New York.—A new gypsy elnss Is 
coming into being iu the United 
States and a survey Just complet­
ed shows that already no less than 
250,000 persons have stopped pay­
ing rents anywhere to live on 
wheels all the year round, the 
Woman's Home Companion reveals. 
By summer time it Is believed 500,- 
(XX) will have quit their homes to 
see America from house-curs and 
trailers.
“Today, 22 companies, chiefly In 
Ohio and Michigan, are busy man­
ufacturing all sorts of models of 
motor vans,” Theodore Pratt, the 
magazine's investigator of this new 
social trend states. “There can 
be no doubt that the growing ap­
peal of outdoor life, the construc­
tion of great camps, the steadlly 
expandlng network of line roads, 
are temporarily or permanently 
converting all sorts of people Into 
motor gypsies."
To take care of these modern 
Atherlcan nomads “trailer - cities" 
have been and are being erected on 
real estate developments. Other 
units are municipally owned, and 
there Is a federal chain of camps 
for both trailer and other motor 
tourists set out chiefly ln the great 
parks.
Largest trailer camp tn the Unit­
ed States, according to this au­
thority, is at Sarasota, Fla. Cover­
ing 31 acres of ground, this one 
elaborate plant at one time last 
winter sheltered over 2,000 such 
tourists.
Attend Premiere of Baseball Film
*
X
Al Schaeht, Boston Red Sox coach, congratulates William S. McLean, 
director of advertlaing for the Fieher Body division of General Motora, 
which produced and will distribute "Take Me Out to the Dali Game,” 
official motion picture of the American League, following Ite world 
premiere In Boston. Left to right are, Schacht, Mr. McLean and Umpire 
George Moriarty, who wrote and directed the film.
Miss Madeline Miller is making an 
extended visit with her aunt. Mrs. 
Nellie Ifemey. Miss Miller is em­
ployed by the former Princess Melli- 
cov D. Semetrle of New York city.
Maine State Library Association held her daughter in Arlington, where for
last fall in Camden, by Miss Edna 
F Boggs: and a general discussion 
of "North to the Orient" by Anne 
Lindbergh. Roll call will be “my 
favorite book." Miss Tena McCallum
The Masonic lodge at Searsmont and Mrs. Ethel Griffin are to be 
will work the Master Mason degree hostesses for the evening, 
upon candidates tonight. Members oi Mrs. George Erickson and children 
Orient Lodge who will attend include L*ta and Donnie of Auburn. Mass.. 
Ellis Young. Bdgar Crawford. Edgar ; are guests of Mr and Mrs. Clifford
Libby. Edgar Ames and A Johnson.
Mrs. Edwin Lynch entertained the 
Thursday Club this week prize win­
ners being Mrs. Dcman, Mrs. Roland 
LaChance. Mrs Dana and Mrs. Enoch 
Clark.
Basketball fans are wearing bread
Robinson and have also been visiting 
other relatives in town.
SUNSET
School is closed on account cf an 
epidemic of measles.
Josie Shepherd and the Hardy chil- 
smiles brought about by victories dren are at Bear Island for a vaca-
last night over Camden teams. Scores
were: Thomaston Beys 30. Camden 
28; Thomaston Girls 47. Camden 25.
At the Baptist Church tomorrow 
Denomination Sunday will be ob­
served. the pastor s morning subject j 
to be fashioned on this theme.'
"Passing Through the Waters" will 
be the topic of the evening discourse I
tion.
Mrs Helen Dunham and two
the past 15 years she had been a de­
lightful member in the home. Better 
known as Amy to her relatives and 
intimate friends in St. George, where 
she was born, she was appreciated i 
for her exceptionally fine qualities ' 
She was a lovable person, kind and j 
considerate of others and always 
thoughtful of their comfort.
Mrs. Marshall had a rich expert 
ence in life and her wise counsels i 
were most helpful. Interested in her 
grandchildren , their school life and 
social activities, busy in many use­
ful ways, contributing much In loving 
sendee to the home In which her 
influence was a benediction, she will 
be sorely missed by those who have 
been close to her through these later 
J years and who deeply loved her for i 
her gracious spirit.
Eskimo Children Like
Their Own Tongue Best
New York.—If anyone has any 
good Ideas how to get Eskimo chil­
dren to speak English. E. R. Dell, 
teacher at Hooper Bay, Alaska, 
would like to have them.
Dell appealed to the teachers col­
lege of Columbia university for ad­
vice In teaching Eskimos. For 
eight years he has attempted ln 
vain to teach Eskimo children the 
English language.
Refusal to use English makes the 
children backward, Dell said In his 
appeal. It Isn’t because they're 
stubborn, he explained, but because 
they are so bashful and shy that 
they seldom try to use the new 
words.
Dell, field service worker for the 
United States Department of In­
terior office of Indian affairs, be­
lieves If he could get the children 
to use what English they know 
their vocabulary would soon In­
crease.
Teachers college will arrange for 
children In schools here to corres­
pond with the Eskimo pupils, but 
that Isn't going to help much be­
cause there's no mail service three 
times a day In Hooper Bay.
"Take Me Out to the Ball Game,” 
official motion picture of the Ameri­
can League, had its world premiere 
in Boston the other night before an 
audience of 1J00.
Leaders in business and the world 
of sport, captains and managers of 
the 500 teams that comprise the Bos­
ton Park Department's Twilight
^SNAPSHOT GUIL
STUDIES IN CONTRAST
Special bargains in dry cleaning 
next week. People's Laundry. 17 
Limerock street, Tel. 170, Rockland, 
—adv.
HAROLD
TITUS
has written a new serial 
smash of the Big Woods!
Day and Night.
Union of Cousin* Not
Dangerous, Survey Show*
Berkeley, Calif.—It's all right If 
you want to marry your cousin. 
The children won’t be feeble-mind­
ed or even a wee bit dull.
Take it from Dr. Olga Bridge- 
man, professor of psychology at 
the University of California, who 
hag made many tests on the sub­
ject for ten years.
’’In fact,” Doctor Bridgeman 
says, ‘‘the marriage of cousins tends 
to Improve the racial stock If the 
couple are both of high intelli­
gence.”
The frequency of feeble-minded- 
ness Increases through blood mar­
riages, Doctor Bridgman believes, 
only because custom frowns on 
cousin marriages and custom is a 
powerful deterrent to normal indi­
viduals not so strong on Influence 
with the subnormal. Therefore the 
subnormal are more likely to 
marry cousins.
In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to 
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi­
tional lines five cents each for one time 
10 cents for three times. Six words 
make a line.
; LOST AND FOUND !
DOLLAR bill lost on Jan. 11 between 
: P O. and Berry Engine House. Finder 
i please notify Carrier Dept. of The 
, Courier-Gazette. Tel. 770. •
FOR SALE
BEST dry hard 
fitted. $9; Junks. 
Slabs. *7; klndllni 
Tin
wood under cover; 
19; soft wood and 
lll gs. T J. CARROLL, 
omaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland. 14-tf
ONE small cabinet coal or wood stove 
for sale. Comparatively new. price 
right. A H 0066.-Union. Maine lj .d
FOX hounds, rabbit hounds, and 
pointers, sold on their performance In 
the field Come and see them work. 
EUGENE F. CLARK. Damariscotta. Mr
14-19
GREEN cord wood. *6 cord; dry cord 
wood. *7:50; dry fitted wood and Junks
WHITE PEAPOD. 15 ft. with chafing W c2Id, d«i, °S?na.n
.ar loaf from Monheiran rliirlmr last male. Tel. 12-23. Washington. ROBERT 
L. ESANCY, Liberty. Me 14-16I gear, lost fro onhegan during last I -form FLOYD E SINGER. Manana Fog 
; Signal 8tatlon. Monhegan. Me. 13-15 
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss of 
deposit book numbered 35069 and the 
owner of said book asks for duplicate 
1 ln accordance with the provision of the 
State Law Rockland Savings Bank, by 
EDWARD J HH.I.IER. Treas. Rockland. 
Maine. Jan 14. 1936 . 6-S-12-
•t ♦ ■ r 
4 
I
WOMAN wanted for general house­
work Cannot pay high wages Write 
MRS CHARLES H CONANT. R I B 17. 
Warren. Maine 12-14
WANTED
POSITION wanted, housekeeper, com­
panion or assist with work, care for 
children or semi Invalids Experienced 
L. O H . 122 Catnden street. 12-14
POSITION wanted, driving truck, or 
doing chores, by young man Reasonable 
wages. Phone 14-12 Union. Me. 13-15
HOU8E Ior sale, the late Fred Morse 
property 22 Main St. Thomaaton; also 
piano Inquire 13 Dunn St Thomaston 
Ibl. 153 14-19
TWO % Iron beds, mahogany stained. 
2 mattresses and springs. Cheap for 
cash. C. A. EMERY. Tel 436-M 6-tf
HARD coal. *15; coke. *11; Pochontaa 
lumpy. *9 25; Pochontas nut. (special 
for atoves) *9 75; Dry fitted hard wood. 
*10 J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 
(4-2 13-tf
, giving advice to young athletes who 
would emulate them.
Practically a full reel is devoted to 
the thrilling battle between the De­
troit Tigers and the Chicago Cubs 
ln the last World Serier. which re­
sulted in victory for Detroit.
The advisory staff that aided in 
the production of the film include 
American League President William
Probate Notices
♦ MISCELLANEOUS ♦
*»♦•*»•*•-*- -•••*
HAVE your car given a Certified Mobil 
Lubrication with specialized lubricants. 
SOCONEY SERVICE STATION. Park and 
Union Sts._______________________ W16
WATCHMAKSR AU kinds; watches, 
Clocks, repaired. Call and deliver. 8 A. 
Macomber. 23 Amesbury St.. Tel. 958-J.
_________________147-159-tf
” SKATE sharpening, prompt aervlce. 
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main street.
14-tf
League, and newspapermen made Harridge; Mr Collins; Billy Evans, 
up the group Invited to view the new formerly general business manager.
educational sound film and 
plans for its distribution in 
England outlined.
William S. McLean, director of
advertising for Fisher Body, the 
division of General Motors made 
production of the picture possible.
heat Cleveland Indians; Clarke Orlfflth.
New president. Washington Senators; and 
three nationally-known sports writ­
ers.
Players who take stellar roles ln 
ihe full version of the film Include: 
Tommy Bridges. Elden Auker.
Prints soon will be made available to Schoolboy Rowe. Lefty Grove. Lefty
schools, colleges. club6. theatres and 
other business. social and educational 
institutions. It was disclosed.
The picture takes the spectator be­
hind the scenes at the major league 
parks, giving him a thorough educa­
tion in the fundamentals of pitching, 
catching batting, fielding and base 
running, as well as an Insight into 
the difficult job of umpiring a game.
Stars of the American League clubs 
likewise speak from the screen for
Oomez. Ted Lyons. Mickey Cochrane. 
Morris Berg. Bill Dickey. Hank 
Greenberg. Jimmy Foxx. Lou Gehrig. 
Joe Kuhel, Buddy Myer. Oscar 
Melillo. Tom Carey. Charley Oehr- 
inger, Roy Hughes. Lyn Lary. Bill 
Knickerbocker. Joe Cronin. Bill Wer- 
ber. Frank Higgins. Cecil Travis. 
Julius Bolters. Joe Vosmik. Roy John­
son. Jake Powell. Mel Almada. Allen 
Cooke. "Goos?" Goslin. Oerald Walk­
er, “Jo-Jo" White, Ben Chapman.
the first time, telling in their own Sam West. Rogers Hornsby and Al 
words how they play positions and Schacht.
TREE-RIPENED, SUN-COLORED
INDIAN RIVER FRUIT
ORANGES. GRAPEFRUIT. TANGERINES—DELIVERED PRICES
Fanes- Park, full box ............. 56.00
Half box   ........................... 3.25
Standard Park, full box $5 50 
Half box .............  ............ 2.90
“Dally Diet” lsmaller fruit)
Full box..............................$4 00
Half box .......................... 2.25
Tangerines, quarter box .... $2 00
Perfect Delivery Guaranteed—Shipping Season Through April
THE MAINE CITRUS GROVE
Norman L. Wolf
COCOA. BOA 756 FLORIDA
4’It
FLAME in 
the FOREST
The thrilling, two-fisted 
story of a boy who 
tracked a villain all his 
life — and found him. 
Lightning action and 
adventure!
• Read FLAME IN THE 
FOREST every week as 
it appears serially in 
this newspaper!
\rOU photograph Junior in his 
* sailor suit, his cowboy suit, 
dressed for a party and In overalls. 
You snap Uncle Henry digging in 
the garden and standing by the car. 
immaculately garbed to go some­
where. You take a picture of “Sis” 
in her bathing suit at the seashore 
and again in her costume for win­
ter sports. You seo the same face, 
but different togs, different activi­
ties. These are contrasts which you 
achieve almost unwittingly with 
your human subjects, but did it ever 
occur to you to try for such con­
trasts with your scenic views?
There is no end of opportunities 
which nature offers for pictorial 
studies in contrast. By returning to 
old scenes at different times and 
photographing them in the different 
robes in which they are clothed hy 
the climatic changes of the seasons 
you will obtain some remarkably 
different pictures and at length 
have in your snapshot album a rec 
ord of entrancing interest. Often 
such pictorial contrasts are progres 
sive gems of Mother Nature's moods. 
And in taking pictures at different 
seasons and under different condi 
tions we enlarge our repertoire of 
camera tricks—or rather it would 
be best to say, widen our field of 
camera knowledge, for really good 
pictures are rarely the result of 
tricks.
Perhaps the window from the 
downtown office exposes a view of 
a busy city street. Not very inspir­
ing? Well, perhaps not In Its every­
day dress hut haven’t you admired
its shimmering beauty on a rainy 
day when taxi tops, umbrellas, rain­
coats and asphalt were glistening 
in the rain? After dark offers other 
possibilities with the countless elec­
tric signs holding aloft their mes­
sages, or when some public building 
or monument is illumined by flood­
lights. Rain, snow, sleet—natere’s 
changing moods often transform 
the drab and colorless into scenes 
of great charm. Such a simple thing 
as water glistening in the ruts of a 
country road may make the differ­
ence between a routine and an in­
teresting picture of that same road. 
A picturesque bridge over a park 
lake may become much more ap­
pealing if pictorial comparison of 
this object is drawn ln a different 
season. A rock-bound coast with the 
sea calm or in stormy mood reveals, 
in your album, the power that is at 
Neptune's command.
Consider the artistic possibilities 
embodied in a group of evergreens 
as they look in winter and again in 
summer; tn flower-dotted meadows 
contrasted with the same scene in 
winter dress, or the beauty of a 
thundering waterfall and when 
muted with scintillating Ice.
Look over your album. Pick out 
those prints which you believe 
would make good comparison and 
when the proper season arrives 
visit that familiar scene and photo­
graph it a second time. You’ll be 
surprised at the opportunities and 
the results. And don't forget, now ls 
the time to picture the lovely con­
trasts that winter makes.
JOHN VAN GUILDER
He Finally Found Shoes, 
Size 16, to Fit Hi* Feet
Augusta, Maine. — The largest 
pair of shoes—size 16—ever made 
in Maine was presented by a shoe 
company to Willie Jackson, sevt-n- 
teen-year-old negro, who has tl>e 
largest feet of any man employed 
on the Passamaquoddy tidal power 
project.
For weeks Willie had been 
crowding his feet Into shoes wlilcli 
were at least three sizes too small 
for him, with the result that the 
top tip had to he cut away and 
his toes encased In burlap.
’’Boss," Willie told Capt. Edward 
E. Blodgett, “this ls the first time 
I’ve been comfortable In years. 
Thank you, Cap’n and thanks, ev­
erybody.”
Speeders Pay Cost
of Warning Signs
Louisville, Ky. — Traffic rule 
offenders are to pay for a new 
set of warning signs on Louis­
ville streets, and n plate hang­
ing on the sign will give the of­
fender proper credit. Fines will 
pay for the signs and on each 
sign will be appended something 
like this: "John Speedster paid 
for this sign. lie was fined for 
running through a red light at 
this corner."
THE FAVORITE
NEWSPAPER
Quality BREWSTER’S Value
MARK DOWN CLEARANCE SALE
Will Save You 20% to 60% On Our Ready Made
KNOX PURE WOOL
SNOW OR SKI SUITS 
SPORT COATS 
ZIPPER JACKETS 
Priced, $2.95, $3.95 to $7.60
Pepperill Broadcloth. Tan, Blur or White 
Collar Attached
$1.75 SHIRTS, 3 for $4.35
FLANNEL SHIRTS
$3.00 Heavy Weight................ $2.39,
$2.75 Heavy Weight ................ 2.1
$2.50 Medium Weight................ 1.95
Sizes 14 to 17
ONE LOT WOMEN’S AND GIRLS'
$ 10.50 SPORT COATS, now $3.95
Sizes 32 to 42—Dark Green Sales Final
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In either of 
the estates hereinafter named:
At * Probate Court held at Rockland.
In and for the County of Knox, on the 
21st day of January tn the year of our 
Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
thlrty-atx and by adjournment from day 
to day from the 21st day of said January 
the following matter* having been pre­
sented for the action thereupon herein­
after indicated It la hereby Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all 
persons Interested, by causing a copy of 
this order to be published three weeks 
successively ln the Courier-Gazette a 
newspaper published at Rockland ln said 
County that thev may appear at a Pro­
bate Court to be held at said Rockland, 
on the 18th day of February A D 1938. 
at nine o'clock In the forenoon, and be 
heard thereon If they see cause.
FLORENCE W NYE. late of Rockland, 
deceased. Will and Petition for probate 
thereof, asking that the same may be I 
proved and allowed and that Letters! 
Testamentary luue to Llewellyn Carle-1 
ton of Portland he being the Executor 
named ln said Will, with bond.
LUCIUS 8 YORK, late of Rockland, 
deceased Will and Petition tor Probate I 
thereof, asking that the same may be' 
proved and allowed and that Letters: 
Testamentary Issue to Della t. York of 
Rackland. she being the Executrix ’ 
named In said Will, without bond
LAURA F ROBINSON, late of Cush­
ing. deceased Will and Petition for Pro- 
, bate thereof, asking that the same may 
be proved and allowed and that Letters 
Testamentary L*sue to Howard H Rowell 
of Cushing, he being the Executor 
named ln said Will, without bond
ESTATE WILLIAM J SWIFT late of 
Warren deceased Petition for Ad­
ministration. asking that Alice M 
Mathews of Warren, or some othe- 
. suitable person be appointed Admx. 
with bond
HENRIETTA B DUFFY, late of 
I Wrentham. Mass . deceased Exemplified 
I copy of Will and Probate thereof, to­
gether with a Petition for Probate 
Foreign Will, asking that the copy 
said will may be allowed, filed and 
corded ln the Probate Court of Knox 
County, and that Letters Testamentary 
be Issued to Walter E Duffy of Wren­
tham Mass . without sureties upon his 
official bond.
JACOB A. TURNER, late of Milton. 
Mass. deceased Exemplified ropy of 
Will and Probate thereof, together with 
a Petition for Probate of Foreign WIH. 
asking that the copy of said will may be 
allowed, filed and recorded tn the Pro­
bate Court of Knox County, and that 
Letters Testamentary be Issued to Mary 
C Turner of Milton Mass., without 
bond
ESTATE GROVER C. YOUNO. late of 
Owls Head, deceased Tlrst and final 
account filed for allowance by Joanna 
Belle Young Executrix
ESTATE JOHN E KNOWLTON late of 
Rockland, deceased 
count filed for allowance by Htrbert L. 
Grinnell. Admr c.t.a.
ESTATE JENNIE L BOYNTON late of 
Camden, deceased First and final ac- 
rount filed for allowance by Thomas W 
McKay. Executor.
ESTATE LUCY A CARVER, of North 
Haven Final Account filed for allow­
ance by Frank Beverage. Odn.
ESTATE FREDERICK W MORSE late 
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for] 
License to Sell certain Real Estate. [ 
situated In Thomaston, and fully de- [ 
scribed In said Petition, presented by 
Hazel B Anzalone of Thomaston. Admx. I 
c.t a
ESTATE EMMA H BISBEE. late of 
Rockland, deceased Petition for Admini­
stration. asking that Benjamin Knowl­
ton of Rockland, or some other suitable 
person be appointed Admr. without 
bond
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD. 
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for I 
Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
LADIES- Rename nalr goods at Rock­
land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall brdera 
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
14-tf
r
TO LET «<
’ *4M » *
DESIRABLE five-room modern house 
and garage to let, 182 Broadway. Tel. 
949 14*16
HEATED room to let. central location, 
price reasonable., Tel. 1067-M 12*14
NICE sunny apartment. 2 rooms, bath 
and shed, water and lights, newl* 
furnished *5 25 week ready about 
Feb. 8th DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St 
14-tf
UNFURNISHED apar 
oorner Warren and Main streets, bath, 
hot water heat, garage. C. A. HAMIL­
TON. 29 Chestnut atreet. Tel. 986-J 
__________________________________14-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4 
rooms, all modem and Telephone In­
quire at 57 Crescent St_____  6-tf
MODERN tenement of 5 rooms to let, 
at 44 Middle Street. L. F. CHASE, Tel. 
1185-W____________________________7-tf
FURNISHED, second-floor heated 
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST 
__________________________________________ 12*14
FOUR room furnished apartment with 
bath to let. V F. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154- 
330. 7-tf
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms 
with bath, heater, garage and garder 
Inquire 12 Knox St.. Tel 156-W 14-tf
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, recently 
renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at 
Spruce Head Plenty of firewood for tha 
cutting Rent reasonable TEL ROCK­
LAND 793-W alter 4 p. m. 123*tf
’ R*
S ♦ EGGS AND CHICKS !
re- ‘
FOR SALE 8 C R I Red Chicks They 
are state tested for pullorum disease and
____accredited They are bred for egg pro-
pirst and final ac-! auction Roosters mature- early and 
make fine broUres M M KINNEY 
Thomaston. Me . St Oeorges Rd, Box 
49 Tel 56-14 Tenant's Harbor ia .*
DAY old Hall Crom pullets and R. I. 
Reds Tested stock, order now. CARI, O. 
NELSON 310 Llmero-k St Tel. 714-W 
__________________________________14-tf
POULTRY wanted, i POUST. 13g 
Llmerock street, Rocklana. Tel. 377-W
14-tf
[l^entS Cc
niTnir.’H
BETTER COME IN AND
WASHINGTON STREET.
Atteet
CHARLES L VEAZIE, Register 11 
14-S-2O
Notices of Appointment
All eggs laid on our farms Maine 
Accredited Pullorum Clean 8779 
birds tested — no reactors.
REDS. CROSSBREDS
Baby Cockerels, Baby Pullets 
Bred for heavy laying, fast growing
and quick feathering.
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Get our Catalogue—that'a the
Maine idea.
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
RED No 9. WINTERPORT MAINE 
Also through N E CHICK 
SERVICE
SEE THESE 
VALUES!
MOST EXCEPTIONAL
J. A. BREWSTER
CAMDEN, MAINE TEL 2010
AYERS
Well, here it is almost the first of February. Certainly we're 
having penty of cold weather and snow. You won't care If you are 
properly dressed for It. We can fit the men and boys out so they 
will enjoy these days.
FOR THE MEN—
HEAVY LACED PANTS ............................................  $3.07, $3.98, $4.50
HEAVY STOCKINGS  ................................................................................ Sfle
SKI CAPS .....................................-....-............................... ....... Sl-CO
MACKINAWS, all wool .............................. ................................. *7.50
ZIPPER JACKETS ............................................................................... $3.00. S4.50
HEAVY WOOL SWEATERS ................................... $1.98, $3.98, $5.00
GLOVES AND MITTENS OF ALL KINDS
FOR BOYS—
ZIPPER JACKETS ......................................... ..................... $3.00, $3.75
MACKINAWS ................................................................................. $6.00
LACED PANTS .............................................. ...........  $2.25, $250, $2.75
HEAVY STOCKINGS .......................................................... 35c, 50r
SWEATERS ............................................................................  $1.00, S1.P8
GLOVES, MITTENS, STOCKINGS OF ALL KINDS
Of course you know we carry a full line of Men's and Boys' 
furnishnga of all kinds besides those advertised above. We'd like 
to add ta our list of customers.
I. Charles L Veazie. Register of Pro­
bate for the County of Knox, ln the I 
State of Maine, hereby certify that ln 
the following estate* the persons were
• appointed Administrators. Executor*. 
Guardian* and Conservators and on the 
dates hereinafter named:
ANNIE B BROWN, late of Friendship. ! 
deceased. Wm G Reed of Waldoboro I 
wa. appointed Admr db.n.c.ta Decern-! 
her 17. 1935. and qualified by filing bond , 
January 3. 1936.
DAVID 6 AREY. late of Rockport, de­
ceased Patience E Arey of Rockport 
was appointed Executrix January 7. 1936. 
without bond.
JOHN 6 JAMESON, late of Union, de- 
. ceased. Herbert L Orlnnell of Union was 
appointed Admr. January 21. 1936. with­
out bond.
WINIFRED L SIMMONS, late of 
Rorkland. deceased The First National 
Bank of Rorkland was appointed Admr 
January 21. 1936. and qualified by filing
i bond on same date.
FRANK C NORTON, late of Rockland, 
deceased Katherine L. Norton of Rock- 
I land was appointed Admx January 21.
I 1936. and qualified by filing bond on
i same date.
HARRIETT F ORBETON. late of 
Rockland, deceased Orace O. Ludwick 
.of Rockland was appointed Executrix
, January 21, 1936. without bond.
JULIA A BURPEE, late of Rockland, 
deceased John A Burpee of tiockland 
was appointed Exr. January 21. 1936.
i without bond.
ALFRED I. BABB, late of Thomaston, 
deceased Clara Babb of Thomaston was 
' appointed Executrix January 21. 1936.
’ without bond
MARGARET BILLINGS, late of Rock­
land. deceased Frank H Ingraham of 
Rockland. Public Administrator, was ap­
pointed Admr January 7. 1936. and 
qualified by filing bond on same date.
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
DAY OLD CHICKS for sale, a 
one week old and Iwo weeks 
chirks all from Pure Bred Blood 
Tested, Heavy Laying Breeding 
Stork. Our Rhode Island Bed 
Chicks are the best money can 
buy and come from the largest 
Red Farm in the East, containing 
40,006 Breeders. We sell all breeds 
and colors at greatly reduced 
prices. Day olds 10c ea., week 
old 11c ea.. two weeks old 16c ea. 
Parcel Post Prepaid to any aa- 
dress in Maine. See our mirks 
In our Electric flattery Brooders 
3.006 to select from. Improve your 
flocks and save money besides. 
Full line of Poultry Equipment at 
15% discount during Jan. add 
Feb. Call write or phone lor 
Catalogue STOVER'S, Rorkland 
86 Park St. Phone 1300. 14-
fJTo Ua Printing ia mora than 
juat putting word* into typo*
It it tho creation of ■ work of art, 
be it a aimpla little announcement 
or an elaborate booklet. Hence 
we take all the pride of an artiat 
in hit craft, in each job; and that 
la tha aecrat of tha auparlatlva 
quality of The Couriar-Qazatta 
Printing.
The Courier - GazetteWILLIS AYER
ADVERTISEMENTS
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In addition to personal notes regard­
ing departures and arrivals, this depart­
ment especially desires Information of 
aoclal happenings parties, musicals, etc. 
Notes sent by mall or telephone trill be 
gladly received.
TELEPHONB_______________ 111 or IM
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cunningham are 
ln Boston for a few days to visit their 
son, Almon Cunningham, who leaves 
shortly for Newfoundland.
Mrs. Edward Oonia is ln Boston 
visiting relatives and friends for two 
weeks. She is being joined there by 
her daughter. Mrs. E. W. Peaslee, who 
has been attending the Hairdressers’ 
Convention.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge ls begin­
ning another series of six card 
parties, the first of which will take 
place Tuesday afternoon at the hall, 
with Mrs. Flora Post In charge. Play 
will open at 2.
Mrs. Millie Thomas was ln Port­
land Wednesday.
The beano party given by Edwin 
Libby Relief Corps Wednesday eve­
ning at the home of Mrs. Margaret 
Rackllffe was well attended by mem­
bers and friends. Honors went to 
Mrs. Ralph Stickney, Mrs. Harold 
Whitehlll. Mrs. Walter Dimick and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills.
Russell Bartlett Jr., and Francis 
McAlary are home from University of 
Maine for the mid-year recess.
Mrs. Hattie Davis who is winter­
ing in St. Petersburg, is making a 
short visit with Mr. and Mrs. H. W. 
Thorndike at West Palm Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice R. Spiller 
and daughters Joan and Judy are 
spending the weekend with relatives 
In Portland.
Mrs. Robert Pierce who has been 
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Hewett, has returned to Wor­
cester, Mass.
The First Baptist Choral Associa­
tion held a covered dish supper party 
Monday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
Harold Glidden, Grove street. There
Mrs. Freeman F Brown and Mrs.
Daniel Chick motored to Portland
Thursday and attended the annual
guest night of the Speech Readers
were 26 present, among them were club 
Charles Wilson of Warren, choir 
director, and Rev. J. Charles Mac­
Donald as a special guest. Mrs.
MacDonald was absent due to Illness,
After rehearsal and a short business 
meeting games and an impromptu 
program were enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs Clifford Smith of Bes.
Louise Walker, Formerly Of 
Rockland, Spends Birthday 
Happily In California
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— 
NINETY ONE
"And how does It feel to be Ninety One.” 
She was pleasantly asked as she sat In 
the sun.
Her needle flashing from seam to seam 
While she sewed patch-work pieces, all 
part of a scheme
Of Intricate, patient and loving design 
Her smile, quick and warm, showed no 
decline
As she said. “I must work! Soon the day 
will be done."
(And that's how It feels to be Ninety 
One.)
—Mabel C. Fuller
Louise Leolyn Walker passed her
91st birthday anniversary happily 
here, among friends in Oakland. 
Calif. She greeted many callers con­
gratulating her on this remarkable 
event with the couplet:
"December 28th has come.
My natal day! I'm Ninety-One."
Miss Walker received a large num­
ber of communications at Christmas 
time and on her birthday which she 
personally acknowledged so far as 
she was able, and this letter is to 
express her gratitude for these warm, 
cheering remembrances.
Dec. 30 she was driven to her rela­
tives' home at 1767 Oakwood Avenue 
Pasadena, where she is now residing. | 
While writing this letter I learn 
that Miss Walker has been very 111 
with gastritis, but Is some better now. 
This word comes hand-ln-hand with 
a comforting passage from the Scrip­
tures which Miss Walker sent me:
“For I the Lord Ood wlH-hold thy 
right hand, saying unto thee, Fear 
not: I will help thee."—Isa. 41: is.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
Sponsors
ELECTRIC COOKING SCHOOL
-BY-
CARRIE J. WILLIAMS
UNIVERSALIST VESTRY, ROCKLAND
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6
At 2.00 o’clock
All Food Given Away Everyone Welcome
CAMDEN
Lady Knox Chapter DAK. will 
have a Colonial tea Monday at the 
home of Mrs. Anne Snow, members 
asked to attend ln Colonial costume 
lf possible. A playlet entitled "Lady 
Knox at Home,” written by Mrs. Alloe 
Karl, regent, will be presented, and 
the meeting is expected to be of un­
usual Interest ln many ways.
Mrs. Harry W. French was hostess 
to Tango Club for supper and cards 
Thursday evening.
Mrs. Leland Drinkwater, Mrs. John 
M. Richardson and Mrs. Carl E. Free- i
ton and Warrenton were ln the city We hope she may m>ny
this week, accompanied by Mr. Oris- - - -
weld, architect, who is in charge of
the extensive alterations and enlarge­
ments which are in progress on the 
Clifford Smith summer estate at War­
renton. The premises wil be ready 
for occupancy in July, and Mr. and 
Mrs 8mith are looking forward with 
keen pleasure to that event. They 
were guests at Green Gables during 
this week’s visit.
more useful days.
Mabel C. Fuller 
Oakland. Calif., Jan. 27
ROCKPORT
The newly installed officers of 
Harbor Light Chapter OES are 
asked to meet at Masonic hall Sun­
day night for rehearsal of the work. I
Two games were played at Town
Special bargains in dry cleaning Hall gymnasium Mcnday night be- 
next week. People's Laundry, 17 i tween the CCC basketball teams and 
Limerock street, Tel. 170, Rockland lhe Rapport Townsend Club with a 
tesult in the first game of Townsend 
Club 26. OCC 24 and in the second 
game, CCC 47, Townrend Club 29.
—adv.
THE BRIDGE OLYMPIC
In response to several inquiries, Miss Lille HIU of the Ballard Busi- 
man won honors ln cards when the j Oame captain Mrs. C. R. Decker an- Mss rfccntiy laken the
W.IJ4. Club had supper and bridge 
Thursday evening at the home of 
Mrs. Charles Schofield, with Miss 
Margaret Nutt as hostess.
nounced today that local bridge play- Clvil Service examination as stenogra-
Auxiliary to Anderson Camp,
ers desiring to enroll in the Fifth 
Annual World Bridge Olympic p er
which takes place throughout the The Trytohelp Club will meet Mon- 
entire world next Tuesday, at 8:01 day night at the Baptist parsonage 
p. m. may do so at any time up to There will be a practice meeting
SILV.. is sponsoring a card party ■ day preceding the event. How- ' for thc cKicere of St. Paul's Lodge 
Wednesday at at Orand Army h.U., ever. as considerable advance pre- p&AM M
., ’ i paration ls necessary for the affair j
Mrs. James O’Hara who has been a Mfs Decker requeste that those 3tatcd meeting Monday night the Pel- 
interested communicate wtth her as lowcraft degree will be conferred onpatient at Knox Hospital has re­
turned to her home on Park street 
and ls gaining satisfactorUy.
The B.YS.—L. Club met Friday 
afternoon with Mrs Asenath Achorn. 
Lindsey street.
H. H. Stickney has returned to Bel­
mont. Mass. after being guest of Dr 
and Mrs. William Ellingwood this 
week.
Ellis Ramsdell is home from U. of 
M. for the mid-year recess
M. F. Lovejoy motored to Portland 
Thursday to meet Mrs Lovej;y. who 
was returning from a visit in Boston 
and who spent Wednesday night with 
her mother, Mrs. Lizette Murphy, ln 
Portland.
Mrs. William Ellingwood has re­
turned from Bo ton where she was 
the guest for a few days of her son 
William and of Mr. and Mrs. H" H 
Stickney in Belmont.
SSS. Club met Wednesday eve­
ning with Mrs. Alton Brown for 
sewing. Refreshments included a 
birthday cake for Mr. Brown who 
was a special guest.
Junior Harmony Club held another 
of its enthusiastic meetings Thurs­
day evening at the home of Mrs. 
Leola Noyes, counselor, with a large 
number of members present and one 
guest. The club is fortunate ln secOE- 
lng the services of Miss Mary Bird 
as choral director and already work 
has begun on numbers to be used in 
the annual open meeting. The lesson 
was on theory and elementary har­
mony, with tests. Refreshments were 
served by Mrs. Noyes. The next meet­
ing, taking place Feb. 13, will fea­
ture a program.
For that valentine, bridge or din­
ner party, try a one- pint Decorated 
Cake, made by Fro-Joy Fruit 8alad 
tcc Cream. 14-15
At The High School
(By the Pupils)
The leader for the assembly was Bar­
bara Bodman.
soon as possible at Cushing. Maine candidates. A chicken supper will be 
The “pars." against which the entires served at 6 30. 
will play, wUl be published in the Mi s Eleanor Snow returned Thurs - 
newspapers Feb. 5, and the analysis
on the plays and bidding of the six­
teen hands will be furnished every 
player by Ely Culbertson 
famous bridge authority
thereafter.
GLENCOVE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Studley 
were callers Sunday on relatives In 
Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs William Clinton have 
had as guest lor a lew days, Mrs. A. 
T. Allen ol Lincolnville.
Clifford Smith of Boston has been 
in town a short time on business in 
regard to the improvement of his 
summer home at Warrenton.
Grange Starts New Deal
Preceding its meeting Thursday 
night, Penobscot View Grange held 
a supper, the table service being ln 
keeping with the President's birth­
day colors—green and white. A 
decorated placard read, “New Deal! 
This Grange has started a New Deal 
in the way of stimulating interest,— 
keeping open house to all who wish 
to attend suppers held every two 
weeks, open house meaning all who 
care to furnish something ln the way
day from a visit with her grandpar­
ents. Mr and Mrs. J. M RlchardfJn 
world 1Rockland.
soon O. P. Jackson entertained the 63 
Club Thursday night at his home. 
Two tables were in play and an en­
joyable evening spent. Refreshments 
were served by Mrs. Jackson. At last 
week's meeting, J. Carleton Davis was 
best.
Rov. F F. Fowle and Rev. O. F. Cur­
rier were in Bangor Wednesday to 
attend a convocation at the Bangor 
Seminary.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will hold 
Its annual birthday party Wednesday 
night at thc vestry.
Rockland High Schocl will play 
Rockport High tonight at Town Hall 
gymnasium.
Church Notes
Baptist, Oeorge F. Currier. minis­
ter: Worship Sunday at 11 o'clock; 
rermon. the fourth in the series of the 
great doctrines of Christianity— 
"Building the Church.” Memory 
verses begin with "E;" church school 
at 10; Christian Endeavor at 6; the 
service at 7 o'clock will be ln charge
i of sweets with no other charge to be of the World Wide Guild assisted by
Hand crocheters on Infants’ bootee 
sets, etc. Good prices. Write Strait- 
more Knitting Mills. 23 East 26 street, 
New York City —adv. 13-14
MOTHERS
There Is probably an opportunity 
right In your town for an experienced 
trained expert In beauty. Why not 
let us train your daughter for this 
remunerative profession? Let us 
send you a booklet which tells of the 
opportunities.
HUB ACADEMY
Of Hair and Beauty Culture 181 
Massachusetts Avenue, Boston Ap­
proved by State of Maine. j-S-tl,
made.”
The supper Thursday was of this 
type and another will be given ln two 
weeks. A goodly number attended 
and several visitors also were present. 
During an interesting session. Mrs. 
Minnie Miles, the new chaplain, was 
Installed by Deputy Crockett. The 
program contained discussions which 
waxed warm when the Townsend 
Plan came up for attention, Sisters 
as well as Brothers being anxious to 
have their say. The debate was still 
going strong at 10 p. m„ when the 
lecturer called a halt after a well- 
spent evening. Master and Mrs. Clif­
ford Allen of White Oak Grange and 
Mr. and Mrs, John Moore of Me- 
gunticook participated in the pro­
gram.
This Grange welcomes everyone to 
its meetings held each Thursday 
night. Limerock Valley Pomona will 
not be entertained by the organiza­
tion Feb. 8. but a session will be held 
ln St. Oeorge Instead.
the young .people. Prayer meeting 
Thursday at 7.
Methcdist: Forrest F Fowle. minis­
ter: Sunday School at 10 o'clock; 
morning worship at 11; Epworth 
League at 6. Clayton Smith leader; 
evening service at 7. The Johnson 
Society meeting will be omitted this 
week.
Hand crocheters on Infants' bootee 
sets, etc. Oood prices. Write Strat­
more Knitting Mills, 23 East 26 street, 
New York Clty.-adv. 13-14
EAST LIBERTY
Herbert 8haver Is cutting cord- 
wood for W. L. Orant.
Edmund 6. Adams who has been 
confined to his bed for (several weeks, 
remains 111.
Pour men from Belfast are camping 
In the Ada Gordon house and cutting 
cordwcod for Elbridge Davis.
George W. McLain Ss taking ad­
vantage of the favorable condition 
for woods work and has employed 
Harry Burton. Ernest Burton, Ray- 
mon Pease and Alton Rowell cutting 
logs, Dan Lucas busy with his team and 
Lewis Newell as helper drawing them 
to his millW. L. Orant Js also lum­
bering, his crew consisting of Dwight 
Collins, and sons Ray Maddccks and 
Raymond Harriman.
Assembly this week was contribute 1 
ed by members of the French classes.)
Miss Barbara Perry epened the mom- I 
ing exercises with a scripture reading 
in French from the gospel cf St. Johr. 1 
She also gave a summary in English 
of the program of the assembly which j 
consisted of a French play, “Betel 
Noire," (Bugbear) presented in cos­
tume.
The scene of the play ls a t the home I 
of a High School student, Andre. J 
played by Donald Marriner. Andre 
falls asleep while preparing his home­
work in French Grammar. He has a 
nightmare in which the elements of 
thc French language become real per­
sons. His cat, Felix, becomes "Bug­
bear" Dlayed by Miss Margaret Rog­
ers. The Princess. Miss Vieno Kan­
sas. Music. Miss Betty McAlary. and r”' Joyce; 
Poetry, Miss Eleanor Johnson, were (Wclch 
other principal characters in the 
Kingdom of French Grammar Be­
fore these rulers, General French 
Grammar. Miss Edith Dondl' put 
through their routine all the French 
tense endings. The Irregular Verb- 
comprised the rebel element in the 
story, but in the end were conquered 
by Andre. The play ends with Andre, 
delighted at having unraveled the ele­
ments of French Grammar in grati­
tude promising the General French 
Orammar that henceforth he will he 
a friend of all the citizens in his 
realm.
Tryouts for the one-act plays to be 
presented by the Juniors Feb. 19 and 
20 were held Monday. The follow­
ing casts were chosen:
For "Old Walnut” by Alena Har­
ris :—“Orandma Gates,” Virginia 
Gray;. "Grandpa Gates,” Frederick 
MacDonald; “Carolyn," Barbara Orff; 
"Jack," Robert Crane.
For “Copy" by Banning & Kellock— 
"David Lay," Meredith Dondis; "Wil­
liam Thomas,” James Hayes; “Adams ' 
Roy Joyce; “Pratt,” David Curtis; 
"Jimmy,” Reginald McLaughlin; 
"Baldwin," Russell Nash; "Welson," 
Edward Peaslee
For "Ghcst Story" Bcoth Tarking­
ton — "Anna," Shirley Stanley; 
"George," Fred Haining; “Grace," 
Vieno Kangas; "Helen," Maizie Joy; 
"Lewie," Eleanor Johnson; “Tom," 
Edward Peaslee; “FIcyd," David 
iCurtis: "Fred." James Hayes; “Lynn" 
'Housemaid." Dorothy
Under the leader hip cf Scoutmas­
ter Daniel Chick the High School Boy 
Scout Troop recently started, is mak­
ing good progress and will soon be 
ready fcr organization as a full troop 
with 33 members. The troop has been 
divided into four patrols, whose lrad- 
en are: Vinton Beal. Russell Hewett. 
Edward Storer and Rov Brown. 
Principal Joseph Blaisdell and Fred­
erick MacDonald are assistant scout 
masters. The troop is being spon­
sored by the Rotary Club.
• • • •
Second quarter examinations are 
completed and the regular schedule of 
classes has been resumed.
• • • •
We arc all glad to welcome Mrs.
The program will have variety since
Ghost Story" and "Old Walnut" are 
both comedies and "Copy” Is a 
drama
The business staff elected for thc 
junior play3 is: Business manager, 
Edith Dondis; stage manager. Carle­
ton Brault; advertising manager, Wil­
liam Cress; electricity, N Kent Stan­
ley; property manager, Malissa Bos­
tick; costume mistress. Eleanor 
Look; usher chairman, Eleanor Ames.
A January border was put on the 
8-3 blackb:ard by Jessie Olds, thc de­
signer Betty Beach, Kathryn Doan, 
and Dorothy Black.
Rank caids for Junior high school 
students will be given out Monday.
• • • •
Girls from the domestic science 
claries under Ihe supervision of Miss 
Stevens are arristed by Mrs. E. L 
Toocr, Mrs. W.lliam Rhodes. Mis. 
C. E. Merritt. Mrs. Sanford Delano, 
Miss Marguerite deRochemont and 
Miss Margaret Salmond, will serve 
lunch at the McLain Schocl to the 
teams participating in the Winter 
Sports Carnival. Which is being held 
at thc Ccmmunity Park today.
• • • «
Student” entering college from 
Rockland High tt's year are making a
News was received here Thursday 
of the death in Ottawa, Canada, of 
Bruce Pettapiece, aged eight months 
He was the son of Hubert and Helen 
(Bennett) Pettapiece, formerly of 
this town. Mr. and Mrs. Hollle Ben­
nett of this place, mourn the early 
death of their young grandson.
Mrs. John E. Husby entertained 
j Friday Club this week at her home 
on Harden avenue.
Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux, 
meets Monday night, a snipping 
[ party to follow the meeting, Refresh­
ments will be served.
Tlie Central Maine Power Com­
pany is sponsoring a free electric 
cooking school to be held at the Con­
gregational chapel. First session 
opens Tuesday, at 2 o'clock. Every­
one Is welcome.
After the business meeting Monday 
night a beano game will be held by 
Camden Lodge K. P. to which the 
public is invited.
Mrs. Callie Thompson will be hos- 
'tess to Les Quatre Club Wednesday 
afternoon at her home on Washing- 
| ton street.
Mrs. Eva Webster, Sea street, will 
entertain thc ladies of thc Methodist 
Society Wednesday afternoon.
Thc annual meeting of the District 
Nursing Association will be held to­
day, Saturday at 4 o'clock at thedSt. 
Thomas Parish House.
The ladies of the Congregational 
Society will be entertained Wednes­
day afternoon by Mrs. Grace Lowe, 
Chestnut street.
The Lend-A-Hand Club meets 
Monday night with Mrs. Clarence 
Taylor. Elm street.
Movie attractions at the Comique 
| Theater: Sunday and Monday, Ron­
ald Coleman in “The Man Who Broke 
the Bank at Monte Carlo; Tuesday 
and Wednesday, Wheeler and Wool­
sey in "The Rain Makers;” Tuesday 
night is Get Rich Nite; 8100 given 
away.
Mrs. Georgia Hobbs will entertain 
the Monday Club next week. Mrs, 
Priscilla Jameson will present 
paper on Stuart P Sherman.
Pythian Sisters meet Tuesday 
afternoon, supper to be served at 8 
o’clock.
The Opera House was the scene of 
a delightful affair Thursday night 
when the President's ball was held 
with a large attendance. Music was 
furnished by Eddie Whalen's Priva­
teers. George H. Thomas was chair­
man of the committee, ably assisted 
by A. Burton Stevenson and Josiah 
H. Hobbs. Joseph A. Brewster, as­
sisted by efficient aides, directed the 
dancing. The sum of $45 60 u 
netted. (
• • • •
Mrs. Allen's Address
The mid-winter meeting of thc 
Camden Garden Club was held 
Tuesday afternoon at the High street 
home of Mrs. A. V. Elmore with ex­
cellent attendance. A communica­
tion was read from the president of 
the Maine Federation regarding 
Camden's representation in the new 
Garden Club lecture book which will 
be used in all parts of the country.
The guest speaker was Mrs. Hervey 
Allen of Rockland who spoke most 
interestingly on "Rock Gardens," a 
personal hobby. After giving a brief 
history of rock gardens In various 
countries she related her pleasant ex­
periences in developing her own fine 
rock garden. An informal discussion 
followed. Mrs. Allen displayed an 
interesting collection of books on 
rock gardening.
Caution to pedestrians: 
the left side of thc road!
Walk on
Sp:ar back after an absence of three ] record for themselves. Word has been 
weeks' bccau’e of Illness. recciivcd frem “Ted” Ladd at the
• • • • University of Maine that because Of
Many students celebrated the com • high rank in chemistry he was ex-
pletion of their examinations by en- cused from mid-year examinations. 
Joying the excellent skating at Com- At the beginning of the year “Ted" 
munity Park cn Wednesday and was put in an advanced division of 
'Thursday evening. French, and by his excellent w:rk he
• • • • has completed thc requirements of a
Last week this column stated that j gCOd reading knowledge of the :an-
there were about 209 who enjoyed the 
skating party at Community Park. 
We have since learned that over- 600 
were there.
guage and is free to drop the ccurce.
The seniors have voted to wear 
dark blue caps and gowns for gradu-
Two plays were ’ presented at thc j atlon- 
Junior High assembly Wednesday.
"That Saturday Jeb" was presented 
by Gordon Burgess, Oscar Malburg 
Edward Sullivan, Harold Heal, and 
Richard Barnard The other play 
"English Takes the Stand" had fcr its 
cast the following: Lewis Mazzco. Wil­
liam Cummings, Ruth MacLaughlin, 
Robert Smith, and Harry Graves
Beginning Mcnday, the Juniors 
take complete charge of lhe library I 
and of monitor and police duty.
L UseU Furniture'WLbbAP WANT AM T
THE little ad that SAVES I
■ PERCALE
I PATCHWORK PIECES
■ Selected and Bundled
I 25c pound; 6 pounds $1.00
| Postage paid on five pound lots
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.|
MONDAY-TUESDAY
The Star-Studded 
Laugh Riot!
with Tad HEALY 
Una MERKEL 
Nat PENDLETON 
Mary CARLISLE
A MIT RO-GOLD WYN-MATIR PICTU1E
TODAY 
TIM McCOY
in
"MAN FROM GUNTOWN’"
COMING SCON 
"AUCTION NITE" 
WATCH FOR IT!
PARK®
EUSE ALLEN CORNER 
SCHOOL OF THE DANCE •••«|»
Begins Its Spring Term ♦
♦
Saturday, February 8
MISS FLORENCE MALLOY 5♦
Specializing in Teaching Tap Dancing +
ELISE ALLEN CORNER 
Teaching All Other Forms of Stage Dancing
Latest Ballroom Steps Taught J
Class Lessons 50c. Private Lessons $1.00 +
School Always Open For Enrollment 
22 Brewster Street, Rockland, Me. *
Telephone 670 J
+ •••
♦♦4•♦,5•4,4,4■4•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦4•♦4•4•^•♦•^4•+4•4•4•♦♦♦4•♦♦♦4•4•♦♦4•+♦♦♦<•4,♦♦♦4" ,^
SgE
^4
UIINUPRIlt
No. 35
M'LOON
- IS.wSERVIfE
uN((R8Metf tmi urriRi or iachiini tm answir 
IS A TIN WORD SINTINII • OMIT OKI WORO TO I ACM UNI
.. TO 
PUZZLE
We use factory 
testing equip­
ment operated by 
factory ’rainedA mechanics.
felESEBSanSS
' SCRAMBLED WORDS | CORRECT WORDS,’
"] Q1CK U
TAR SING T . .
DAN
MONEY CO ...................................
R YT
U RO
ATU MOOL BEI
FREP MORE CAN
KC IIEC
Two Tickets Free To Each Theatre
NEED RANGE OR FUEL OIL TODAY? 
CALL US FOR
VERIFIED PRINTED METER SERVICE
MONDAY-TUESDAY
STRAND THEATRE
JAMES CAGNEY
in
"CEILING ZERO"
PARK THEATRE
JACK BENNY
ln
“ITS IN THE AIR"
First Prize—Mrs. Jessie Simmons, Friendship 
Second Prize—Mrs. Leola McLellan, Thomaston
M'lOON SAllStwd StRVICl
■IT A >38 0->38 8 » . ,»
'UMitjeu Mmons smvicr X 
REFRIGERATION-OIL heating engineers •
* DISTRIBUTORS OF FINEST FUEL OILS
2.1 IIMEROIK STREET ROCKLAND. MAINE
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
I i H
kN V
From the thriller that made Broadway say 
its prayers!
“CHUNG ZERO”
with
James Cagney, Pat O’Brien
SHOWS: Mat. 2; Evg. 6.30 and 8.30: Con. Sat. 2.00 to 10.33
FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of intercut—Modern in every way. 
An enjoyable view from our apacioux ground-floor porches, 
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balronire.
Booklet
on
Application
H. II. Mase 
Manager
HOTEL
GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avenue 
Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
V <(
June tn 
October
Hotel 
Maselynn 
Stamfora 
Del. Co.
K. Y.
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APPROPRIATE VERSE
Oh! ye wild winds, that roar and rave 
Around the headland's stormy brow.
That toss and heave the Baltic wave. 
And bid the sounding forest bow.
Whence ts your course’ and do ye bear 
The sigh of other worlds along.
When the dark Immense of atr
GUARDIANS 
OF OUR COAST
What our Ufhtkeepera and coast 
fuardwnen are doing to protect 
coastwise shipping by day and 
by night The days news 
from many lonely outposta 
along Maine a waterfront.
R. T. Sterling, Author, Sug­
gests Longfellow Lines For 
Guardians Of Our Coast Realm of Music
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan
A VAST EMPIRE
Mourning For Late King 
Extends Among Fifth Of 
the World’s People
night here at the station where music that and It always appeals to me 
and games held sway. Mr Dyer I rnuch. Having been many years in 
plays the violin; Mrs. Oliver Mrs. (he j |{now that these verses
Bridges and Mrs. Drake are pianists;
Pat O'Brien (left!. Jaitirs Bush Irmterl and James Cagney (right) stand
• Nearly one-fifth of the world's 
people in one-fourth of the land area
Portland Head Light Station 
Cape Cottage. Jan 27 
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Since reading ^our paper for
several years lt has always been my ----------
desire to see some very appropriate Glanctn« throu*h back num*| P"’acher 1 mLsic" un' Washington. D. C. headquarters of
bers of Musical Courier I came across a sermon on singing and music, un
verse at the head of your column tw() pjftutTS whlfh haw f#r ,ess , deUvetvd tt; which to my mind the National Geographic Society,
headed “OuardlanB of the Coast." many Rockland musical devotees ts a singular omission, for no oilier "Since England began to expand
During the past year you have done One shows the "Two Josefs." and h phase of the service, except perhaps' three centuries ago.” continues the
of Josef Lhevinne and Josef Hof- , the preaching, occupies as much of bulletln •■the. authority of British 
mann. It was taken at Camden just the service as church.music. has spread t(j every conttnent
before the Curtis concert the past u somethl’ng s0 subduing in by exploration, war. peaceful occupa-
. ^m iviu u
of the world mourn the death ot 
their king. George V. of Great 
Britain." says a bulletin from the
summer. and in lt Lhevinne ts seated
prayer that for any member of the tion and treaty, as well as by tradeMrs Oliver Mr Perkins and Fred surely catch the eye' nOt °nly °f “U « the piano while Hofmann is un-
.... „ „„ , M„ph0„ M, boo. Lb,b,b.,» .. .bo Main* W ,bo pedal, you knowHofmannH., * wln„r »>««. ,ho ,b« »U «. «a
Monhegan so the gathering was well supplied Coast" which I wrote the past year a skilled mechanic and loves nothing British Empire,' is well established.
After reading letters from other with harmony and there certainly reached the 2500 mark before the better tha to Unker with machinery
stations for some time. I have been was "music in the air." Fred gave a Christmas holidays, and is now in or gaefce s The other pteture was
inspired’to add my own to the list. I selection on an accordian which was its second edition. The many beau-1 taken tn 1920 and while the scene »a-
WeaJth of Contrasts
Capt. E. H Wallace has installed a 
wind charger for his radio.
condemned years ago; he thinks (tiful letters I have received from not 
Santa didn't get his letter asking for only the thousands whom I have
a piano accordian.
----------------------- _ J . The Union Jack flies over British
laid tn Cincinnati, the persons there- morning those who wished to carry in * , continent and over
tn have a familiar appeal. Margate! _ conJ^“°n_ I Islands in 'the seven seas.' While
vacationists sun themselves on the 
beaches of one-half of the Empire, 
the other half may be skiing and
each Mauenauer. Daniel Beddoe. Edward , was a «°°d “me t0 d0
Thp Hannv Hours Club met last “ •"---------------------------- ! personally met here at the light------ ( so. for thelr whispering would not
The Happy Hours Club met last Mfs Robfr, Barlow Mrs Bridges, season, but from the hundreds I have Johnson. Rernald Warrenrath and
and daughter Marian. Mr and Mrs never seen go to show that the light- Lambert Murphy, all Maine Festival * noticeable.
Lester Oliver, Fred Osgood and stations and their keepers are and echoes.L E Nicholson where box supper and 
card games were enjoyed.
Ernest Brackett has been busily 
engaged In building a new punt 
T R McPhail of Thomaston was a
"Everlasting Life Ls set to the har- [
mother were recent callers on Mr always will be a great attraction for 
and Mrs William Bowie the sojourners who travel our coastal
The folks at Popham were recently line.
bidden to gather to see moving pic- ! ' Inasmuch as I am deeply inter- 
vtsltor in town for the past week tn tures Qf Q^ina gathered together by ested in my native State and the
Neal Bonsfield of China and Bar keepers of lighthouse. I submit for 
Harbor who had accumulated them your approval, if you care to run It 
since boyhood days Everyone was at the head of the column the fol-
i mony of God. When the Israelites ! bobsledding on snow and ice, for
Dan Beddoe certainly arouse- 
memories. He is still “going strong'' 
though bom March 16. 1863 in Wales
the interest of an insurance com 
pany. He reported good business. 
Dr. Keller of Thomaston has also
been here recently on a professional ^y appreciative of the
call.
kind towing poem;
1 thought which prompted this act
Many a pleasant evening is passed and th< pictures furnished interest 
in playing cards at L. E. Bracketts and amusement to young and old.
store j Fred and sister Vilda iMrs. Robert
The Happy Hours Club gave a Barlow) of East Boothbav motored 
surprtoe party Monday night to Mrs. Thursday t0 Bath on a business trip.
Oscar Burton, the occasion serving Barbara our granddaughter, recent- 
to celebrate her birthday anniversary ! ly went Boothbay with her
It Ls an impressive sight to see thc 
staunch mall boat. Neried. under 
guidance of Capt Earle Starrett. 
climb tlie high seas and whole gale 
that we may have our mail on time 
Not many trips does this intrepid sea- j 
farer miss, regardless of weather.
Nathaniel Hanna, this town's old- 
est citizen, died recently at the age i
of 87. We shall miss his poetry and enouSh you?
Interesting talks concerning a variety ic< °n th* rtv*r here indicates
of subjects. the weather as decidedly frosty.
We were saddened to hear of the For the greetings, expressed by 
death of Mrs George Pierce. card, from Editor Puller in Miami we
aunt Vilda. and there her mother was 
waiting to greet her.
Mrs Osgood devotes part of her
British lands are almost equally 
divided between the southern andSo ro . of helpless while a war buddy tights in vain with Death in a thrilling scene from
....................... _............................ one-half the Empire under a'summer |** «"» “-ma of peacetime flying a<« "CeUlng Zero/'-adv,
I HLs American debut was made with throughout the Bible. Uter. when jun can {wd Qf other-------------------------------------- ----  - -
the New York Oratorio Society Dec ll,e early Christians were driven to flelds (J<)rmant durlng staU>. Canada. Australia. New Zea-, tive rulers must approve the Con-
6 1903. in Berlioz's Requiem ” He th? catacombs to hold thelr services. wmter Nearly ewry type Qf land. and South Africa. allowing .iltutloa before lt becomes fully
then become a voice teacher at the4 the‘r *>nts were heard above the s ads owr the Rmpu-e and the them many of the rights and liber- operative, and that will take an 1
Cincinnati Conservatory and ap- «ro lnd jMU# hlmself J“« «*- nun<.ralot{lst fan find practically all ties enjoyed by independent nations estimated three years 
' peared as soloist ln many festivals fore startln« for Oetnsemane to pre-1 minerals Britain thus became a Common- "An unusual change made during I
with oratorio societies. One ParP for 1‘1-' death to save mankind. -Engiand the industrial titan of wealth of Nations, rather than an Oeorge Vs time was the ending of
the Empire. Canada its grain elevator empire in the old sense. Iraq. Turkish , self-government for Newfoundland j
a <ong. Examples of praise and 
thanksgiving and joy are found northern hemispheres.
They rome forth from the darkness and
thelr Mils and
Gleam for a moment only In the
blaze. commentator says;
And eager faces as the light unveils ,.Vr alusvs insnires his there lias not t**0 a time WhenGaze at the tower and vanish while -w- always inspires nis „
From the first moment of Christiani-
they gaze listeners with his gracious poise and Chr^tlan songs have not been sung.
The greatest masterpieces in tneThe set-bird wheeling round It. with dignity. At the age of 73 he think.-
the din nothing of giving a comprehensive realm °f music have been inspired by-
God. Many of the great works of 
Mendelssohn
Of wings and solitary cries.
Blinded and maddened by the light recital program of works ranging
Dashes himself against the glare and from Bach and Handel to Gretchan-
dies
By Henry W Longfellow 
Longfellow was a frequent visitor 
time to sewing which will later be at Portland Head Light and no place 
given for Christian needs. did he love better among his many
• • • • travels. This he told
Perkins Island who was keeper during the day
Hello, coastmen! Has it been cold Longfellows visit here nerformance
p S —It was during my early news- toucn t0 on< s Performance
and silver mine. Australia and New territory that became a British man- and Labrador which were r*‘urne^ 
Zealand its packing house, the Malay date following the World War. was to a Crown colony status untU such 
States its source of rubber and tin. granted complete Independence in time as they should again become 
India its tea and cotton plantation. 1930
and South Africa its gold and dia- "These internal changes made a 
mond mines. difference in the American scene In
"The British Empire Ls more than Washington three new legations—1 
260 times larger than the original the Canadian, the Irish Fret- State.
England, its fountainhead of govern- and th- South African- put in an
ment. One-fourth of the red or pink appearance aud began to play a port
haired brother sings areas, bv which the British Empire in international affairs Following
hand. I think is usually denoted on world maps, is the World War Egypt was divorced.
Handel. Haydn, and
inoff and Stravinsky. HLs raclULs other maa‘*rs »"* ba*d dlrertly on 
usually contain 20 selections. Con- tbe
THE OI.D HLMNRtemporary’ composers are invariably
well represented When the turns- There's lots o< music In 'em. the hymns____ _ . r ol long agj.
c,r.n„t I tile of 80 is not far ahead, it require An' when some <rav- irt to Joshua strout M the ones I used to know
■ing the davs of coura«e » ever alert for new re- i -oner want to lake a
cital numbers, ever giving a modern On Jordan's Hormv'banks I stand, and confined to North America. The through British assistance, irom 
cast a wistful eye
self-supporting.”
+*+*++•!■ •fr+**++*++++++++++*
largest single slice of the Empire is Turkish influences, and. Ln 1924. an • 
Canada. Then there are Newfound- Egyptian Legation was opened in
with vTuo'n hbr™t rf uSds of light and Iand- Labrador and British Honduras. Washington. One of the last acts of 
shining strrets of gold:
paper career that I had the oppor- I 'Dan l0'*s We' not kss a‘ There', lots o' music In 'em. those dear
tunitv of talking with him about th* y*,rs adv#nc* but more: for 
i .h. s.«n«n the habit of Uvlng grows so strongLongfellow s visits at the station And 1 h,ar em nn«:n3. slatting, where
I with tne years that It Is ever harder | _ memory dreaming stands 
| to break It. It is 50 years since tha
winning day In
I AVtaraoi'artns' U'alac m-Vsas-s ■
with Henry W. Longfellow
when the poet was enjoy ing his sum­
mer recesses from Bowdoin College. I
The recent westerly galo and storm say. "Many thanks, and hope you are Joshua strout was very intimate memorable prize 
did considerable damage to thc enjoying a pleasant winter." wi’h Henry w Lonsfeiiow. It was Ab*r8av*nny. Wa
wharf, and many lobster pots were we turned out Tuesday at 4 30 a. 
lost during tlie rough seas. One of m hear the broadcast of King
the poet's daily ambition to walk out
which, though individually not large King George's reiggi was thc re- | 
in area, add about 171.000 square storation of Egypt's Constitution, 
miles. -in Geneva six of the fifty-eight
member states ln the League of 
Nations recognize the British King- 
Great Britain. Canada, thc Irish Free 
"Another fourth of the Empire is state. New Zealand. South Africa 
to be found ln Africa The third and Australia
largest continental division of the -jt was during King George V's 
Empire ls Australia, the only entire reign, too. that the initial steps were
continent in the world under a single taken toward granting India the
government. In Asia, the British status of a Dominion. A Constltu-
flag flies over parcels of land ranging tion was granted, approved by
from the gigantic Indian peninsular Parliament and the Viceroy was del-
An so I love the dear old hymns, and with ibs millions, to tiny, egated to put tlie new federation
BeforeWtae 'i5ht‘'hea,!'hift ’ETaiid nr. sunscorched Aden on the Arablan into operation. But half of the na-
inging iip»» are dumb, " ’ peninsula, and includes such impor- ________________________
“ ’ wuhorn’ a^iVn Cm th,n’ r" ‘“ ' tant strategic as well as commercial “
To Canaan s fair and happy land, where areas as British Malaya, with the 
my ix.-«esxions lie! _ , ' .
------------------- important port and naval base of
From Greenland’s Icy mountains to 
India's coral strands ’
sise They ,eem *° "lng forever of holler,les, when a young sweeter days.
I tenor stepped forth to astound the
. « —, j j j u.™ . t.ib. I world with a voice of surpassing to Portland Head and have a talk ... bbeauty.the landmarks, the tripod on the George's impressive funeral rites over »-lth him Capt Strout was a regu-.
i--------------------- --- -----------—To you who have heard Don Bed-lar seadog ana a gTeat character to ,
furnish plenty of diversion for the d*‘n ^ine PesHvaLs. what song he
thing to the boys at Parker s Head- poet I fOr US. has remaln*d the clcar-
..................................... i est in vour memorv over all thesetheir clam boats are Out even in : =.—..................... J
. . . 1 vears? Mv memorv is "Mona.”zero weather. in time; sorrv not to have heard th? '
west duck rock which has withstood WBZ Long live the new King!
Cold does not seem to mean athe gales and sea for several years, 
was washed away last Saturday. A 
breakwater across the harbor en­
trance would have made a sturdy 
protection for the boats which were
standing on end. and such a project, 
would be truly appreciated by resi- < fun,U1*d With a day 6 bUSy WOr!t 
dents here this week.
. • • . i The ships continue to pass up river
Fort Popham day and night, their route lying close
We are anxiously awaiting accounts t0 tbe
in our column relating to the experi­
ences ol other keepers along the coast 
durinj me recent storm.
Tli- only damage at this station 
was to part of a guard rail which was 
washed . way by seas from the bridge 
leading into the tower.
Our son, Fred, discovered a skiff 
going out with ice just as darkness 
came over Popham Friday night, and 
with the assistance of Mr. Wallace, 
rescued it along with several others 
which were in dangerous positions.
Although seas were very rough and 
tides high during the storm which 
swept the coast, little damage was 
estimated. Waves dashed against 
the Owen. Powers and Bridgham cot­
tage basements and went over many 
of the breakwaters. The tide ebbed 
and flowed at the entrance to the 
Fort Popham State Reservation, dis­
lodged and carried to sea large 
stumps and logs which had become 
landmarks for over six years. Mails 
were delayed one hour on the Marsh 
road, as the breakers were so rough 
it was impossible to cross until the 
tide had ebbed somewhat.
Mrs. Pauline Morong who recently 
visited her son. Clifton, has returned 
to Lisbon Falls.
We miss the lights from the home 
of Freeman Oliver, since the family 
went to Bath for the winter.
Callers here Tuesday afternoon 
were Neal D. Bonsfield of Bar Har­
bor. Mr. and Mrs. Lester Oliver, Mrs. 
Leeman Drake and son Carroll.
Tlie snowplow came through Tues­
day at 3 a. m.. with William Bailey 
of Woolwich and WiUiam Cogswell of 
, Winnegance in command.
' Mrs. Leeman Drake and daughter, 
i Carol, were guests at the station 
Thursday evening and the time was 
( happily spent in playing Parchesi.
Fred Osgood and Leslie Dyer were 
I Bath visitors Thursday night.
I| A group of young folks gathered 
; at the Light Jan. 17 for music and 
[games.
Leeman Drake, a surfman at the 
Kennebec River Coast Guhrd Sta­
tion. is enjoying a 10-day leave of 
absence with his family.
Norman Perkins was supper guest 
Sunday at the station.
Mrs. Lester Oliver. Mrs. Elisha 
Bridges and daughter Marian Mrs 
I'Leeman Drake, Mrs Robert Barlow, 
Leslie Dyer, and Norman Perkins 
passed a merry time Wednesday
Cutting up hog and salting pork "comeback". j ufe Qf ..^y.. wfiosf dcath|
. , Jan. 13 brought sorrow to thousands,supplying the pulpit at Stockton I hQ h#d f£>me {o him J
Springs for the present. i rsdl0 re#ds ]lke a fairy-story. He
The snowplow recently made two <#s ati„watfr Minn on
trips over our road—a service rendered , . o 1Q1>O . • .I July 9. 1882 the son of a shoemaker, i
us by the town of Stockton and and hls egr,y educa(ton wa> M Ie
for which it has our sincere thanks practlcaUy nU At ,, mQwd with
This far we haven't missed a maii .._ ,, , ,his parents to New York, where at i
this winter but doubt if everyone de-1
We hope Mr. Mann likes Duck 
Island and that Mrs. Mann and 
young June are happily located at 
Manset.
Congratulations are extended Wal­
lace Birlem of Southwest Harbor on 
his recent marriage
pending on the R 
fortunate.
Keeper Mitchell
I When the miles rf the love of Ood 
bloomed white In all the way,: 
And I want to hear thelr music from the 
old-time meetins rise.
(Till "I can read my title clear to man­sions In the skies.'
We hardly needed singln' books ln them
old days; we knew
Thc words, the tunes ot every one. the 
dear old hymn-book through'
We had no blaring trumpets then, no 
organs built for show;
We only sang to praise the Lord 
whom all blessings flow.'
"from
AT CASTINE NORMAL
, An interesting announcement was 
F D has been as becamr' * cash in a depart- mad_ at chapel Tuesday morning
ment store. He later enlisted in the when the honor list on scholastic
motored to U Marine Corps, and was in China j achievement was read. The follow- during the Boxer Rebellion. He for ing names appeared: From
A letter from Cape Neddick would ^1“t*rP°rt recently to consult Dr a time played professional baseball
be welcomed as we would like to 
know how Mrs. Coleman is getting 
on. To our Rockland friends on
Matinlcus Island and to Two Bush a"d_are glad to hear that both Keep 
Light-ers we send a friendly greet-
the
Holdings in Africa. Asia and 
South Scm
Singapore; Ceylon. Hong Kong, and 
British North Borneo.
"British Guiana, one of the three 
European-owned Guianas, on the 
north coast of South America, ls the 
only British possession on that con­
tinent. although England also claims 
the Falkland Islands off Argentina.Smith | -------- --------------- ------------ Junior class. Edith Farnsworth. Hulls.
We send best wishes tn \(r and With the Northeast Pennsylvania cove; Margaret McNeil. Mattawam- Europe has the smallest continental
Mrs. Albert Staples at Burnt Island ^^1.“MargUerlte ^ehann. Oldtown: British area- Gibraltar. British
-or h.s lather-in-law at Forest City. Marjorie Merryman. Brunswick; and islands of the South Pacific aggre-
er Staples and Keeper Charles N. meTin^ NaS°n’ BangOT Pr°m th< 8316 8rM W,U“' * °f
------ ment m a dance hall at the ba.k of, freshman class. Frances Borroto Scotland, while the (British West-------- -- ------------------------------------- - Robinson at Ram Island arp im. iranman c;ass. rmnees iiorroto. ocouanu. wnue jxriusn west
Ing. We miss the telephone chats we pn>wd heaRh a saloon. This he later turned into Bangor; Catherine Dobbins. Stock- Indies have more than twice the area
Try this one. folks: To avoid slipp-
used to enjoy when stationed on 
Matlnicus Rock.
Our store of news is limited, but 
there's no end of good wishes to 
Coastal pals.
a motion picture theatre. Attracting (On springs; Emma Hanson. Bar of Northern Ireland
Ing on icy walks and streets cut attentlon of B' P Kclth he was Harbor; Marguerite Hatt. Patten; "The people of the Empire, more
good-sized discs of felt and attach oMhe^prX^s oTthTma’XTs RUb>’ Li,t!efleld> °uUford; PhyUis ,han 4&5000 00° of them' are as
these w*th rubber cement to soles of ' tester ch^Then te wa7X7e^ S!"8rt LaGrange; Mildred Smith, diversified as the geography of the
rubbers or rain boots Two sets will ? t H ’engaged Bucksport; Gertrude Stanley. Cran- colonies. They run the gamut of
probably last all winter and the feel- SctU ^tSeX' n ^SXJeT'Tn ' a"d Vfn°ra StlnchfleId' C°l°rS 3nd CIeedS> a"d th*
picture tneater in Milwaukee. In Stockton Springs. whole range of civilization. A meet-
1913 he came to New York to manage , .... made up Of one person of each
the Regent Theater, and from then ’ The five students receiving the racial and sub-racial type living 
his climb was steady and sure. He highest grades in order of placement , under the protection of the British
Another week has rolled around j aa« particularly clever in offering the were Phyllis Smart. Nataiie Nason flag probably would represent a
our eyes, for winter is really on his ■and with 11 the flrst mcnth ln a new most eIaborat‘‘ form of entertain- j Venora StlnchfleId. Edith Fams- more complete cross section of the
year has vanished. What February ment. His introduction of a syro- worth, and Marjorie Merryman. peoples of the world than could be
phony orchestra of 100 players and a 1 • • • • brought togeth„ by any oth„ na.
huge pipe organ into a film theater i Seven members of the junior class tion
created a sensation, as did also his j went 0UL Monday to teach in the 
gins to strengthen' and then would j magnificent scenic innovations and! schools of thc following teachers, 
be added, ‘‘it can't be very bad from use of lighting to supplant the drop respectively, who are taking part in
Fort Point
Keeper Mitchell thanks Editor 
Fuller for the attractive post card 
view received from Miami, Fla..—a 
far different scene than now meets
throne at length, and the pictures 
Jack Frost paints bear no relation 
to those of sunny climes, though in 
their fashion they do have a certain 
claim to beauty.
Shipping continues as far up river 
as Bucksport, with no ice as hind­
rance.
ing of security Ls wonderful!
I*nrtLand H-ad
holds in store Ls a mystery, but it will 
soon leap in. An okj saying. "As tho 
days begin to lengthen the cold be-
now on. Spring isn't far away.” 
Strikes us that old February- can
cut up a few capers with an extra 
A large oil tanker new to the river. day added. Just in way of celebrating, 
the Joseph Esco, arrived at Bucks- Tbat reminds us, those born on Peb 
port recently. | ng wm j*. celebrating this year and
The Boston boats are keenly missed | what a leap they are taking! 
by everyone in this vicinity, as the i Matinicus Reck writes telling us 
Belfast and Camden seemed like old , they have ice cream freezers working, 
friends. It would please us greatly to Up to the old time custom—makin? 
have some other craft take the route, j ice cream while the ice shines. Ther’ 
Capt. Mitchell was a visitor Wed- j have been some lively times way out 
nesday in Searsport. j there in the ocean and people won-
Capt. John E. Thurston who died der how they ever pass the time away, 
recently at the home of his daugh-1 Barring all jokes, we hope all the 
ter In Castine, was retired from this , families on outside stations are having 
station 17 years ago. He lighted the a comfortable winter, not leaving 
beacon on Fort Point for 16 years, out Keeper Nye at Doubling Point 
having come here from Avery's Rock. 1 Range. We have called on Capt. Nye 
Mrs. Florlan E. Curtis and family and can visualize the territory he has
of Searsport were entertained at the 
Light Jan. 23 in honor of Mrs. Curtis'
to cover in all kinds of weather.
Not so much doing around here at
birthday anniversary. A tasty [ present. Good Timers came out 
luncheon was served in the evening, I Wednesday for the day with Mrs. Hilt 
the dining room attractively lighted , hostess.
with candles. i r. t. Sterling recently presented his
Plenty of excitement comes now j son Robert with the new game, Mo- 
via radio if one enjoys listening to' nopoly. We have had only one eve- 
political speeches. We heard Al. J ning to play and there seems to be a
Smith last Saturday night, but missed . lot to it. We started at 8 and at 10.30 
Senator Robinson, due to change called a halt in favor of Rob.
curtain. The climax of his career 
came when he was chosen as mana­
ger of the Radio City Music Hall, 
when that g7.000.C00 edifice was built 
Although he continued to manage 
the Radio City theatres until January 
1934, hls original plan was much al­
tered by other persons because of Its 
prohibitive expense.
• • • •
Prom Rev. Charles Dodd Crane, 
comes this thoughtful expression on 
the part of Bishop Edwin H. Hughes 
of the Methodist Church:
"Bishop Hughes was guest preacher 
at Tremont Temple, Boston, and 
took for hls theme of the morning 
sermon. Church Music, and said in 
part: 'I myself cannot play any in­
strument, and would be embarrassed 
were I asked to sing a solo. I claim 
no power as a vocal artist. However, 
In the 45 years that I have been a
the in-service training teacher ex­
change plan which is being tried for 
the second year. This plan covers a 
period of six weeks.
Beatrice Leach, Castine has gone 
to the school of Mrs. Gertrude Dear­
born. Unity; Edith Farnsworth. Hulls 
Cove will teach In the school of Miss 
Catherine Foley. Winterport; Kath­
erine Pushor, Exeter, takes charge 
of the Brooksville school of Mrs. 
Hattie Hopkins; Grace Brown. Stock- 
ton Springs, supervises the school left 
by Miss Clara Knowles, Swansvillc. 
Clara Hamlin. Hampden Highlands 
enters upon the duties of Mrs. Flora 
Myrick. Troy; Alice Huff, Danforth 
replaces Mrs. Dorothy Reynolds, j 
Burnham, and Natalie Nason, Ban­
gor substitutes for Mrs. Elizabeth [ 
Snow of North Hermon.
Growth Following World War
"Geographically, the British Em­
pire has both expanded and con­
tracted during the reign of King 
George V. Following the World War 
protectorates and mandates totalling 
more than 973.000 square miles and 
nearly 10.800.000 population were add­
ed to British domain. The reign of 
George V, therefore, was exceeded 
only by that of Queen Victoria as a 
period of territorial expansion for the 
British.
“The principal additions were the 
former German colonies of German 
East Africa (now Tanganyika), 
Southwest Africa. New Guinea. West 
Cameroons, West Togoland, and 
Western Samoa, and the formeri
Turkish territory of Iraq, Palestine, 
and Trans-Jordan. Technically 
i Southwest Africa was made • man­
date of the Union of South Africa,
A tea in honor of thc incoming the former I’arts of New
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
teachers was held in Richardson hall 
dormitory on Tuesday afternoon.
• • • •
The many friends of Marjorie 
Gordon, Enfield, and Phyllis Penney. 
Detroit are expressing regret that 
these students are unable to return 
to school for the spring semester.
Guinea an Australian mandate, and 
Western Samoa a New Zealand man­
date, but the Union Jack flies over 
each.
“The most significant internal 
change made during the reign of 
King George V was the granting of 
Dominion status to the Irish Free-
(J Those rythmic clicks of 
our presses will be encored 
later by the tinkle of the 
cash register. For The 
Courier-Gazette printing 
is the kind that produces 
sales. Experience proves it.
Call 770 
for Estimates
lhe Courier- Gazette
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SPECIAL SALE!
FOR FEBRUARY AND MARCH
RYTEX GREYTONE
PRINTED STATIONERY
in colors as soft as a Spring breeze— 
with a restrained gaiety that makes it 
correct for all occasions!
100 SINGLE SHEETS 
50 ENVELOPES
or
50 DOUBLE SHEETS 
50 ENVELOPES
Postage 
lOr Extra
Printed with Name and Addiess on 
Sheets and Envelopes—or, Mono­
gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
l ine quality Greytone paper in ex­
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey, 
Orchid or Violet.
Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or 
Violet.
Unusually Low Priced!
Buy several boxes of this smart sta­
tionery while it is specially priced at 
only $1 a box.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
